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lNTRODUCTl0N
Japan has made so caJled’economic mlraCle’after World War
ll．lt took Iess than two decades for Japan to emerge as a new
advanced international competitor to achieve leads in a range Of
industries．
The internationa L competitiveness of Japanese j ndustries has
been regarded as an appearance of Japanese economic miracle．And
improvingindustriaI technologicaJ bases has been regarded as one
of the most effective measures to gain internationaI competitive
advantages．Therefore Japanese strategy of improving industrial
technology bases has been the maininterest of my research．
St rategy is regarded to concern with the most important
issues．However it is frequentIy very difficult for the peopIe
from developing countries to Identify which are the important
issue or not in Japanese experience′　because Japanese have done
so many things to improve their bases．Therefore so calIed T
important issues T are just based on the background of the re－
searcher．
As anindustrial analyst from China′l try to examine Japanese
strategicissue based on my Chinese background．In other words．I
try to identify which are the most important lessons from Japa－
nese experience for Chinese policy making．based on rny knowIedge
about Chinese policy experiences．The difference of my research
with previous works probablyliesin such stand point of Iooking
at Japanese experiences．
Sorne conmon senSeS for Japanese have become strategic issues
for my research．For example．Japanese education system has
undergone a high－grade structuring process．The proportion of
students entering high schooI has been increased from　50　％in
1956　to more than g0％in mid　70－S′　and the proportion of students
entering university has beenincreased fromlO　％in1956　to　35％
in mid　70’S．Such kind of things may be just a common sense for
Japanese．　But I regarded such thing as on6　0f the most impor－
tant strategic measures to improve industrial technoIogicaI
bases′　because it closely related to the Jabor force quality．one
of the determinants of industrial technoJogical bases．The Japa－
nese education dimension has been stressed in my research　．
probabJy because of my Chinese background．Now China has been
lacking of qualified people for industrial rnodernization′　but at
sarne time it has also suffered with a heavy unemployrnent．Japa－
nese education experience is a good lesson for Chinese policy
making．
l try to systematica Hy understand Japanese strategy．l ar－
ranged my discussion as foIlows．
ln the first chapter．l discussed the technology generated frorn
basic research and the technology generated frorn market by re－
thinking the connotation of technoIogy．We should know what the
technology is i f we t ry to forrnuJate st rategy fo r promo ting
industriaJ technoIogical level．We beIieved that there exist two
industrial technoJogy cluster′　regarding the nature of technoIo－
gy．The efforts of improving industrial technoIogy level can be
Oriented to both of the industriaI technologicaI cIusters．　The
technoIogy generated from market may become a more important
field for deveIoping countries to gaining internationaI competi－
tive advantage．
ln the second chapter．we discussed the science production
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SyStem and technology production system．The main purpose that we
distinguished thern is try to draw the attention of the policy
makers in developing countries to technology production system．
China usually regard universi ty and independent institute as the
main forces to conduct R　＆　D′　because China have had a short
suppIy of R　＆　D human resourceinindustries and their universi胃
ty and independent institute have hoId relatively more knowJedge－
abIe people．The people in the university and independent insti－
tute have been far f rom the market′　therefore thei r research
achievements have been frequently unappIicable．Japanese science
and technoJogy production systems’　st ructu res can enJighten
Chinese policy makers on science and technology system reform．
In the third chapter．we discussed the determinants of indus－
trial technologicaJ bases．　We reviewed the key factors which
have made contributions to Japanese commerclal success．　then
abstract the determinants of industrial technological bases．The
PUrPOSe Of our doing thlS IS try tO get a reIatively simple modeJ
to reflect the cornplex situation of industrial technologicaI
bases．
ln fourth chapter．we try to see in detaiJ what Japanese have
done in allocating their resources arnong the determinants of
industriaJ technological bases．We believe that the coordinated
improvement of the determinants has more benefits to economic
growth than the sun of theisolatedirnprovernent of these determi－
nants．The art of alIocating resource among the determinants is a
kind of deveIoprnent strategyinitself．
Based on the discussion of previous chapters′　We try tO Search
the principIes of fornuJating strategy for deveJoping nation to
improving their industriaJ technoIogicaJ bases in chapter　5．We
first reviewed the measures availabIe to improving industriaJ
technologicaI bases．Then we try to raise up the principIes of
taking the corresponding meaSUreS aCcOrding to the different
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economic and technoIogical features of development periods．
tn chapter　6　′　We discussed the foundations for competitive
strategy．Competitive strategy has been the hot topics of current
researches．ln this chapter we try to understand foJIowing
basic questions in theory．Why a nation want to gain competitive
advantage？Where nations are supposed can develop competitive
advantage？　And what are the sources that natlOnS are SuPPOSed
can gain competitive advantage？
ln the final chapter．we examined Japanese strategy for galn－
ing competitive advantages．We try to know why Japan shou．d gain
internationaJ competitive advantages？　Where Japanese have made
their efforts to gain competitive advantage？　And how Japanese
indust ries have concentrate thei r efforts to gain competi tive
advantages？For the first question．we examined the strategic
roIes of Japanese exports to national economic growth by analyz－
ing Japanese import structure．　export structure．Jnternational
trade dependence of Japanese economy．and coefficients ofinduce一
ment production induced by different final dernands．For the
second question．we compared industrial structure of inducement
production induced by export with t．he structure of Japanese
g Lobal industries．compared the industrial structure of induce一
ment production induced by private fixed capital formation with
the Japaneseindustrial structure′　and compared industriaI struc－
tu re of inducement production induced by private consumption
with Japanese household expenditure structure．For the third
question we compared theindustrial structure withindustrial R　＆
D structure．
As we mentioned above．all of the strategic issues we searched
is by the eyes of a foreigner．
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1．TECHNOLOGY GENERATED FROM BASfC RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY GENERATED FROM MARKET
Can a nation．　reIativeIy faI＝ng behind in basic research．
compete at sharp edges of technology？Can a nation．　remaining
backward in high technoIogy′　gain international cornpetitive
advantages？For these questions．we will rethink the COnnOtation
Of technoIogy．　because competitive success usualIy be the func－
tion of efforts，and efforts in turn result from people’s under－
Standing of technologicaI competitive front．
1．1Definition and connotation of technoLogy
Technologyis defined as Hthe science of the application of
knowledge tO PracticaI purpose……′　the tota＝ty of means em－
pIoyed by a peop L e to provideitseIf with the objects of materiaI
cuItureH（Websterls Third NewInternational Dictionary）．ln above
definition′　technology includes alI the ways that knowledge is
applied to the production of goods and services．
The connotation of technology here is expIained as foHows：
technology is a set of special knowledge　（ideas′　methods or
experiences）　by which people can add a new non一materiaJ value
On a PrOduct．
We leave the word’’non一materia（value’to discuss later and
make a few remarks upon above expression．
First we shouJd note that technoJogy is a kind of speciaJ
5
knowledge which tells peopJe how to increase products vaIue．It
equaJIy means that technoIog／is vaJue－added oriented or money
oriented．
Second we know that technology can not be separated from
economic activities．JndustriaJ technolo9y includes design tech－
nology and rnanufacturing techncIlogy．The former is oriented to
providing an Uniquo and superior product．s function t：O the cus－
tomer　．The later is oriented to increasing productivity and
improving product－s qua＝ty．　Both of them is to serve the
PrOduction activities．
Third we know that technology is a deterrninant in the economic
competition．Jn other words′　techno Logy is competition oriented．
The cOmPetition edges of products in internationaI market
mainly lie in function′　quality and price．These three aspects
are rnainly determined by the technological leveI naking the
PrOducts．
Fourth we stress that technology eXits in ainforrnation state′
because in the definition we regard it as a kind of knowIedge．
Therefore′it needs a carrier such as a person′　an equipment or a
recording material　（books．　papers etc）．Jt is emphasized here
that onIy the technoIogy carried by peopJe or machine can con胃
tribute to vafue－added directJy．The technoJogy carried byinfor－
mation recording materiaJs canlt do it directly．　Above opinion
can expIain the phenomena that deveIoping countries often prefer
to choose the way of importing a cornpIete set of equipments from
deveIoped countries′　but not the way of buying licence or patent
etc．We will discuss this probIem againlater．
1．2　Meaning of non一material vahJe
Now we turn to the meaning of lnon－material value一．What does
i t mean？
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Here′　nOn－rnateriaI valueincludes foIJowing things（see Figure
l一日
目VaIue of scient日日c discovery．
2）Value of ways reducing the time a person completes a work
Or does a thing．
3）Value of ways reducing the physicaI or mentaI consumption
Which a person consumedin his working PrOceSS．
4）Value of waysincreasing the good feeIing of human receptors
Such as eyeS′　nOSe′　earS′　tOngue and skin etc．
5）VaIue of ways creating new functions by a new arrangernent
and combination of a set of old things．
6）VaJue of ways exploiting new resource and saving lirnited
r eSOU rce．
7）VaIue of waysimproving human．s heaJth condition．
1．3　TechnoIogy generated fron basic research and technoJogy
generated fr°n narket
Scientific discovery is usualIy result from basic research．
and most of the high technoIogyis concerned with new scientif－
ic discoveries．High technoJogies are typical exampJes of the
technology generated from basiC reSearch．Its function is to add
Scientific discovery’s vaIue on products．The new scientific
discovery’s vaJue is weIJ recognized by the peopJe．EJectronics
andinformation engineering　′Iife engineering′　neW energy，neW
materials′　marine science and space science have become focus of
basic research．It is expected that new radical scientific
discovery wilJ be achieved byinvesting vast human resources and
capitals in basic research′　and rnore and more new high tech
industries wiIl be generated from new scientific discovery．
High technologies has brought and is going to bring a great
Of benefit to economic growth．Due to its great influence on the
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modern economy．　governments and private sectors pay much atten－
tion to high technoIogy．Most of the nations′　either developed
Or deveIoping countries．　have deveIoped their　’high technoIogy
poJicyl．in order to cornpeting in the international market or
catching up the world technology leve L
The deveIopment of high tech indust ries in recent years has
proved that basic research can generate new vaIue′　and the new
va．ue can be added on to the products through the high technol0－
gleS．’Adding scienti fic discove ry’s value on products’′　nO
matter how i t is expressed in other statements′　is becoming a
main stream of public and private efforts aII over the WOrld．
Such technoJogy is beIong to the foreword generating type′　Or
basic research generating tyPe．lt means that the technologyTs
deveIopment is along the direction of：
basic research　－－－＞　applied research　－－－＞　R　　＆　D　－－－＞　new
product’s design　一一＞new manufacturing process　－－＞　newindustries．
For a technology generated from basIC reSearch′　tWO things are
Very important：
1）Does a nation has its own special strength in some basic re－
SearCh fields7
2）Is the channeJ going from start point（basic research）to final
point（newindustries）unbIocked．
Therefore the focus of high technoIogy po＝cy usuaIJy be l）
to strengthen the basic research in order to achieving new radi－
cal discoveries′　and　2）to stimu f ate the transfer from achieve－
ments of basic research to production．
Now we turn to the technoLogy generated from market demands．
United states has made so many contributions to basic research
and has had so many people getting the NobIe prize′　but it has
lost competitive advantageS in so many industriaI fietds．By
contrast′　Japan is regarded to be relative weaker in basic re－
search　′　but has made great achievements in international compe－
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tition．lndustrial technological progress　′　Of course′is the
main contributive factor to Japanese success．Furthermore′　SOme
Asia small nations′　falling behind in high technology′　have aIso
made great successes in internationaI competition．Therefore
there should exists a kind of technoIogy whichis as same impor－
tant as the technology generated from basic research．
Such kind of technoIogyis reIated to th8　remaining aSPeCtS Of
non－material va Lue．lt belongs to back－Ward generating tyPe．　Or
market demand generating type．ln other word new technoIogy is
selected′　Organized．　fused′　generated and developed according
market needs．We will discussing the technology generated from
market Iater in more detail
1．4　Technology genOrated frorTl markot and its relation with non－
materiaI value
Now we turn to discuss the technology generated from market
demand in more detail．
1）VaLue of ways reducing the time a person completes a work or
does a thing
Whatls the significance of reducing the time that a people
completes a work．The human’S　＝fe is　＝rnited．Most of people
can－t Iive more than hundred years．But there are so many things
they need to do or they want to experience．They have aJimited
Life on the one hand and have an extensive intention of undergo－
ing a rich and coIorful Jife on the other hand．The solution to
this awkward problem is to reduce their working time of doing a
thing．Through reducing the working time．they can do more works
in a unit time．For a person′it is equal to prolong his life．
For a company′　it is equal to reducing the cost in an unit
PrOduct．Many new products invented in the century′　SUCh as an
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automatic Jine in a factory′　an OA machine In an Office′　Or a
refrigerator in a home′　are aimed at reducing working time of
doing a thing．　Creation of new ways of reducing working tirne
W＝l still be one of the main streams of innovation．
2）　VaIue of the ways reducing physical or mental consumption
Which a person COnSUmedln his working process
Whaピs the significance of reducing physicaI or mentaI con－
SUmPtion which a person consumed in his working process．Human
beingS uSually have（aziness as thei r second nature．PeopJe will
feel fatigue when they are doing a thing′　therefore they tend to
reduce their consumption of physicaJ or menta t consumption．It
have been said by a person that’inventions are result from the
thinking of the sIuggard一．　　Although this comments seems over－
Stated′　i t realIy conveys an essence of people’s original
intention of making aninvention．Many kinds of new product have
been concerned with reducing hurnan physicaI and mentaI consump－
tion．Remote－COntrOI TV．　remote－COntrOl air condition′　aUtOmatic
door in a buiIding are the typical examples．Although turnin9　0n
Or tUrning　0ff the electronic power does not need a lot of tirne
and does not cost a lot of human energy′　the renote control type
and automatic type products still have been so popular．Couldit
be said that such kind of invention falls in with the people’s
wish of reducing physical or mental consumption？We beIieve that
R　＆　D efforts on this di rection will be continued．
3）VaIue of waysincreasing good feeIing of human receptors
What’s the human’s happy feelin9．Although it hasn’t been ex－
PJained very cIear that how the human’s happy feeIing is formed
in physioIogical and psychologicaI sense，　the happy fee＝ngs do
exist．It is not di fficult for a person to perceive that what
kind of thing is worth to see or not；what kind of thing is
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good for listening or not；What kind of thing is delicious or
not；what kind of thing is fragrant or not′　and what kind of
thing is touched to feeJ g00d or not．Different design of shoes　′
made of a same materiaI．　can be sold at different prices　′　be－
CauSO they give people different feelings．　So rnany such kind of
things can give support to the opinion that the value of happy
feeJing can be added on the products．We think that it is worth
to exploit human’s new happy feeIing and to design such kind of
new product to meet market demands．
4）Value of ways creating new function by a new arrangement of
Old things
It is closely related to th8　SyStematic combining tochnique．
Systematic cornbining teChnique comes from the system engineering
theory．We can Iearn from the system engineer theory that：1）a
Whole funct，ion of a systemis not surely equaI to the sum of iピs
SUbsystern－s functions；　and　2）a system in a best condition does
not rnean all of its subsystemin best conditions．lt is possible
that a new product can be created just by using exiting technol0－
gies through systematic combining technique．The importance of
SyStemat j c combinlng teChnique should not beignored．For most of
cornpanies′　eSPecially for middle and smaII scale of manufactur－
ers′　the systematic combining technique is perhaps more impor－
tant than created technology．
5）VaIue of ways expIoiting new resource and saving limited cur－
rent resource
WhatTs the value of expJoiting new resource and saving cur－
rent limited resource？The va L ue of exploiting new resource and
SaVing PreSent reSOUrce is result from theIimitation of natural
resources．Al though there have been so many controversies and
UnCertainty about exact Ievel of the ceiling imposed by natural
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resou rces′　i t i s no doub t tha t the const raint wilI become a
realityin the　21st century．if the present structure Of resource
consumptionis continued．Some authors point out several ways for
resource savIng aS foIIows：a）improvement of efficiency of hard－
ware such as car′　cOOler and generator；　b）increase of durable
Length of time of hardware；C）sof t energy paths；d）share of
PrOPerty．
6）VaIue of ways improving health conditions
Finally′　We WOUId h ke to make a few remarks on vaIue of ways
improvJng human．s health conditions．There are two different
aspects of improving health condition．One is concerned with
curing sickness to save patients．lnnovationin pharmaceutical
industry is such a kind of exampJe．Another one is concerned
with keeping people in good health．Some innovations of sports
goods and innovations of foodindustry belong to such a kind of
thing．
We believe that the technoLogy generated frorn marketis as same
important as the technology generated from basic research．Per－
haps the technoIogy generated frorn market has not so extensive
positive influence on industries as the technology generated
from basiC reSearch′　but it stiIl can make great contribution to
economic growth because the market voIume related to them usually
veryIarge．
Itis needed to point out thatin reality one applicable tech－
noIogy can add several non－materiaI values rnentioned above simul－
taneously on products．and the technoIogy generated from market
demand and the technoIogy generated from basic research are
frequentJy overIapped．
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2．SC］ENCE PRODUCTl0N SYSTEM AND TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTl0N SYSTEM
The main function of science production system is to produce
scientific knowIedge to，deepen people’s understanding of nature．
The main function of technoLogy production system is to produce
tochnoJo9ical means to increase the product T s value．People
frequentlylike to use the word’science and technoIogy system’
to describe the reJated issues．　because science and technoIogy
have so close relations．
The main purpose that we distinguished them hereis try to draw
the attention of the policy makers in developing countries to
technoJogy production system．Some developing countries′　Like
China．usualJy regard university and independent research insti胃
tute as main forces to conduct R　＆　D′　because they had a short
suppJy of R　＆　D human resources and their university and inde－
Pendent research institute have hoJd relativeIy more knowledge－
abIe people．The people in the universi ty and independent re－
Searchinstitute have been reJativeIy far from the market．there－
fore their research achievements are frequentIy unapplicable．
For learning lessons from Japan experience′　We WiII discuss
the roJes of Japanese industriaL research lnStitution′independ－
ent research institute and university in the science production
SyStem and technology production system．Then we will examlne
What have been done by Chinese technology production system．We
Will discuss the importance of strengthening technoIogy produc－
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tion system and theindicators describing the technology produc－
tion system．
2．1Japanese science production system and tOChnoIogy production
SyStem
Figure　2－1displayed the distribution of research expenditures
by Japanese industrial researCh institution．independent re－
search institute and university．We can see that the industrial
research institution is the maln force to Conduct research．The
proportion of the research expenditure spent by industries has
beenin the range of　60％　to　80％．Both the proportions of the re－
search expenditure spent by nationa．institute and university
have been in the range of15％　to　20％．
Figure　2－2　displayed the constitution of research expenditure
by Japanese industries regarding basic research′　aPPJied re－
search．and R　＆　D．We can see that Japanese industries have con胃
centrated their research efforts on R　＆　D．The proportion of R　＆
D has been in the range of　70％　to　80％．By contrast′　the propor－
tion of applied research has been around　20％　′　and the proportion
of basic research has been around　5　％．
Figure　2－3　displayed the constitution of research expenditure
by Japanese institutes regarding basic research′　aPP Bied re－
search，and R　＆　D．We can see that Japanese institutes have con－
centrated their research efforts on R　＆　D and applied research．
The proportion of R　＆　D has beenin the range of　40％　to　60％．the
proportion of applied research has been in the range of　25％　to
40％　′　and the proportion of basic research has been around l5　％．
Compared with theindustries．the researchinstitutes have shift
their efforts a littIe bit from R　＆　D to applied research and
basic research．
Figure　2－4　dispLayed the constitution of research expenditure
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by Japanese universities regarding basic research．　appIied re－
search′　and R　＆　D．We can see that Japanese universities have
concentrated their research efforts on basic research and applied
research．The proportion of basic research has been in the range
Of　55％　to　60％．the proportion of appJied research has beenin the
range of　35％　to　40％．and the proportion of R　＆　D has been in the
range Of　　5　％　to l0％．
Summering above discussion′　We can cOnCludl、e following struc－
ture features about Japanese science production system and tech－
nology production system．1）Japanese industries have been the
main force of technology production system′　mOSt Of R　＆　D has
boen conducted by Japanese industries．2）Japanese universities
have been the main force of science production system．Most of
basic research has been conducted by Japanese universities．　3）
Japanese national institutes have played a supplement role in
both science production system and technoIogy production system．
4）Japanese technoJogy production system has been much mo re
larger and stronger than the science production system．
2．2　What have been d°ne by Chinese technoJogy pr°duction system7
Chineseindustry　′independent researchinstitute and un L VerSi－
ty have conducted some researches in the name of R　＆　D．Because
the independent research institute and university have hold rnore
knowIedgeabIe peopJe．　their contributions to technology produc－
tion have been g reatly expected．　But the reali ty has not de－
Veloped as peoplels wish．
Figure　2－5　dispIayed the R　＆　D efforts of Chinese industry′
University andinstitute．From Figure　2－5′　We Can See that：
1）lndustries have been the main force of conducting R　＆　D　′
regarding the total R　＆　D personnel and totaI R　＆　D expenditure．
The totaI R　＆　D personneI of industries has been　2．5　times of
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R＆DEFFORTSOFINDUSTRY，UNTVERSITY，ANDfNSTJTUTE
（CHINA，1988）
Figure2－5
TOTALSTAFF PROJECTNUMBER EXPENSES！PROJECT
TOTALEXPENSES STAFF／PROJECT
LNDUSTRY団 lNSTITUTE
note：tekeindustrylnumberasI
Source：Chinascienceandtechnologywhitebooks
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UNIVERSITY
that of institute．and　6．2　times of that of university．The totaJ
R　＆　D expenditure of industries has been l．8　tirnes of that of
institute．and　8．6　times of that of university．But the roles of
the institutes and the universities can’t be underestimated′
because they have conducted so many projects．The project number
of institute has beOn　4．2　times of that of industries．　and the
project nurnber of university has been　2．5　times of that ofindus－
t ries．
2）The projects conducted by industries and that conducted by
the institutes and universities have showed a difference．The
average personnel engaged in a project have been　29．6　peopIe for
industry′　2．8　people forinstitute andl．9　people for university．
Tho average mOney SPent On a PrOject have been　255　thousands
Chinese Yen for industry，34　thousands Yen for institute and12
thousands Yen for university．
3）Therefore the R　＆　D efforts of industry　′institute and
university seem to have oriented to different directions′　because
they have conducted different scaIe of projects．
lt can be argued against that the difference in proj ect’s
scale doesn▼t certainly impIy that the R　＆　D activities have
oriented to dIfferent directions．Aleading project can be divid－
ed into several sub胃PrOjects．　The sub－PrOjectTs scaJe is natu－
rally less than the Jeading p roj ect’s scale．　There perhaps
exists such a situation that the projects of institute or univer－
Sity beJong to sub－PrOject．　because of scientific and techno E og－
ical speciaIization′　and the proj eCtS Of industry beIong to
Ieading PrOject．because technologicaI fusion in industries has
been becoming a trend in recent decades．Such a situation can
appeared in a social system in which there exist cJose vertical
and horizontal economic ties among its basic eIements′　I．e′
market econorny．But such a situation has rarely happened in a
Vertical structured and pyramid typed social systern　′i．e′　Plan胃
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ning economy．　ln pyrarnid typed sociaJ systern′　eVery e L ernent is
responsibIe for it’s immedIate SuPerior′　but Iess concerned with
horizontal elernents．　　We canimage that who has such an exce卜
Ient capabiIity to organize so many speciaIized technologiesinto
an useful comprehensive one to meet the economic noed whon he
Stay in the top of the pyramid？
It may aJso be argued against that the average vaJue can’t
reflect the whole situation．　But the reaIity of china is the
Same With few exception．　We can get a support from foIJowing
database．
Figure　2－6　日sted the relative values of alI kinds of expendi－
ture for industriaJ technoIogical progress by Chinese indus－
tries．　We can learn from the Figure that：
1）　Not all of R　＆　D funds has been used to deveIop new
PrOduct．A considerabJe portion of the funds has been used to
make better of manufacturing process in order to promoting pro－
duction efficiency or improving product Ts quality．The R　＆　D
expendi tu re for new product has onIy accounted for　36％　of the
totaI R　＆　D expenditure．
2）Expenditure on introduction of new equipment for current
PrOducts has been as about two times as R　＆　D funds．　Jt means
that a considerabIe number of manufacturing equipment has beon
OutmOded．and they needed replacement．
3）The expenditure onimporting technologies has been　70％　of R
＆　D expenditure．　As I know′　a cOnSiderable proportion of so
called　’imported advanced technologies－　have been the advanced
rnanufacturing equipmont．The foreign new products are usuaHy
Warmly received by Chinese consumers．If new product made by
Chinese factoryis similar to the foreign one′　the product usua巨・
Jy will become very popular in Chinese rnarket．Therefore the
factory which produCed such kind of product can earn a Iot of
PrOfits．The way of importing new and advanced equipment can
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rnake it easy to occupy the domestic market earIier．Therefore the
managers pay more attention to advanced equipment than to patent．
4）The total expenditure on assimiIation ofimported technoIo一
gies has been very little COmPared with other technological
expenditures．　Jn other words．　the efforts of Iocalization of
technologies has been not enough．　This situation resuIt from the
backgrOund that Chinese manufacturing enterprises have concerned
more about current benefit than f ong term benefit．　and that
Chinese engineers have reIative．y poor capab＝ity to digest and
absorb foreign technoIogies．
5）　The money used to purchase domestic technoIogies from
research institute and university has been very littJo compared
With other expenditure．It means that most of technoIogies from
University and institute couldn’t meet the enterprises－　needs．
Therefore the managers of Chinese manufacturing enterprises have
Often overlooked such kind of technologies．
To summarize the main points discussed above．we can draw such
a brief picture about China’s situation：University and institute
have made very little contribution to technoIogy production　′
because they have been relatively disjointed with economic activ－
ities．　Therefore industries have paid more attention to its own
R　＆　D efforts and foreign technologies．　Furthermore′　because
the engineers in industries have been reIativeIy poor in new
tochnology′　the enterprises tend to promote their technoJogicaJ
JeveI by：A）importing foreign technoIogies；　b）introducing ad－
VanCed equipment to replace o F d ones．
2．3Jnp°rtance Of strengtheninl－　technology producti°n SyStem
To strengthen the technoIogy production systemis very impor－
tant to deveIoping nations．　regarding their Jong－term ecOnOmic
deveIopment．　Importing foreign technologies and introducing
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advanced equipments have been reIativelyindependent to the R　＆　D
activities for many developing countries．　　Therefore once the
economic deveIoprnent depends on the import of foreign technolo－
gies andintroduction of advanced equipments．such kind of things
wiIJ repeat every year since the technology production systemis
too week to make a help of improving the situation．　Nowadays
technological development have been changing with each passing
day．　The new ones today will become outmoded tomorrow．　If a
developing economy does not have an avaiIable technoIogy produc－
tion system to deveIop its own new technologieS．　it will be
forced to depend on import of foreign technoIogies and introduc－
tion of advanced equipments to sustainits economic devolopment．
To strengthen the technoIogy production systemis aJso very
important to technoIogy transfer．lf the cornpetence of engineers
in a developing economy is reIativeJy lower as a whole，　these
engineers will have many difficuIties when they are wanted to be
carriers of advanced technologies．We Iearn from previous dis－
cussing that only the technologies carried by people or machines
can rnake a direct contribution to economic development．　Once the
human resource factor goes to a failure′　the equipmentTs one wilI
become a priority．　lf such situation happen．　the developing
econorny wi LI set a priori ty to the way of impo r ting a large
number of advanced equipments which have contained advanced
manufacturing technoIogies but have a Iower demand for operator．s
competence．　Jn such case′　although the developing economy buy
advanced equipmentsin the name ofintroducing advanced technol0－
gies．　they wiII not really understand the technologies embodied
in the equipments．
2．4lndicat°rS describin9　techn°logy producti°n SyStem
ln the science and technology po Licy circIe′　PeOPle like to
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use the number of patents to describe the output of R　＆　D．lt is
not perfect because there are so many important know how and
experience in industriaI technoIogies．Furthermore in reality a
firm usual．y empioy simultaneous fy many technoIogies′　including
the newinvented ones and the old ones．　to form a set of technoト
Ogies to design and manufacture a products．Therefore a new
Visionis needed to describe tho technology production system．
In my opinion．　the technoIogy production system can be de－
scribed by two sets of factor．　The fi rst one is concerned with
the human resource and the funds used for R　＆　D．　The second one
is concerned with the current level of manufacturing and design
technologies．　We calI the first one as’soft factors’because
they refIect the potentiaI capability of technology production
SyStem and have relations with the future technoIogical leveI of
the industries．　We call the second one as　’hard factors●，　be胃
cause they refJect the current technoJogicaIlevel ofindustries．
About the indiCatOrS that can describe the two sets o f fac－
tors′　We raise a proposal as follows．
1）Set a ratio of the engineers who engaged in industrial R　＆
D activities to the whoIe personnel（staff and workers）empIoyed
by the industries as anindicator to describe the human resource
factor of the technoJogy production system．
2）Set a ratio of the expenditure on industriaI R　＆　D activi－
ties to the whole industriaI sale as an indicator to describe the
funds factor of the technology production system．
3）Set a pair of vaIues（A′　B）as anindicator to describe the
PrOducピs design factor of technology production system．　Where
Ais product’s chronoJogical IeveI，Which is the year that a
kind of product firstlyintroduced in the market in the worId．　B
is a ratio of the current saJe Of such kind of product to the
Whole current industriaI sates．Two different assumed economies
may have′　for example　′　foIIowing situations of their producピS
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design Ievel（Figure　2－7）．It is clear that the current techno－
logical level of product．s design of the first assumed economyis
higher than that of the second assumed economy．
4）Set another a pair of vaIue　（C′　D）as an indicator to de－
Scribe manufacturing equipment factor in the technology produc－
tion system．　Where Cis equipment’s chronological level，Which
is the year that a kjnd of manufacturing eqUipment firstly in－
Vented and made in the world．　Dis a ratio of the capitaI value
Of such kind of equipment to the total equipments of the indus－
tries．　Two different assumed economies may have　′　for example．a
foIIowing distributions about thei r equipment’s chronoIogical
level　（Figure　2－8）．　It is doubtIess to say that the first one
has rnore advanced equipment than second one．
lt shouId be pointed out here that to get a statistics about
human resource and fundsis an easy thing．　We can find the data－
base in government statistic publication．　But the indicators
about product．s design factor and manufactu ring technologies
factor are new one′　although it is not very difficult to make
SuCh statistics．　　Because of lacking statistics database．　we
cou肩dn’t ar1alyze a true economy．
lt need to be known aIso that even if we get the statistics
about product design and manufacturing teChnologies　′　We StiII
don’t know the dynamics of the technoIogy production system．　We
can treat technology production system as a black box．We can
regard the factors about human resource and funds as the inputs
Of the bIack box′　and the factors about product design and rnanu－
facturing technoJogies as the output of the b E ack box．Even so′
We Sti H don’t know what kind of reIations exist between the
inputs and outputs．　We can only know that the output factors
have direct and close relations with the economic development′
and are promoted by theinput factors（see Figure　2－9）．
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2．5　Some remarks upon R　＆　D policy rosearch of doveIoping nations
About the reIation between the inputs and the outputs of tech－
noIogy production system．we can get a following logicaJ deduc－
tion：ln order to promoting economic development．we need to
develop new product．In order to producing new product′　We need
toinvent′　design and make new manufacturing equipment．　　Either
new product－s design or new equipment．s deveIopment are cIosely
reIated to R　＆　D efforts．which can be refIected byinput factors
such as human resource and funds．　The guideline for managing
human resource and funds．is to try to shift the second economy’s
type of distribution to the first ecOnOrny’s type of distribution′
both in Figure　　2－7　　and Figure　2－8′in most convenient and
economicaI ways．　How to do this perhaps be one of the direction
of R　＆　D po＝cy research．
We should also pointed out that there exits a delaying tirne
between outputs andinputs．lt means that the hurnan resource and
funds put into the black box at the time TO wiII produce the
resuJts．such as new product’s design and rnanufacturing techno．0－
gies，at thc time T2＝TO　＋　Tl．　Delaying time Tl does exit．　E t
can takes several months or several years according to the tech－
noJeGicaI SソStem StrUCture and technology policy．　Therefore′
anOthe（iirCCtion of the technoIogy po＝cy research can be to
srlOrtCn th〇　delaying time Tl．
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3．DETERMlNANTS OFINDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGICAL BASES
ln order to developing a strategy for improving industrial
technoIogical bases′　We need a relatJVely simple rnodeI to reflect
the complex situation of the industrial technological bases．lt
is sirnilar to the model of supp L y－demand reIation to refIect the
market behaviors．
Ln this chapter we try to make it easy to understand what are
the determinants ofindustrial techno．ogiCal bases．and what kind
Of relation existed in these determinants．We will review the
PreVious opinions about the key factors which have made contribu－
tions to Japanese commercial success′　then abstract such kind of
deternl「nantS．
3．1Fact°rS COntributed t°JapanesO cOmrrLOrcial success
Many developing countries like to regard Japan as their exam－
Pte to develop economy′　because Japan has rnade so－Called mlraCle
after World War Jl lt took less than two decades for Japan to
make the economic miracIe．　The speed with which the Japanese
OVert°Ok Anerica pacesetters surprised everyone′　incIuding the
Japanese thernseLves．　There are not many fieIds in which Japan
can be counted out．　Even En areas in which Amer Ecan preeminence
Once aPPeared relativeIy unassa＝able，Such as software．CAD／CAM′
and laser technology′　Japan appears to be rnaking substantial
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LiST3－1
FACTORSCONTR旧UTEDTOJAPANESECOMMERCIALSUCCESS
1．ab＝tythatJananesecompaniesmodifyimportedtechnoIogies
andbringittoaveryhighIevelo†「e†inement
2．C「eationo†humanresourcesadaptabletonewtechnoIofyregime
3．wayofimprovIngmaChinet00lsthroughuse「－P「Oduce「inte「action
41SuStainedandgrowmglnVeStmentSOnequIPmentandR＆D
5．strategyoHowproductioncost，aggreSSivepnclng，andmass
marketingathomeandabroad
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headway．
Many articJes have discussed the factors which have made con－
tribution to Japanese comrnercial success．We can drawn fo H owing
common factors from previous discussions　（see List　3－1）　that：a）
abi．ity that Japanese companies modifyimported technology and
bring it to a very high IeveI of refinement；　b）　　creation of
human resources adaptable to new technology regime；C）　＝mPrOVe一
ments of capital goods through user－PrOducer interaction；　d）
SUStained and grOWing investment on R　＆　D．and sustained and
growing investment on manufacturing facilities；and e）　aggreS胃
Sive price competition etc．
We w＝J review those factors in more detail in order to
deepening our understanding aboutindustriaI technoJogical bases．
3．2　Ability of rn°difyinllirnported technoloGIies
The first factor contributed to Japanese commerciaJ succosses
has been be＝eved to be the ability of Japanese companies to
adapt and modify imported technoIogies．Japan●s commercial suc胃
cesses can be ascribedinlarge part to the contributions made by
technoIogy（see Figure　3－日．Much of Japanese technologies has
been believed to be imported frorn foreign countries．　especiaIly
the United States．
Japan’s industrial system has been capabJe　°f irnporting the
most advanced foreign teChnology′　then modeling it and brin9in9
it to a more higher level．　lmporting the most advanced foroign
technology combined with assimilating the imported technology
have had an effect of setting a virtuous cycIe in motion．
lmporting foreign technoIogy have fostered newindustries．gener－
ated great denands for the products manufactured under foreign
license．stimulated nass production and reduCed production cost．
In other words．importing foreign technoIogy havo had the
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import－Substitution effect．ln addition to this′　aSSimiJation of
foreign technology has made Japanese manufactured goods more
competitive both in functionaIlty and cost in lnternationaI
market．　AssimiIation of foreign technology have made it possible
to mutuaJJy rejnforce of import substitution and export expan－
S10n．
3．3　Creation of human resource
The second factor contributed to Japanese commercial successes
is the abiIity of Japanese companies to create human resources
adaptabJe to new technologicaI regime．The main feature of Japa－
nese way to create human resou rces is in－house sequential
learning′　While outside education and workers rnovement amOng
firms couId also create a group of capable workers adaptable to
new technology regime．　The important IessOnS for developing
countries are　（1）Japanese educational and traIning gUideline　′
and　（2）method to provide liquidity required in continuous and
SeqUentiaI Iearning process．
Japan’sindustries are composed of small number oflarge scale
COmPany and numerous medIUm and small enterprises．　Big firms are
the main forces of economic development and innovation．Therefore
their situation can reflect the main feature of the industries．
The Japanlabor force in big firms is a combination of permanent－
1y employed core rnembers and temporary workers．　Japanese big
firm．s programs were done mainly for the core numbers　′　and
Japanese personaI rnanagement SyStem in big firm encouraged core
numbers to rotate anong the different sections．
According Prof．Inai′　the core nurTlbers are oducated in the
long run perspective within a fi rm．　The important j obs which
require deep skill，　　adaptation and intense coordination among
WOrkers　′　are carried out by these core numbers．　On the other
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hand．　rather simpJe standardized jobs are done by temporary
workers and also by subcontractor’s workers．The core numbers are
encouraged to make rotations among different sections．and climb
spiraLly through their careerIadder′　eXPerience severaI differ－
ent jobs．ltis not uncommon for core numbers to have a career
path including production，marketing and R　＆　D′　accOmPanied by
several intermittent training Periods．　During the process core
numbers are weIl－educated　′　therefore they are capabJe of coordi－
nating among the diversified jobs needs for adapting and adsorb－
ing new technoJogies．
To finance educational and training PrOgrarnS by borrowing
rnoney from outside is irnpossible．because the workers who en一
gagedin the training prograrns do not directJy contribute to the
current production activities．　Therefore．　firms have to rely
soIely on their own liquidity．　ln the case of the sequential
learning process．human resources have to be continuousIy educat－
ed′　and therefore liquidity for the purpose is also continuously
required．　What made it possible for Japanese firms to provide
such kind of continuous liquidity．　according Jmai′　WaS Sales
strategy．　Most Japanese firrns have tried to expand their saIes
even if the resultant profit rate was verylow′　but the continu－
OUS Iiquidity could be rnaintained．
3．4　Ways ofimprovinp manUfacturing nachines
The third factor contributed to Japanese comrnercial successes
is the way they have improved the manufacturing nachines through
USer－PrOducer interaction．
lt is widely accepted that the industrial machinery industry
Play a crucial irnportant role in nationaJ technological progress
and diffusion of technoIogies across industries．　In the case of
th8　01d industriaI machinery industry′　its role was chiefly
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re Eated to manufacturing processing technology which transform
general inputsinto final products．In the case of the eIectron－
ic machinery industry today′　nOt OnIy rnaterial processing　．but
also assembJing and especiaIly testIng technologies．are techno－
logicaIly coordinated to create a manufacturing technoIogical
SyStem With high precision．
Most of deveJoping countries pay much attention to the deve L胃
OPment Of their industriaI machinery industry．　ln the case of
China．　the number of large and mediurn enterprises of machinery
industry has been account for about l／4　0f that of whoIe manufac－
turing industries；　the employee in machinery industry has been
account：for about l／5　0f that in whole rnanufacturing industries′
and the output value of machinery industry has been account for
about l／6　0f that of whoIe manufacturing industries．　China gov－
ernment have doneits best to develop machinery industryin past
decades′　but the technological level of the industry sti H be
low．　Many products of the rnachinery industry could not find a
CuStOmer in domestic market．　Therefore′　What Jessons can learn
from Japanese experience？
lt is pointed by many authors that Japanese innovation
SuCCeSSliesin the nature of user－PrOducer interaction．which is
especialIy true for the relation between a user and a capita L
goods supp＝er．　User－PrOducer interaction means a sequential and
dense communication between a demanding user and a producer．In
many case′　the users acted as innovators′　because they have
raised up the demands for capital g00ds．The user－PrOducerinter－
actions of Japan have created capital goods which have been
SUbsequentJy upgraded on their quaJity throughlearning by doing
andJearning by demanding．
3．5　Sustained and gr°WinginveStment On neW eqUipment and R　＆　D
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The fourth factor contributed to Japanese comrnerciaJ successes
is that Japanese companies have made sustained and growing in－
vestments on advanced manufacturing facilities which promote
manufacturing technotogical level′　and on R　＆　D which strengthen
the innovation．　The investment on manufacturing facilities by
Whole industries are showed in Figure　3－2－A′　and R　＆　D expendi－
ture by whoJeindustries are shown in Figure　3－2－B．We can find
that both of them has beenincreased very quickly．
Traditionally a manufacturing company has been regarded as
SUch a place whe re workers use the equipment to manu faCtu re
PrOducts．Machine and people have been regarded as the most
important production factors．　Therefore it is not difficult to
Understand why heavy investments have been put on new plant
facIlities by JapaneseIndustries．
But the expenditu re of R　＆　D has been increased rnore rapidIy
than investment on equipment in Japan．s case　．　What is the
implication of such phenomena？　The rapid increase of R　＆　D
expenditure has been result from the fierceintercompany competi－
tion and the saturated market．　A company could not expect itself
to survive in face of a saturated rnarket and fierce competition　′
if i t plans to sell a p roduct simiIa r to that of i ts
COmPetitors．　Therefore they have to put heavyinvestmentin R　＆
D to develop new products and manufacturing technologies．
3．6　0ther factors
Other factors contributed to Japan．s commercial success′　eSPe－
cially in the early stages．are often regarded as the strate一
gies of low production costs．ag9reSSive pricing．and mass mar－
keting at home and abroad．　Low production costs′　aggreSSive
Pricing and mass marketing have cIose reIations with each other．
Mass marketingis the result of aggressive pricing．and aggres－
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sive pricing requires the PrOducts rnanufactured atlow production
costs．　Anyhow′　theJow production costis the starting point of
the chain．
What made products manufactured atIow production costs possi－
bIe can be either mass production of a smaJI product range′　Or
the small batch production of a wide diversified range with a
same production faciIities．　The advanced equiprnent as well as
exceIJent Jabor force are very irnportant factors for economic
scale in case of mass production．Introduction of FMS in addi－
tionisimportant for smalI batch production of a wide diversi－
fied range．The company don▼t need replace the equipment when
they manufacture new products with FMS．therefore the fix cost of
the products is decreased at large scaJe．　Jn order to rneeting
the change needs of saturated international market′　Japanese
companies have been changing gradualIy from rnass production of a
maH product range tO SrnaII batch production of a wide diversi－
fied range．They have kept the high qua＝ty and low produCtion
cost sirnuItaneously byintroduction of FMS．
3．7　Conceptual modeI for determinants　°findustrial technologi－
caI bases
What canlearn from Japanese experienceis nore than that de－
scribed above．　Japan’s experience have brought a light to the
determinants of industrial technological bases in contemporary
society．　The conceptual modeJ of determinants of industrial
technoIogica L bases induced from JapaneSe eXPerienceis showed in
Figuro　3－3．
We l00k at the middle part in the picture at first．that is．
the relations of the quality of labor force．investment in new
plant facilities with the economic grOWth．　This part is more or
less the same as the traditionaI opinion about manufacturing
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FIGURE3－3
CONCEPTUALMODELFORDETERMINANTSOFINDUSTRIALTECHNOLOGICALBASES
company．　Manufacturing companies are the fundamentaI economic
elementsin economic system．　The national economiC grOWth heavi一
Iy depends on these companies’s deveIopment．　Manufacturing
company．　according the t radi tional view．　is rega rded as a
WOrking place where a group of workers manufacture some kind of
products using advanced machine tooIs．　For thei r p roduct’s
competitiveness　′　tWO things are very important．　One is the
product’s quality　′　anOtheris the product’s price（corresponding
cost）．　Jn orde r to imp roving p roduct：’s quali ty　．　a company
ShouId do its best to train workers to promote their sk＝l of
OPerating machine′　and at same time to introduce the most ad胃
Vanced machine tooIs to manufacture products．In ordor to reduc－
ing the cost of product′　a cOmPany ShouId rnakeits production to
reach an economic scale as far as possible．　Often i t need a
heavy investment in training labor force andintroduction of new
plant facilities．　Standing at the national Ievel′　the qua＝ty of
Iabor force and investment of new plant facili ties become two
fundamental dimensions for national industrial technological
bases．
The situation become a　＝ttle bit compJicated when market has
approached a saturated state and income of families has reached
to a high level．　Saturated market rneans that buyers will have
more rnarket controI powers than the suppIiers．　High income of
families means that consumer will pursue noveIty and functionali－
ty of products′　because no family wi H double the same g00ds
even i f the income have increased ten times．　ln such situation′
the novelty of　．product’s concept’′　l．e．　nOVelty in product．s
design．is more important than the quaIity and price of the
products．
The demands for novelty wilI result in demands for higher
Ievels of new product’s design and manufacturing techno．ogies．
Both of them can be improved by two ways．I．e′　tO Strengthen
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local technoIogy production system and to depend on irnporting
forei9n technoJogies　（see the Jeft part and the right part in
FigUr0　3－3）．　Assimilating foreign technoIogy can also strengthen
thelocal technology production systern．
Economic growthis due to a coordinated improvement of deter－
rninants of industrial technoIogical bases．If some determinants
get a great improvement but other determinants still stay in
backward，　the whoIe situation wil．not get an obvious improve一
ment．
Therefore one of the main purposes we built up the conceptual
model here is try to rationa＝ze the resource alIocation among
the determinants．　lt is not unusual to find that there existed
a bias on resource allocation in developing country．　Jn China
CaSe′　muCh attention have been paid to the investment on new
Pt ant faciI日日es and importing foreign manufacturing technolo胃
gies′　but less to t raining of Jabor force　′　aSSim＝ation of
foreign techno L ogies and industrial R　＆　D．
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4．Japanese Experience of Allocating Resources Anl°nO
the Determinants oflndustrial technoIogical bases
In last chapter．we have built up a conceptuaI modeI for
deterrninants of industrial technological bases．　　Here we try to
See in more detail that how did Japan have allocated their re－
SOUrceS amOng these determinants．We wilI check Japanese experi－
ence regarding importing foreign machinery．　importing for胃
eign technoIogies′　industrial R　＆　D′　improving the quality of
labor force and investment on new equipment．　We beJieve that the
COOrdinated improvement of these determinants have more benefits
to economic growth than the sum of the isolated improvernent．
Therefore we thought that the art of alIocating avai L able re－
SOUrce tO acceJerate econotnic grOWth and technoIogicaJ deveJop－
ment is a kind of development strategy initseIf．
4．1Virtuous cycles　°finport　＄ubstitution and exp°rt eXPan＄ion
We try to catch a newidea．or a new guideline of allocating
limited resources for deveJoping nations by Jearning the essence
Of Japanese succeSSful experience．　Therefore′　We Should reviow
Whatis the common opinion about Japanese successes．
According comrnon opinion．　Japanese experience can be de－
Scribed in surnmary by two virtuous cycles in motion′i．e．import
Substitution（See Fig　4－1）and export expansion（See Fig　4－2）．
The import substitution cycJe start fron the increase of the
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demand for advanced products in domestic market．　ln order to
meeting the increasing demands′　firms shouId make a choice
betweenimporting foreign advanced products andirnporting foreign
advanced technologies to manufacture such kind of products in
horne．　Most of Japanese firms have chosen the L atter　′　taking
into account of their future Iong term benefit．　After they chose
the way that they manufacture the products by themseIves′　heavy
investments in new plant faciIities which ernbodied new manufac－
turing technoJogy have been formed by the motivation of import
Substitution．　In aJmost every respect′　tOday’s productivity
level depends on the investment ef forts rnade in the past．
Therefore the heavy investments have stimuIated the production
growth and the productivity growth．It enabJe the domestic firms
to mass market at home．　After that′　tWO reSUltant things have
happened．　First is that companies have got great return after
they successfuIly rnade a mass marketing at home．　Therefore their
enthusiasm of manufacturing new advanced product become more
greater．　Another thing is that theincome of the family has been
greatIy increased because of worker’s wage growth．　Therefore it
has he t ped the purchase power growth for advanced products′
especial1y for the new products．　The two resultant things have
interacted with each other．then stirnulated mor・e and more demands
for advanced products．After that a newimport substitution cycJe
Will start again．
The key pointin theimport substitution cycleis that domes－
tic companies shouLd have the capab日日ty to adapt or incremen－
taHy improve the imported foreign teChnologies．then make them
take root in the domesticindustries．
The export expansion cycIe start from assimilatingimported
for8ign technotogies for the purpose of rnastering advanced tech－
nolo9y．　After that incrementaIIy lmPrOVement On manufacturing
technoJogies and design have been made．　Then promotion of quali－
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ty and functionaJity have been achieved on the one hand．　and
deduction of production cost have been reached on the other hand．
Therefore the compet L tiveness of the products made by domestic
firms have become more and more strong in international market′
regarding three key competitive factors′i．e′　Price′　qUa＝ty and
functionaIity．　Japanese companies have made a mass marketing
abroad through a agg ressive prJce POJicy　．Af ter they made a
success′　the income of internationaJ t rade become bet ter and
better．　Therefore the companies strengthen their capabiIities of
PUrchasing the most advanced technologies alI over the world．
New circIe will start again after they import neW advanced tech－
nologies．
The most impor t thing in export expansion cycles is that
cornpanies shouJd have the capabili ty to make improvement on
imported foreign technologies．to reduce the product’s cost or to
improve the product’s quality and functionality．　Otherwise′it
is utterly impracticabIe to make mass marketing on international
market．
ln common opinion．　the mutua＝y reinforcing nature of import
Substit，Ution and export expansion have undergirded Japan’s re－
cord－Setting economic grOWth．
By checking Japanese experience．many authors be＝eved that
Japan’S’economic miraclel can be ascribedlargeIy to the contri－
butions made by technoIogy′　much of which was imported abroad．
Japanese have a distinguished capability to assimiIate and im－
PrOVe the irnported technoJogies．
Many developing countries′　SUCh as China．like to take Japan
as their example whi L e they manage technologicaJ development．
They try to do their best to set sirn＝ar virtuous cycles in
motion．　But the efforts they made haven’t produced the expected
results．　The so caLled virtuous cycles of import substitution
and export expansion have met a Iot of problems to start work－
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ing．　Then a questionis raised up．　Why only Japan can set these
virtuous cycIesin motion？　The answer perhapsis that they have
a distinguished capabiIity to absorb and improve the imported
technologies．　Then aninduced questionis raised up．　Where did
the Japanese speciaI capability come from？
lt can be argued in another way by comparing Japan with other
advanced countries．　While Japanis reIative lacking of techno一
Jogical originaJity．it can stiJJ compete effectiveJy as second－
to market entrants byimporting and assimilating foreign technol－
0gies and making incremental improvements on manufacturing tech－
nologies and product design．　Why the countries rich of techno－
logical originality couldnlt compete more effectively as the
first entrants by commercialization of the original technoIogies？
CouId it said that the countries rich of technologicaI originali－
ty usually have a relativeIy poor capabiIity of technological
app＝cation？　lt is obvious that such a argument can．t be accept－
ed　．Therefore．it must has some concealed essences which have
brought benefits to fostering Japanese capability of fully
Utilizing ofimported technoIogies．
4．2JapaneSe eXPerience　°f aJ．0cating res°urceS am°ng the deter－
rTlinants ofindustrial techn°Logical bases
To revea．the essence′　We WilJ check the Japanese experience
Of alIocating resources among the determinants of technological
bases．
We will concentrate our attention to the postwar chronological
evo L u tion o f t he technology－related investmen t．　He re
technology－related investment is more than the business spending
On R　＆　D　′　althoughlatter is a very important dimension．　Tech－
no L ogy－reIated investment is defined as any use of current
resources for improving future industrial techno．09ica r bases．
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Therefore technology－reIated investment incJudes not onIy the
expenditure on R　＆　D　　′　but also other dirnensions such as import－
ing foreign t：eChnoJogies．importing machinery′　improving labor
force quality′　and investment on new equipment．The role of im－
POrting technology toimprovingindustriaJ technoJogicaI basesis
Very cIear′　therefore it is a kind of teChnology－related invest一
ment．　The primary way of introducing advanced forejgn teChnoJogy
have usually been in the form of introducing advanced fore jgn
equipment which contained the advanced manufacturing technoJogy．
Thereforeimporting machinery can be regard as a kind of technoJ－
09y－reJated investment．　Much of ordinary schooling and all of
OcCuPational training are investrnent．　We regardit as one of the
most important form of technologica卜reJated investment．because
it：is cIosely related to the quality of Jabor force．Purchasing
new pJant faci Fities is a kind of technology－reIated investment′
because new equipment usuaIIy have embodied new advanced techno卜
Og t eS．
We chose the year of1956　as the initial point of evoIution．
The reasons we chose that tirne are as foIIows．　First′　the grOSS
nationaJ production per capita jnlg55　exceeded the1939　peak for
the first tirne since the war′　and the Japanese ecOnOmy had en－
tered a period of deveIopment following reconstruction．　Second．
the government prepared a concrete po＝cy whereby the Cabinet
introduced a　’’Five－Year Plan for economic self－SUfficiency’’in
December1955．　Concrete measures for promoting Science and
technology were contained in ltem　5．Part　2’’Measures needed to
achieve the plan．F．　The promotion of science and technoJogy was
firstJy taken up as part of government poIicy．　Third．　the
Science and Technology Agency was estabJishedin May．1956．as an
administrative organization headed by a state minister．　Thus．
the administrative system needed to pursue the scientific and
technoIogical state obj ectives was formally formed and the
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science and technoIogy policy was forma t．y recognized as an
important part of the national administration．
Allocation of available resources among the determinantsis a
kind of strategy．Comparison of technology－related investments’
evoIutions can tell us Japanese strategy forirnprovingindustrial
techno Logical bases．
For a comparative analysis we should choose a comparative base．
Here we chose theinvestment on new equipment as the comparative
base．we wilJ examine the ratios of other technoIogy－reIated
investnents to the investment on new equipment．
First we look at the evoIution of the comparative base′　l．e′
investment on new equipment by Japanese whole industries．　The
evoIu tion f rorn　1956　to the most recent have been showed in
Figure　3－2（a）．　From the data′　We have learned that Japanese
industries have made a heavy′　SUStained and increasing investment
on new equiprnent．The evoIution of equipment investment have
showed an exponentiaJ increasing trend．
TabJe　4－1　presented the average annual growth rate in　　5
years．　We can find that before the mid　70’s the average annuaI
growth rate was very high′it was around　25％．After the mid　70’S′
the average rate was going down′it was aroundl0％．
But′　anyhow．the average grOWth rate of Japanese investment on
new equipment has been very high．
Now we turn to other technoIogy－related investment．
We Jook at the ratio of irnporting technology to investment on
new equipment（see Figu re　4－3）．We can find that the ratio of
importing teChnology to investment on new equipment has nearly
kept at a same leveJ．
We also look at the ratio of lmPOrted industrial machinery and
electric nachinery to the investment on new equipment（see Figure
4－4）．We can find that the ratio of imported machinery to the
investment on new equipment has nearIy kept at a same level with
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TabIe4輸1
averageannuafgrouthrateinper5years
Ofequipmentinvestment
averagerate
1956－1959 1．22
1960車1964 1．24
1965－1969 1．27
1970－1974 1．26
1975－1979 1．07
1980－1984 1．07
1985－1989 1．12
Source：Yearb00ksonindicatorsofeconomics
Mm，Japan
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several large fluctuation．
Then we look at the ratio of industrial R　＆　D to the invest一
ment on new equipment　（see Figure　4－3）．We can find that the
ratio has showed an acceIerative increasing trend．
Two conc Lusion Can beinduced from above conparative anaiysis：
（1）Japanese industries have treated imported technoIogy and
imported machinery as seeds or supplementary things according to
needs of economic gr°Wth′but not as common understanding their
tochnological progress rnainly dePend on imported technoIogy．（2）
Japanese industries have regarded the R　＆　D efforts as the main
driving force forimprovingindustrial technoIogical bases．
Many people would not accept such kind of conclusion．because
they beIieved foreign technologies have played a very important
role in Japanese techno］ogical progress．　and so did the reality
appear．　Then how to e）くPlain what the data showed？
We can make an expJanation as foJlows：app ricabJe industrial
technologies usually appeared in production process in the form
Of technoIogy cluster．ln each technology cluster′　there exist a
few key technologies and a large number of peripheral technolo一
gies　（see Figure　4－5）．　　　Both key technologies and peripheraJ
technologies constitute a system to rnake a coordinated arnplified
contribution to economic grOWth．　ln other words′　　OnIy the key
technologies couldn’t make an amplified contribution to economic
growth．so do the peripheral technologies．　Because Japan show a
relativeJacking　0f the originaIity of key techno．0gy′itimport－
ed them according the need of econornic deveIopment．　That is′l
think．why the growth rate of importing techno］09y has beon kept
at a nearIy same Ievel as the equipment investment．　After im－
POrting key technoiogies′　Japanese companies have done their
best to adapt or makeincrementalimprovements　′　and made a great
effort to research and develop peripheral supplementary technolo一
gleS．　　　　The spending of R　＆　D peripheral technologiesis very
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○Figure4－5
TechnoIogyCIuster
Peripheral
technoIogleS
large．just because the number of peripheral technoIogies are
rnuch more than that of key technologies．　Japanese companies have
been very　900d at compJeting applicable technoIogy cLuster which
can make an ampIified contribution to economic grOWth．
Anyhow．a conclusion can be induced definitely that Japanese
SeIf R　＆　D efforts have rTlade a great contribution to economic
growth．
R　＆　D and advanced manufacturing process need a hi9h quaJity
Oflabor force．What have been done by Japanese forimproving the
qua＝ty of labor force？
Japan is famous of the on－the－job training，Which has been
beIieved can easily produce the workers with the flexib＝ity and
SkiIIs needed to respond to rapid and unpredictable changes on
technology and market．　Many observers pointed out that Japanese
USe On－the－job training to deveIop genera．transferabJe ski H as
Well as speciaIized capabilities．There have been four dimensions
in the t raining program provided by Japanese fi rms．　The most
important one is the general ski LIs acquired primar＝y by rota－
tion through various departments．　The second is off the Job to
g0　tO educational insti tutions．　usuaIly to special centers
Organized by the firms．　Few engineers or managerS eVer retUrn tO
external educationalinstitutions for further training．　Thirdis
Japanese firms encou raging workers to develop skiIl through
correspondence courses′　the costs have often been reimbursed on
completion of the program．　Fourth is worker’s participation in
quality circles and in other group activities focused in improv－
ing the firm－S perforrnance．　E n sum′　WOrkers in Japan have
acqui red general and special skiIls through a combination of
highly st ructu red workplace assignments′　training′　and some
SchooIing．The breadth of skills and greater fIexibi．ity do have
a positive impact on industriaI performance．
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Then how about the role of Japanese formal education？　　Figure
4－6　dispiayed the evoIution of all the proportions of Japanese
students entering schooIS of a high grade．We can find that Japa胃
nese formal education has been changed to a high－grade struc－
turesin postwar period．　The Japanese proportions of compuIsory
education′i．e．entering primary and secondary schooI until age
15　0r16′　＝ke all advanced nations．have been aJways kept a very
hlgh number．being almost l00％．　The proportion of students
entering high schooI graduaIlyincreased from about　50％in1956
to more than　90％in mid　70fs．　The proportion of student：S enter－
ing universlty gradua Hy increased from about lO％in1956　to
about　35％in mid　70’s with some small fluctuation．
The high－grade structurlng PrOCeSS meanS that Japan formal
schooIing underwent a process of providIng mOre and more qual巨
fied peopIe to the industries．　In other wards．Japanese compa－
nies can get more and more qualified people′　because Japanese
formaI sch001ing train more and more people with high degree．
Therefore the role of Japanese formal schooling is at least to
act as a reservoir of quaIified personneJ．Based onit Japanese
companies can carry out the famous on－the－job training．
Japanese formal education and on－the－job training have formod
a base forimproving the quality oflabor force．1t enabJeindus－
tries putting enough qualified personnel into R　＆　D activities．
Figure　4－7　displayed the evoIution of the ratio of R　＆　D person－
nel to nonagriculturaI employee．Itis clear from the Figure　4－7
that the ratioisincreased rapidly．ltin turn means that there
was enough qualified personnel for Japanese cornpanies putting
int：O R　＆　D activities．　Otherwise even if Japanese companies
wanted to do it′　they would be faiIure because of Iacking of
qualified peopIe．　Briefly speaking．Japanese formaI schooIing
and on－the－job training have formed a base of their heavyinvest一
ment on the R　＆　D．
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Figure4－6
ProportionofStudentsenteringSchooIs
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Percentage（％）
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Figure4－7
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ln sum′Japan hasits own specific features of aIlocating its
avaiJabJe resources to determinants of industriaJ technoIogica巨・
bases．　First′　Japanese industries have made a heavy′　SuStained
and increasing investment on new equipments which embodied ad－
vanCed technoIogies．　Second′Japaneseindustries treatedimport－
ed equipments andimported technoIogies as a seed or a suppIemen－
tary thing′　accOrding to the need of economic growth．The im胃
ported machinery andimported technology have been kept near E y at
the same increase speed as the equipment investment．　Third′
Japanese industries put heavy and acceIerative investment on R　＆
D′　Which strongIy strengthen Japanese technologicaI competitive
advantage．　Forth．Japanese formal schooIing system and on－the－
job training system have formed a base for promotJng labor
force．s quaIity．　lt aIso help to provide enough qualified per－
SOnnel for industries carrying out accelerated increasing R　＆　D．
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5．STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPING NATION TO LMPROVE
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGJCAL BASES
Forrnulating an aVailable industrial technologicaI development
strategy for a developing nation L S a littIe bit difficult thing
′　because a deveIoping nation usual L y has very strong desires for
catchlng uP the world’s level　′　but it has a limited budget to
meet its need．
No matter what kind of technological development strategy is
empIoyed′　the main purpose of the strategy is to promote and
accelerate economic growth．　There are rnany measures whlch can be
empIoyed to accelerate economic growth in the way of technologi－
cal progress．　They can be′　for example′　introducing product
design and manu factu ring techno L ogies f rom foreign advanced
economies；　aSSim＝ating foreign technoIogies then strengthening
the strength of local technology production system；making heavy
investment on R　＆　D then acceIerating the production of new
PrOduct design and manufacturing technologies；　making sunk in－
VeStment On educational and training programs then creating high
quality Iabor force；and making heavy investrnent on new plant
facilities which embodied advanced technoIogleS then expanding
PrOduction．　lt seems to be better that all the measures rnen－
tioned above should be empIoyed simultaneously′　because all of
them wi H have positive effects on economic grOWth．　But the
budget of a developing economyis veryl＝両ted．as a result just
SmaIl number of measures can be carried out in the reaIity．ln
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fact．a practical development strategy for a developing economy
wilI be such a kind of strategy which w＝l stress sorneinportant
measures in a special development stage．
5．1Moasure＄　aVa＝able toirrlPrOVing nationalindustrial techn°－
l°qical bases
We classified the measures which can make a contribution to
improving national industrial technological bases into four
g rOUPS：
a）　technologyirTIPOrt Oriented group；
b）　foreign technoIogies assimiIation oriented group；
C）　IocaI R　＆　D oriented grOUP；
d）　production factors oriented group．
Here we try to review the specific measures in each group in
detaiI
5．1．1Technologyimport oriented grOUP
ln technological import oriented group′　the concrete measures
can be as follows：
a）Import advanced products with a srnalI amount but diversi－
fied range．　Foreign advanced products can pIay exemplary rolein
domestic market．They can generate new demand．They can give
an enJightenment to local researchers to deSign new product
Therefore this rneasure has a roIe ofIIlustrating advanced tech－
noIogy．
b）Impo rt assembIy lines and key components of advanced
PrOducts．Assembly line usualIy have contained the compJete
manufacturing technoIogies of assemb＝／industries．Key component
USually have contained the key technologies in upstream indus－
tries．Therefore this measure can increase the production capa－
bility very rapidty　′　and can promote theindustriat technoIog－
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iCa L Ievel directJy and irnmediately．　Sometimes it can bring a
great benefit to the reform of domesticindustrial structure．
c＝mport comp］ete set of equipments．Complete set of equip－
ments usualIy have contained the complete manufacturing technoIo一
gies for mass production of material industries．　Therefore this
measure can strengthen either productive capability or technoIog－
ical level of nationaI fundamental industries．i．e material
industries．　It has a delaying effect and a staying power for
future economic deveJopment．
d）lmport advanced and key manufacturing equipment．Advanced
and key manufacturing equipment usualIy can fiIJ the vacancy in
local manufacturing technology system′　then can bring the IocaI
manufacturing technoIogies to a higherlevel．
e）lntroduce advanced quality control technique and facili－
ties．One of the weakness of developing nationls product has
been the Iower product T s quaiity．　This measure can improve the
PrOduct’s quaIity by a big rnargIn　′　then can help the product
gaInIng internat10naI competitive advantage．
f）　Train Ioca L labor force under the foreign inst ructors．
Not famiIiar with advanced process and manufacturing technolo一
gies′　the Iabor force of a developing economy frequentIy has had
WrOn9　　0Perations with new machines．　Thereforelabor productivi－
ty is reduced and extra cost is added．　lmproving labor force’s
quaIity has a significance for deveIoping nations．　Foreign
inst ructors．　come wi th int roduction of advanced equipment or
invited specia＝y by JocaI authorities．is very heIpfuJ to pro一
mote the quality of locaJ Iabor force．
g）Train local nanagers and engineers by sending them to
advanced nations．　Manager is a determinant for business opera－
tion　′　and engineer is a determinant for R　＆　D．　By sending
managers and engineers to advanced countries and training them by
the way of Jearning by doing in foreign factories as well as Jn
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company research centers．　deveJoping nations can get qualified
managers and quaIified engineers quickly and cheaply．
h）lntroduce foreign inteIlectual force（lndustrial technol0－
9ies oriented）．　especialIy prominent senior research fellows．
Whether or not an innovation can be success is often determIned
by the nature of R　＆　D proj ects．　Whether or not the selection of
projects be success is further determined by the competence of
leading research feIlows．Lacking of qualified senior researchers
have frequentJy resulted in repeating simiIar R　＆　D projects at
a Jow IeveI．　ln order to organizing and utiIizJng local R　＆　D
human resource more efficiently and more effectively．　sometimes
it has an advantage to introduce leading researchers abroad to
direct locaI R　＆　D activi ties．
i）Introduce foreign experirnent faciJJties．
Many experts in developing count ries have frequently com－
Plained that they will become a tiger if they conduct a research
in advanced countries and will become aninsect if they study in
home country．　L t means that they can’t give a perfect perform－
ance of their professional knowledge and skill′　because of lack－
ing of R　＆　D supporting conditions．especia Lly experiment faciJi－
ties．　A few of experts never intend to come back to home once
they put their foot on foreign land．ltis a serious prob Lem for
deveIoping countries．lt looks like pouring oil on the fire′
Since the developing nation has beenJacking of qualified experts
On the one hand．and the experts want to go abroad and never come
back on the other hand．　ln such case′it－s better to introduce
advanced experiment equipments t．o improve R　＆　D conditions′　al－
though they are expensive and usually can’t rnake direct contrJ－
bution to economic growth．
j）Purchase foreign patents．lt is the most common activities
Of international technology transfer．　Either developed or de－
Ve L oping economies have conducted such kind of activities．　lt
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should be noted that these phenomenon have occurred more f re－
quentIy among advanced count ries than tha t occu r red be tween
advanced nations and developing nations　．　l t means that the
behavior of purchasing foreJgn PatentS WiIl put a strong demand
on technologicaJ bases of the buye rs．　Pe rhaps a devel oping
economy can do It better after thei r technoJogicaJ bases get
improvements．
5．1．2　Foreign technology assimiIation oriented grOuP
Now we turn to assimilation of foreign technology．Assimilation
of foreign advanced techno t ogies is a kind of speciaI education
and training process．　The main purpose of the assimJ F ation is to
deepen engineer．s understandlng Of the advanced technoiogies．
Assimllation of foreign technology．　as a speciaI learning proc－
ess．will creates costs even if they are performed by the way of
learning byimitation．　This costis a kind of sunk cost and wi LJ
be recovered by future outputs of technology PrOduction systern
i．e′　neW PrOduct desi9n and new manufacturing teChno t ogies．　ln
foreign technoLogies assimilat10n Oriented group′　the concrete
measurers can be as follows：
a）Concentrate on mak L ng deep understanding of the main stream
Of the product’s development in the worId．　ThJS meaSUre is very
inportant for the countries which just open their door to the
WOrId．　If they don f t realJy understand what is main strearn of
PrOduct．s deveJopment′　they w＝I not known what shouId be thelr R
＆　D direction and what shouJd be the imported technologies．　But
at the very stage of just opening door．it is frequentIy that
they reaIly donT t know what is the rnain strearn．　Therefore it is
heIpful to seek the main stream by review and examination of
imported exempt ary products．
b）Concentrate on makJng deep understanding of design prin－
ciple of the products manufactured under foreignllCenSe．
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The variety of products has been scarcein developing economy′
because they fall behind in product design．　To deepen under－
standing of foreign product T s design may be usefLH to their
innovation′　at Ieast to their making incrementaJ improvements on
productls functionality．Therefore it is helpful to master the
design principle of advanced products by examining and analyzing
the products manufactured under foreignlicence．
C）Deepen understanding of manufacturing technologies and
process embodied in the imported complete set of equipments as
we Ll as the assemb Lylines．
Znefficiency of productionin deve，oping economy have been nc・t
only due to lackin9　0f qua＝fied Iabor force′　but also due to
backwardness of manufacturing faciIities．　ln some developing
countries′　they even use the equipments made in19401s to TnanU－
facture the productsinventedin19801S．　Replacement of manufac－
turing faciIities have become a heavy Load for some developing
economies．　Of course′　the facilities made by themselves are more
cheap than the imported one．　But the prerequisites for theTn
manufacturing the advanced equipments by thomselves is that they
should know how to design and manufacture the advanced manufac－
turing equipments．　Therefore．it is an important step to learn
manufacturing technology and proCeSS by examining and anaIyzing
irnported complete set of equiprnents and assernbly lines．
d）Learn how to produce some kind of key parts and components
Of the advanced products by imitatlOn Or incrementaJ JmPrOVe一
ments．　The key parts and components′　Of course′　are the heart of
advanced products．It is usually very difficult for a developing
nation to buy manufacturing technoIogies from advanced nations
to produce the key parts and components．　It means that a de－
veIoping economy usuaIly heavily depend on deveIoped nationsin
the form of importing key parts and components．　lt is naturally
that deveIoping nations frequently tend to empJoy import substi－
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tution policy when they t ry to transfer from the backward state
to the advanced state．　Therefore．Iearning how to produce key
Part and components by imitation and improvement′in many cases′
become a main task of assimilation．
e）Attach importance to quality control technique．　lt is
WeH known that the product’s quaIity of developing countriesis
not so good．The firms in the developing nations usua＝y can
SeIJ the products with poor quality easiIy on domestic market，
because the short suppJy has been existed．　The poor quality of
PrOduct is not only due to the lacking of quality control facili－
ties．but aJso due to ignoring the roIe of quaJity control tech－
niques．　Therefore．to pay enOUgh attention to the roLe of quaJi－
ty COntrOI′　then to master the technique of qua＝ty controI，can
be regarded as anirnportant step of assimiIating foreign techno卜
Ogies if the firms in deve L oping nations try to master the es－
sence of advanced technoIogies．
f）Find out the defauIts existed in the imported technologies．
It is an important step′　l think．　for a developing economy to
catch up world’s Ievel．lt is aIso a prerequisite for the firms
making incrementa［irnprovement．　lncrementaJ improvement of the
existed products is　′　Of course．　relativeIy eaSier than the
invention of new one′　eSPeciaI．y for Jatecomer in jnternational
market．　The more defaults they found in products．　tho more
OPPOrtUnities they wilI get to mak8improvements．　This measure
can be regarded as a kind of assimiJation because it set up a
bridge between irnport and innovation．
g）Study and anaJyze the structure and dynamics of advanced
nation’sinnovation system．Achievements of product－s design and
manufacturing technoIogies are determined by eit．her innovation
SyStem StrUctUre Or innovation dynamics．　Good innovation system
is perhaps moreimportant than advanced technoIogies′if a de－
Veloping economy reatIy want to catch up the worId level．　Ja－
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pan．s technological’miracIe’has been be＝eved to have cJose
relations withitsinnovation system structure and dynamics．
5．1．3　Local R　＆　D oriented group
Now we turn to discuss the R　＆　D．　The COnCrete meaSUreS in
local R　＆　D oriented group can be as follows：
a）Try to design and make prototype of products sjmiJar in
functionaJity to imported advanced exernpJary products which have
been warmly received by locaI custorners．　lf an imported exem－
Plary products have been warmIy received on domestic market′　it
neans that such kind of products wilJ have good market prospects．
lt wiIl yieJd a Jeap of demand in near future．　Therefore it is
better to prepare the manufacturing technologies．This measure
is benef j t to future import substitution．　The quaJity level of
the prototype may belower than that ofimported one．　But don’t
need to worry about this．　because it can’t go further without
this vOry fi rst step．lt is′　Of COurSC　′just a kind of imitatlVe
WOrk．not a reaIJy’innovation’．　But l think it’s stilI a kind
Of R　＆　D　′　because there is so a great gap between the advanced
technoJogies andJocaJ R　＆　D capabiJ j ties that aJot of hard work
Should be done even if j ust make an irnitated prototype．
b）Try to design and make new prototype of products different
in functionality from the foreign PrOduct．The final goal of R　＆
D is toinvent new products′　but not imitation．　The easier step
Of invent new one is to makeimprovement on the basis of oId one．
This measure corresponds to a kind of strategy that called　’co－
ncentric diversification一．It means to focus R　＆　D on products
Which are reIated to old products．　The key point of this meas胃
Ure is that i t shouJd keep the quality of new one at the same
fevel as o！d one．It sounds easy but very diffiCuJt in reaiity．I
have investigated alot of so caIIed’new producピ　rnadein china．
They have been made improvement on functiona＝ty but poor in
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quality．
C）Imitatively make manufacturing technoIogies and correspond－
ing manufacturing fac日日ties′　SuCh as complete sets of equipments
and assemb．y　＝ne　′　based on JrnPOrted one．　lt is an important
measure for import substitution of the production facili ties．
Developing economies have lmPOrted a large quantlties of produc－
tion faci＝ties to meet great and JnCreaSing demand result from
rapid econornic growth．lt put a great Ioad on thei r internation－
al trade balance．　They have to make import substitution if they
Want tO reduce the expendi tu re of foreign cur rency．　The key
POint of this measure is to speed up the import substitution　．
Industries often raise up so an urgent claim for technologies and
facili ties that i t is f requentIy too late af ter the R　＆　D
PrOject has been completed．
d）Design and manufacture some key parts and components of
advanced products modeled on theimported one．
L t i s an impo r tan t measu re fo r impo r t su bs ti tu tion o f
products．　lt is also necessary for deveIoping new product′
because many new products are designed by using systems engineer－
ing technique on the basis of standard component．Therefore′　it
is important to normalizIng the key parts and component if this
measurernent is taken．
e）Make incrementa L improvements on manufactu ring technoIo一
gies′　eSPecialIy st ress promotion of quaJity and reduction of
COSt．　　Jt is international competition oriented rneasure．　since
it is concerned with two maj or competitive factors′　COSt and
quality．　we canlearn from Japan’s experience that if latecomers
can’t compete at the cutting edges of new product design，　they
Can Still compete effectively as second－tO一market ent rants by
conccntrating on making promotion of qua．ity and reduction of
cost．
f）Make incrementaI improvements on product’s design by com－
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bining foreign technologies withIocaI ones．　ltis a kind of
catching up strategy′　because the combination of foreign technoL－
ogies withlocal ones can produce rnany opportunlties for innova－
tion．　Although the majority is the incrementaJ irnprovements′it
cannot rule out the possibiIity that a radical one will be
achieved．Modern laboratories and international researcher．s
exchange are vital to this measure．
g）Stress competition in high technology field．　Jn a very
real sense．　the so caIled　’catching up world T s leve L’　L mPlies
that a country has a capabiJity to compete with other countries
in high technoIogy field．　lt is not only that high technology
fieId is the rTIOSt Cha＝enge one′　but also that it is believed
high technologyis a seed of newindustries．
5．1．4　Production factors oriented group
The Iast category of measures is concerned with production
factors．　such as labor force and plant faciIi ties．　For Iabor
force′　We Can mention foJlowing concrete meaSUreS．
a）Make secondary education universaI．lt seems to be strange
for the peoples in advanced count ries that to make secondary
education universal become an important measure．But it does be
necessary for some developing nations to do this．　It may be
Very difficuIt for foreigners to image how to combine llIiterate
PeOPIe with advanced equipment′　but it has really happened in
china．　especiaIly in town and township enterprise．　Not onIy
lacking of quaIified labor force′　but aLso lacking of qualified
candidates who can be trained as quaI L fied Iabor force′　SOme
developing countries have found themseIves in a strained circum－
Stance tO raise up their Jabor productivity aIthough they have
introduced a lot of advanced equipments．　Therefore′　an eXPen－
Sive′　arduous and urgent task for developing countriesis to make
SeCOndary education universal．　ThJS meaSUre Can be regarded as a
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Jong term and fundamental strategy for raising up Iabor force－s
quaIity．
b）Enhance vocational education．lt is a comrnon knowledge that
rapid economic growth wilJ resultin great and urgent demands for
PerSOnneIin specific field．　A developing cOuntry mUSt Undergo a
high－SPeed developing period if they try to catch up world－s ad－
VanCed leveL Therefore it is inevitable for developing ecOnO一
mies to take measure to enhance vocationaI education．　lt can be
achi8Ved both by building up huge amount of high professional
SChooI or by on－the－job training．　According china Ts recent
experience′　both have aIready produced favorab t e resu L ts．
C）Promote the export of labor services．　Jt perhaps sounds
nonsense that developing countries exportsIabor services because
they really lack quaIified Iabor force although they frequently
find themselves stayin an underempJoyed state．　What makeit ap－
PIicabIe is as follows．　Some deveIoped countries．such as Japan
′　have been just undergoing a Period of labor shortage′　and the
Shortage wiIl be increasing further in1990Ts and the earIy　21st
CentUry．　lt will bring a chance for developing countries to
export Iabor services．　Furthernore′　developed economies with
Jabor shortage usuaIly have perfect on－the－Iob training systems
Which can transfer new empIoyees to quaIified ones effectively
and efficiently．　When the peoples　′graduated from thus kind of
On－the－job system　．　corne back to their home country．　they will
become key personnel of Iocal labor force．　Therefore′　it’s a
good way for developing countries to get qua＝fied Iabor force　′
if advanced countries Jike to accept foreign Jabor force from
developing countries．　The possibility of the export is existed′
because advancod countries are wiJIing to improve internationaI
reIations through various economic aid．
For pJant fac日日ties．　deve L oping nations have frequently
found them need to make a balance between foIlowing concrete
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rneasures because of thei r limited investment budgetS：
a）Replace the outmoded equipments in conventional industries
With advanced ones by a big margin．　　Alarge portion of manufac－
turing equipments in conventionaI industries in developing coun－
tries is out－Of胃date．　This kind of situation has resuIt in low
PrOductivity．　poor product’s qua＝ty and high product’s cost
This situation is harmfuJ for deveJopin9　cOUntries to seJJ their
PrOducts on international markets．It is an urgent and arduous
task for developing countries to replace outmoded equipment in
conventional industries by a big margin．
b）Make heavyinvestrnent on new production facjlitJeS．
ln shortage economy′　the demand for investment on new produc－
tion facili ties is verylarge too．　Deve L oping nat10nS have often
been enforced to make heavy investment on new productl0n facili－
ties in conventional industr L eS in order to meeting increasing
market demands．　Such kind of expenditure often constitute a main
Part Of the budget．
c）Stress high technoIogicaI industriaI development．ln order
to catching up the world advanced level′　a developing country
ShouJd stress the deveJopTnent Of high teChnoJogicaJ industries
evenifJt has faJlen very behindin the fields．　High technolog胃
ical industries are very import．ant to nationaJ industriaI struc－
ture reform．　Therefore deveIoping countries wiJJ do their best
to develop high technological industries which will result in
great demands for capit：aIs．
5．2　Strategy for irnproving nationaJ industrial technological
bases
We divide the development period of a deve．oping economy into
three stage：1）imitation stage；2）earIy stage of catching up；
3）Iate stage of catching up．
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Here we try to raise up fundamental principles for aIlocation
Of technoJogy reJated resources regarding the development peri－
Od．　In other words′　We try tO eXPlain how to attach the meas－
UreS mentioned above to the development periods．　We will arrange
the discussion process as foJlows．　We will discuss the features
Of economic and technological system in different period first　′
then turn to describe ava＝able poJicy goals in each period′
fina H y raise up the fundamenta．principle for technoIogy reJated
resource aIiocation．
5．2．1Jmitation stage
A）Features of the economic and technological system at the
beginning of the stage
Generally speaking′　the ecOnOmy in this stage is a shortage
economy．　Every event concerned wi th shortage economics will
happen in this sta⊆巨O．In the beginning　′　both production capac－
ity and productivity are low．　lndustries can’t provide enough
goods to meet market demands．　Underqualified labor force and
OUtmOded rnanufacturing faciJities will result in low product－s
quali ty and high productls cost　．　lndust ria．　techno．ogica L
PrOgreSS Can improve the situation by a great margin′　but the
local technology production systern has stayed in backward of
PrOducing new product design and manufacturing technologies　′
and locaI economy has Iacked the experience′　SOmetimes even
knowledge′　Ofintroducing foreign advanced technology．　They are
nearIy unabIe to assimilate the foreign technol09ies because of
lacking experience．　The technoIogical structure　°f the econony
is very di fferent from that of advanced ones．　Therefore′　the
PrOducts from advanced countries seerns very new and noveI to the
PeOPle in the country．It WiII stimulate the peopIe’s mass en－
thusiasm for foreign products which wHI rnake more shortage of
SUPPIy．
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B）Available policy　90als
The general policy goalsis tolift the economy out of suppLy
shortage as soon as possible．　Concretely，the production capa－
bility shoLHd be largely extended by heavy investment on ptant
faci Lities．The quality of labor force should be improved in
order to prornoting productivity．　The manufacturing technologies
shouJd belargeJyimproved by bothJocaJ R　＆　D and technology
import．Techno Logy import and technology assimilation shouJd
be lead onto the correct path．At least′　the knowledge′　method
and procedure of theseissues should be known by the authorities．
C）Fundamental prinCiple of a＝ocating technology related
reSOurCeS
All of technology related resources shouId be oriented to
domestic market　9rOWth．tn other words．the resources allocation
shouId be served to import substitution strategy．　Great efforts
shouId be made to deveIop conventionaIindustries．while a few of
new advanced industries shouJd be initiated．　　R　＆　D activities
and assimilation activi ties are imitation oriented．lmported
technoIogy rnainly are advanced equipments．　Some efforts should
be made to foIlow the trend of worId－s technological development．
because it can direct its future R　＆　D activi ties．
ConcreteIy speaking in the group of technologicaI import′
fo Llowing measures are mostly appreciated：a）lmporting foreign
exemplary products to meet both market demand and technologicaJ
imitation demand：　b）importing complete set of equipments for
materiaI industries′　aS Well as assembly　＝nes and key product’s
PartS for assembly industries′　tO meet the great demands for
new manufacturing facilities which result from the large exten－
Sion of production capacity；C）lmporting some advanced and key
manufacturing equipment to start new advanced industries；　d）
TrainingIocal Labor force under foreigninstructors to help them
master the technique of operating advanced facilities．
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ln the group of technologicaI assimilation′　foIIowing measure－
rrIentS are mOStIy appreciated：a）　deepening understanding of the
main stream of advanced product．s developmentin order to direct－
ing the technological transfer；b）　assimilating the design prin－
Ciple of the products manufactured under foreign Iicence in order
to making imitative production　：　c）　assirrIiJating manufacturing
technoIogies and process embodied in imported complete set of
equipments and assembly　＝ne in order to produclng SUch kind of
equipment imitatively；d）　assimilating the manufacturing technoI－
Ogies for key parts of advanced products．
Jn the g roup of R　＆　D activi ties′　foIlowing measures are
mostly appreciated：a）designing and making prototype of products
based on irnported ones or the ones manufactured under foreign
Jicence　′　therefore making technoJogical preparation for the
development of next stage；b）imitatively producing the products
Similar to the impor ted advanced one；　C）imi tatively making
manufacturing faCilities simlIar to the imported ones；d）imita－
tively producing the key parts of advanced products．
ln the group of production factors related．following measures
are mostJy appreciated：a）　making secondary education universal
in order to promoting quaJity of Iabor farce；b）　enhancing VOCa－
tional education in ord8r tO SUPPlying more and more professional
PerSOnneJ；c）　repIace the outmoded equipments in conventional
industries by a big margin；d）　making heavy investment on new
Plant facilities in conventional industries．
5．2．2　EarJy　＄taOe Of catching up
A）Features of the economic and technoIogicaI systern at the
beginning
Generally speaking．the economy at the beginning of the stage
has been Lifted out of suppIy shortage through the efforts made
in last stage．　Slow－SeIIing goods and rnarketabIe goods wilI
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appear in domestic market at the same time．The out standing
issues now are changed into irrationaI industrial structure and
inferior product’s quaIity．　Import and assimilation of foreign
technoIogies have been onto correct path．　Local R　＆　D strength
has been improved′　but stilI fall behind cornpared with advanced
ones．　The percentage Of qualified tabor forces has been raisLd
up′　but stilI Leaves much to be improved．lndustriaI manufactur－
ing technoJogies have beenimproved by alarge margin，eSPeCiaIIy
in conventional industries．　but mainly be contributed by intro－
duction of foreign advanced compIete set of equipments and assem－
bIyline．
B）Available policy goals
The generaI policy goaIis to concentrate aIl the efforts on
the resoIution of qua＝ty’s problem．and to putit under way that
making preparation of industrial structure reform．　Concretely′
alI of the aspects concerned with product’s quality should be
inproved．　More and more newindustries should be initiated which
Can bring a benefit to future structure reform．　R　＆　D′　technolo一
gy assimilation and technoJogy import shou．d be shifted to a
higher level．
C）　FundamentaJ principle of a＝ocating technology reIated
r eS Ou r ceS
Some peopIe be＝eved that the indust riaJ structure can be
adjusted by introduction of foreign advances technologies′　eSPe－
ciaIly by the way of introduction of advanced equipment．l have
a different opinion．l think that introduction of foreign equip胃
ment and foreign technologies is just enable to make a prepara胃
tion for future structure reform　．　because even the industrial
st ructures of advanced econornies are in the change and a real
reform rnust be made by self innovation and self construction．　At
the early stage of catching up′　the strength of R　＆　D force is
StilI too weaker to adjust industrial structure effectively and
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efficientIy．　Therefore thIS important problem have to be shifted
to next stage to be soJved．
Quali t．y problem is a se rlOUS P rOblern for many developing
economies，　Which wi H result in backwardness of international
competition．　More serious latent crisis is that long time expe－
rience of inferior quali ties wilI foste r a bad organizational
CUJture which wiJJ put strong negat j ve jnfJuence on future devel－
OPment．　China′　for exampIe′　has suffered aIot oflosses because
Oflong time experience ofinferior qualities．　Therefore quali－
ty problem should be resolvedin this stage．
Concretely speaking′　in the g roup of technological import′
foIIowing measures are mostly appreciated：a）import assembJy
lines′　COmPlete sets of equipments′　and key manufacturing equip一
ments to repIace the outmoded old facilities i f the financial
CaPacityis available；b）introduce quality contro L technique and
facilities to improve the bases of quality management；　C）　train
L ocal labor force under foreign lnSt rUCtOrS and send Joca．manag－
ers and engineers to advanced countries to take on－the－j ob train－
ing for the sake of quality irnprovement．
Ln the group of technological assim＝at10n′　folt owing measu－
res are mostly appreciated：a）　pay attention to quality cont rol
and master the qua＝ty contro L technique learnt from advanced
economies；b）　assimilate the design principle and manufacturing
technologies for advanced products and thei r key parts in new
high technoJogical industrleS in order to making a preparation
for next industrial st ructure reform．
ln the g roup of R　＆　D activi ties′　followJng meaSU reS are
mostly appreciated：a）make incremental improvements on manufac－
turing teChnoJogies．　especially stress promotion of quaIity and
rcduction of cost；　b）　design and make prototype of products in
high technoIogicaI fields by combination of foreign technoJogies
With Jocal one in order to making a preparation for future new
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industrial development．
Jn the group of production factors related′　following measures
are rnost Ly appreciated：a）enhance vocational educational further
more；b）promote the export of labor services in order to getting
new qualified labor force abroad；c）　repLace the outmoded equip－
nents in conventional industries further more；b）rnake investment
On neW Plant faciJities and start more and more new jndustries．
5．2．3　Late stage of catching up
A）Features of the econornic and technologicaI systern at the
begjnning
Generally speaking′　the quality problern has been solvedin the
main though the efforts made in last stage．　SIow－Selling goods
and marketable goods stiII exist at the same t L me due to the
industriaI structure problern．　ConventionaI industries are domi－
nated over economic fields′　While some new advanced Industries
are initiated or are in progress．　Market dernands for advanced
PrOducts become more and more strong′　While the market of conven－
tional products is approaching to matured state．　The out stand－
ing jssues noyv are becoming the irrationaL industriaJ structure
and weakinternationaI competitionin newindustries．
ln technological transfer aspect′　alot of experience has been
accumulated in manufacturing technoIogies′　but few in product
design．　In technological assimilation aspect．　peoples are good
at mastering the imported one′　but alittle bit weak at combining
foreign one with local one．　Manufacturing technoIogies ln cOn－
Ventional industriesis approaching to world leve7，but the ones
in high－technoIogy industries stiIl fall behind．　ln labor force
aspect．　qua＝ty probJem has been soIved in the main．　but a new
PrOblem′i．e．professionaI structure problem．appears．　The bases
and strength of R　＆　D have beenimproved by alarge margin．　Many
achievements have been reached in R　＆　D activities．but the
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capabiIity to compete at the cutting edge of new－PrOduct design
is sti H lacked of．
B）Available poIicy goals
The generaJ poIicy goals is to concentrate all the efforts on
indust riaI st ructu re refo rm and inte rnational competi tion．
ConcreteIy saying′　industriaI structure should be approached to
deveIoped economic ones′　Or at Jeast theindustriaI systern of the
deveIoping nation shouId be close f y related to deveIoped ones
With each other．　R　＆　D should be capable of internationaJ compe－
ti tion．
C）Fundamental principle of alJocating technology related re－
SOU r Ce
This stage is a really catching up stage．　The largest dis胃
tance of catching up the world’s leve f is at the indust rial
structure and the internationaJ competition．　Therefore a H the
efforts shouJd be oriented to structure reform and export e〉くPan胃
sIOn．　Technology import and technology assimiIation should be
served to industrial st．ructure reform．
Concretely speaking．in the g roup of technological irnport．
foHowing meaSureS are mOStJy appreciated：a）train Iocal manag－
ers and engineers in advanced econornies by way of on－the－Job
trainin9．therefore get additionaJ experienced human resource for
deveJoping neW industries；b）introduce prorninent senior research
feJlows to di rect IocaJ R　＆　D activities；C）introduce advanced
experiment fac日日ties tO improve the fundamental conditions of R
＆　D；d）　purchase foreign patents to supplement local deve r oped
technoIogies．
ln thQ grOuP Of technological assirn＝ation．fo＝owing measures
are mostly appreciated：a）　find out defauJts existed in foreign
PrOducts both in product’s design and manufacturing technologies
therefore provide available information for incremental ImPrOVe－
ments；　b）learn f rom the structure and dynamics of advanced
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innovation system′　and try to bulId up a more active innovation
system which shouId be fitted for the national special condi－
tions．
ln the g roup of R　＆　D activi ties′　following measu res a re
mostJy appreciated：　a）　make incremental irnprovements e L ther on
product Ts desi9n Or On manUfacturing technoIogies by the way of
combining foreign technologies withJocaJ ones．b）stress compeT
tition in high technolo9ies field by the way of promoting tech－
nological fusion．
In the group of production factors related．followlng meaSUreS
are rnostly appreciated：　a）　stress vocational education　．　espe－
CialIy the on－the－job training′in order to improving the struc－
ture of labor force；b）rnake heavy investment on new pJant faci E－
ities to foster and deveIop new advanced industries；　C）　stress
high t：eChnological industriaI development．
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6．　FOUNDATl0NS FOR COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES
For the competltive strategies of a nat書On′　We ShouId answer
foIIowing basic questions：Why a nation want to gain competitive
advantages？　　Where nations are supposed can develop competitive
advantage？What are the sources that nations are supposed can
gain competitive advantages？
ln order to answering above questions，We Should define what
is the meaning of Tinternational competitive advantages of a
nation一．　Here we narrowly defined　．lnternationaI competitive
advantages－　as　▼the national abiIity to market its products on
inte rnationaI market that othe r nations can－t do i t as sarne
welド．Concretely speaking′　Other nations canlt do the same thing
at same price orlower　′　at Same quality or higher　′　and at same
functionality or more．
6．1Why a nation want t°　gain compOtitive advantage
Simply speaking′．gain competitive advantage’means’can seIl
more products to other nationsT．．tin tern neans that：（1）The
nation can accumulating rnore freedom and more capabiIities to buy
neCeSSary g00ds from other nationsin the future．（2）can promote
domestic productions′Whichin turn promote the national economic
PrOSPerity．
Itis worth to mentioned here that　一gaining competitive advan－
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tages，does not always mean that T the people in the nation will
live with a higher living standard’．　There are several reasons
for this．　First industrial scope′　Which people’s daily living
related to．　and the industrial fields′　Where a natl0n can gain
competitive advantages．usually are different．　Second the basic
economic aims which a nation pursue and the basic goal which a
f E rm tend to achieve usuaJJy are different．
The scope which peopIe．s da＝y living cIoseIy reIated to is
usua H y more wide than that a nation can pursue cornpeti tive
advantages．lmprovement of living standards put a demand on rnany
indust ries′　but the competi tive advantages a nation gained
usuaJl／just appeared in few industries．
The nature of competition and sources of competitive advantage
Very great deaI with the industries．Every industry has its own
Unique requi rernents for competitive success．　The conditions for
fostering competitive advantages very great deaI with the na－
tions．　Every nation has its own unique conditions which are
SPeCia Hy good for some indust：ries to gain competitive advantage．
Therefore a nation perhaps has competitive advantages in some
industries．　but such industries advantageS are nOt enOUgh to
SUPPOrt Wholeimprovement of peopIe’s daily Jiving．
The basic econorniC airns of a nation are different from that of
firrn．　The basic economic goaJ of a nation is to improve its
PeOPle’s Iiving standard′　therefore a nation concerns more about
rationaJization of industrial structure．　By contrast′　the basic
economic　90al of a fi rrn is to produce sustained benefits　（the
most important one is profit）　for themseIves．Therefore a firm
usuaJly devotes to some industries where there are much rnore
cornparative benefits．Some tirnes numerous firms j ust fiercely
compete in one segment of a industry．They usually concern
＝tt Le about rationalization of national structure．
lt shouId be noted thatitis firms．not nations′　cOmPete With
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each other directly in lnternationaJ market．　It means it is
firms′　nOt nations gain competitive advantage actualIy．　For a
nation，SOme Of its industries gain competitive advantages means
other industries will L ose the deveIopment chance　′　because even
if the rnost richest nation′　i ts disposable investment resources
are Ilmited．　Therefore to concentrate aIl national efforts to
fewindustriesin order to gaining competitive advantage doesn’t
always mean the industries which people’s daily　＝fe cIoseIy
related to wiIl get improved great deal′therefore the peopIels
living Standard will getimproved pretty soon．
Therefore there are two basIC Strategic approaches for gain
international competitive advantage．（l）Concentrate on theindus－
tries where national conditionsincluding both inherent ones and
created ones are specially good for them．This is firm－based′
export－Oriented approach．Firms usuaIly know weIl about how to
make effective and intensive use of home unique conditions．Gain－
ing international competitive advantage will have priority．　By
using this approach′　the nation perhaps can seJl rnuch more
products to other nations，then can buy much more necessary goods
from other nations．（2）　Concentrate on the indust ries where peo－
pL e－s daily life cJosely reIated t0．This is nation－based J
domestic－Oriented approach．Nationa L development plan will have
very strong infIuence on industrial development．lnproving living
standards wilI have priority．By using this approach′　many daily
＝fe relatedindustries will getimproved pretty soon and sorne of
them wiIl gain international competitive advantage at the same
time．But the total internationaI competitive strength of the
nation wi H be not so strong．
At nationa L Ievel′　it is appreciated that the cornpeti tive
advanta9eS that industries gained can make contribution to the
rationa Lization of national industrial structure′　and in further
make contribution to theirnprovement of peopIe’sIiving standard．
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6．2　Where nati°n＄　are SUpPOSed can dovoI°P cOmPetitive advantage
Firms can onIy compete with each otherinternationaHyin sorne
so called　一gIobal industriesl′　but can▼t in so called’domestic
industries’．
ln global industries．　rivaIs compete against each other on a
truIy worJdwide base．　Typical exampIes of such industries are
commercial aircraft′　household eIectric appliance．　automobiles′
computers′　Steel andiron products′　Semiconductors′　COPiers′　etc．
lf anindustry wants to be a globaIindustry．its products
ShouJd have foIIovJing COmrnOn Characters：
（1）　MultinationaI buyer needs．　lt means that other nationls
customers should have sim＝ar needs for the products as the home
custorners．　The custonlerls needs can’t always be the same．　but
the difference couldn’t be great．　Many food products can r t be
global，because they are Iacking of rnultinational buyer needs．
En generaJ′　COmPOnentS and raw rnaterial tend to be more g，obaJ
than finaI g00ds regarding the multinational buyer needs．
（2）With competitive advantages created at their horne base．　The
CUStOrnerS aPPreciate the foreign products′　j ust because they
think the foreign PrOducts have distinct advantages′　SuCh as
Price．quality．functiona日ty．after seII service and transfer－
able brand reputations．　compared with the domestic products．
Some sinple metal fabrication products can T t be globaI′　j ust
because oflacking such kind of characters．
ln general．final products tend to be more global than primary
PrOducts regarding the distinction of products characteristic．
（3）MobiJity．　MobiJity here means products can move from one
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PJace to another pIace reIatively easy and cheap．　lt is a pre－
requisite for an indust ry becoming a global one．　Retailing
industry canT t be a globaI industry．becauseits goods　くretailing
SerVice）can’t be easily move from a nation to another nation．
ln general′　higher the ratio of value to voIume　（or weight）′
more the possibiIity for theindustry becoming globaJ one．
（4）　Easy to standardized．　Standardization is very important to
international trade．　Standardization make it easy to check the
quality of product，　and to understand the funct：ionaIity and
novelty of products．
（5）　Less to threat the Iife－and－death industries of other na－
tions．　The term of Tlife－and－death industries’　refers to such
kind of industries which are vitaI to national social stability
and economlc grOWth．　Every nation has such kind of’Iife－and
death’industries．　They can be the strategic parts of whoIe na－
tional economy′in other words they will affect the situation as
a whoIe′　regarding employment′　GNP′　etc．　They can also be such
kind of industries whj ch products are cIosely related peoplels
dailylife．　For example′　trade conf＝ct of automobile frequently
happened between U．S and Japan′　because automobile industries
USed to be’life－and－death industries’for U．S．A．and Japan hesi－
tate to open agricuIture products rnarket to foreign countries be－
cause they are indispensabIe goods for Japanese dairy life but
Japan are relatively weaker in the field．　Life－and－death indus－
tries are very difficult for foreign firms to compete．　because
every nation wilI tend to protect such kind of industries when
they thinkitis necessary．
Above characters j ust shape the scope of g．obal industries．
ActuaI scope of global industries very great deal with the na－
tions and with the tirnes．　Some nation’s globaIindustries may be
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household appliance and autornobiles′　Other nation’s one rnay bo
cereals and computers．　A nations globaI industries may used to
be chemical products andiron　＆　Steel material，thenlater change
to eIectronic products．　Anyhow．ltis worth to noted thatinduS－
tries all over the world have increasingly become global one
after worId war I t　　　．t is also worth to mentioned here that
global industries do not just irnply high technoIogy industries
aJone．although Jatter usua H y be gJobal industries．
ln globaJ industries　′　a fi rm’s competi tive position in one
nation significantIy affects（andis affected by）its positionin
°ther nations．and firm．s competitive advantage usuaJly originate
from its home base．
Domestic industries can cIassifyinto two category．　One is so
cal）ed　－Jife－and－death▼　industries．　another is real local demand
industries．　，Life－and－deathT industries become domestic ones
mainly because those industries are relatively weaker compared
With other nations．　Therefore the governments want to protect
thern．　then make thern become domestic ones．Real loca L demand
industries exist just because every nation has its unique de一
mands for some goods which have no muItinational buyer needs．
Like gJobaJ industr jes．domesticindustries also be important
PartS Of nationaI economic prosperity．　To some extent and in
SOme time．　deveIoping domestic industries has more significance
than developing the　9lobal one regarding improvement of people’s
living standards．
In the case of gIobal industries aIso being　▼lifeTand－death’
industries′　the peoplein the nation arelucky to enjoy plentifuI
Wealth．ln such case．the income of the people usuaIly be high．
but the price of the goods related to daily Iife usua＝y be
cheep．　In some countries．although they have competitive advan－
tages in many industries．　the peopIe stilI can enj oy material
WeaJth as nlUch as other deveIoped countries．partIy because their
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gJobaI industries haven▼t overlap most of their Life－and－death
industries．
We stress two key points here again．　First′　the scope of
global industries of a nation is changeable．　Second If the
gJobaI industries overlap life－and－death industrleS mUch more′
the peop L e．s Iiving standards can get improved much more．
6．3　What are tho sourceS that nations are suppos8d can gain
C°mPetitivO advantagO
The sources that nations are supposed can gain competi tive
advantages Jie in the changes of facto rs which are vi taI to
industrial oporations．　Competitive advantages grow out of the
ways firm organize and perform discrete activities whiCh rivaJs
can’t do i t at the same when the factors underg0　Significant
changeS．　The most typicaJ changes are the foIlowing：
（1）Changes of demand
Competitive advantages are often created or shifted when
demand undergo significant changes．　Two kind of demand changes
are significant for gaining competitive advantages．　The first
oneis domestic demand change．　The second one is demand shift
arnong the nations．
Domestic demand change are significant′　because home demand
is the essential and earIy stimuJus for a firm to invest heavily
and sustained in both human resources and physical capitals to
gain competitive advantages．　Merely every firmis firstly inter－
est in gaining competitive posi tion in domestic rnarket′　　then
diverting its attention to international market．　lt means firrn
gain the competitive advantageS firstly at home base′　then com－
Pete fiercely in international market．　The home base is the
Platform where a firm perceive the new buyer’s needs′　raised up
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new concePtS Of products．deveIop core products and manufacturing
PrOceSS′　bui L d up L earning curves and economies of sca］e′　and
create up transferable reputation．
For dornestic demand change′　tWO things are distinguished：（a）
appearanCe Of new needs which wiIl become widespread′　（b）　shift
Of buyer’s priorities which reshape domestic demand structure．
The neW needs provide an earJy warning signaJ that stimuJate
domestic fi rm move earlier than other nation’s rivals．l t is
important for both creation of new products or continuous upgrad－
ing of products on an ongoing basis．　The shift of buyer Ts prior－
ities provide an opportunity for some industries undergoing a
rapid growth′　Which in turn present attractive future for firms
taking daring actions to upgrade their capabilities．
Demand’s shift among the nations are significant′　mainly be－
cause the nations with rapid denand g rowth are cornplete L y new
battlefieIds for every rival．It provides a rnerely same opportu－
ni ty for all rivaIs to gain competi tive posi tion in these na－
tions．　ln such battlefield．　estabIished rivaIs may be fail to
perceive the new needs′　Partly because the market usualIy start
at a smaJI demand size and at a sIow grOWth rate．They aJso rnay
be unable to respond the new demand growth′　because there are new
regu］ations for competition and new ways for success．
lt is worth to rnentioned here that dernands shift among the na－
tions happened continuously and rapidly in recent years．The
reason are as fo Hows．　（a）　The products saturated in some de－
Veloped countries still be new products for sorne developing
countries because different nations stayin different development
Stage．More and more products are saturated in deveIoped coun－
tries．　because total production capabilities of rnost deveIoped
countries go beyond the ceiling of their domestic dernand．　8y
contrast′　mOre and more needs for the products which saturated in
developed countries are created．shifted andincreased rapidlyin
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deveIoping count ries′　because the income of the famiJies go
beyond the bound between primaryliving standards and highliving
standards．（b）Many deveIoping countries are undergoing a reform
of industrial st ructure．　Some industries in the developing
nations are becoming bottlenecks of national industriaI develop－
ment′　eSPeCialIy in upst ream indust ries．　lt is raising up a
large andincreasing demand for the productsin such fields which
may be saturated in other nations．
Anyhow′　Changes of demand will bring about chances to shift
COmPetitive advantage．
（2）ChangeS Of factors of production．
Competitive advantage frequently changes when a significant
change occurs in factors of production．　Every nation possesses
so called factors of production．　Factors of production are noth－
ing mOre the inputs necessary for firm’s operatJOnS′　SUch as
human resources．　natural resources′　CaPital resources′　PhysicaI
resources，and infrastructure．　A change of production factors
may reflect new conditionin supplier．or perhaps the possibility
Of using a new type input．
Competitive advantage Of a nationノ　accOrding the standard
theory of trade′　reSt On the factors endowment of nation．
According the theory′　nations are endowed with different stocks
of factors．　A nation wi H export those goods which make inten－
sive use of the factors with which it is relatively we＝　endowed
and cheap．
AIthough nation－s endowment of factors will stilJ play a roIe
in gaining competitive advantage in some capital－intensive and
Iabor－intensive industries．such as agricuIture′　mining′　food
industry′　teXtiles′　its importance to competitive advantage is
graduaIly decreased regarding fo＝owing reasons．　（a）Globaliza－
tion of firms has rnade Jocal availability of some factors become
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Joss essentia（．　A nation can source necessary factors frorn other
nations by purchasing them or Iocating activities there．　（b）
Technologies has made production inputs dramatically reduced．
lndeedin contemporaryinduStriaI society．competitive advantages
rest on how efficiently and effectiveIy the production factors
are deployed．　TechnoJogies pJay more and more roJes in effi－
ciency and effectiveness of deploying factors．
Itis worth to point out that production factors can be grouped
into two broad categories：（a）inherited one and　（b）　created one．
Created one are more important than inherited one to competitive
advantage．　The rate at which factors are created′　uPgraded．and
specialized to particularindustries are rnuch moreimportant than
nation－s current factor’s pool．
Anyhow′　Changes of production factors wiJI result in changes
Of competitive positions of nations．　And changes of factors
mainly depend on national factor－creation rnechanism．
（3）Change of industrial structure
The opportunity for creating advantageS may arises when dis一
七inct change of domestic industrial structure happened．　Every
nation usuaJly always undergoes industrial structure change in
recent decades．Therefore in generally meaning′　an lndustriaI
Structure Change uSualIy dose not imply that the nation can gain
competitive advantageS．　FoIIowing changeSin domesticindustriaI
StrUCtUre may bring chance to creation of advantages．　They are：
（a）new distinct segment of an industry emerges′　（b）a new way is
conceived to reg roup existing industries or thei r segments′
（c）suppIierindustries gained competitive advantagesinternation－
aIly′　（d）reIated industries gained competitive advantages inter－
nationaI！y．
The emerge of new distinct segment of industry is important
for competition advantages for foJJowing reaSOn．　Industries are
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Segmented．　Different segment Of industry has very different re－
quirernents for success．　A nation provides a better environment
for creatIOn Of competitive advantage in some segments than oth－
ers．lf the appeared new segmentisin keeping with the national
envi ronment′　and at same time also new one in the worId′　the
nation usuaJIy can gain competitive advantages by concentrating
On this segment．
The new way of regrouping existing industries or their seg－
ments is important．because cooperation of industry sometimes can
Strengthen their competitive capab H＝ty in some aspects．such as
marketing，eCOnOmy Of scale′　and R＆D etc．lndustries usuaHy try
to gain competitive advantage by Jinking through verticaI rela－
tionships′　for exampIe verticalintegration trendin U．S biotech－
noJogy industry′　and horizontal relationships′　for example R＆D
consortia in Japan superconductivity indust ry．　If a nation
Perceived the new way of regrouping existing industries or seg－
ments and moved earlier than other nations′it will rnove earlier
to gain competitive advantage．
The internationa H y competitive supplierindustries serve to
downstream industries to create competitive advantages indus－
tries through fo＝owing ways．　　The downstream industries can
access the most cost－effectiveinputs at home efficiently′　early′
rapidly and sometimes preferentially．They aIso can get ongoing
coordination with the upstreamindustries．Then the upstream and
downstrearn industries can reinforce in the innovation and up－
grading process．
An internationa Hy successfuJ industry can supports other
relatedindustries to get competitive advantages′　because Jatter
can share critical activities as the former，SUch as technoIogy
deveJopment′　manUfacturing′　distribution′　marketing and services′
closeinformation flow and technology eXChange．
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（4）　R＆D
R＆D is believed the most principaI and powerfuJ measure to
gain competitive advantages．　New industries or new segments of
industry are born when technoIogical change make new products
feasible．Productivity of industries are upgraded when technolog－
ical changes make manufacturing process on the way of progress．
But alJ of technoJogicaJ progreSS mainJy rests on the R＆Dinvest一
ment．　Therefore in recent years international competition be－
tween nations usually means R＆D competition．
The basic aim of R＆Dis doubtJessly to create technological
changes．　However′　the important issue concerned with R＆Dis how
to shape the direction of efforts．　FoIlowing things are worth to
mentioned in shaping the direction．
Firstly′　how to define the competitive scope？　Competitive
SCOPe Of a nation is the range of products it expected to gain
COmPetitive advantage by R＆D．　lt is very difficult．　though not
impossibIe　′　tO gain competitive advantage ln all industries　．
Secondly．how to give priority to two type of advantage．low cost
and differentiation．　Low cost comprehensively reflects the
abi Lity of a nation to design．　produce and market a comparabJe
PrOducts more efficiently then its competitors．　Differentiation
reflects the ability of a nation to provide unique and superior
Value to the buyers in terms of product quality and product
functiona＝ty．　It is very difficuIt to get advantage on both
low－COSt and differentiation′　because differentiation usualIy
resuItin anincreasein cost．　Thirdly′　how to give priority to
incremental improvement and radical breakthroughs．　Incremental
improvernent has the characters of predictable．Iess cost′　Short
term．　more successful opportunity　′　but less influence on whole
Situation．　By contrast′　radical breakthroughs has the characters
Of less predictabIe′　higher cost′Iong term′　difficult to reach′
but stronger influence on whole situation．
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（5）Chance events
Chance events are occurrences that have little to do with what
can be predicted and what be continue．　Change events are impor－
tant j ust because they are unpredicted and discontinued which
allow shift competitive advantages among nations．The important
change events which can signlficantly shift cornpetltlVe advan－
tages are as follows：
（a）Changes of government regulations．　For example．adjustment
of products standard′　Change of environment controIs′　Change of
t rade bar riers．
（b）Significant and sudden shiftsin worId financial markets or
exchange rates．
（c）Surges of world or reglOnal demand，
（d）Discontinues in price of raw material．　For example．oiI
shocks．
（d）Wars．
（e）PoIltical decISion of foreign nation．　For example′　change
of favorabIe trade status．
（f）Change of internationaJ relat10nShips because of coup
d’etat or the likes．
Whi L e chance event are very important to shift competi tive
position of nations．they havelittJe to do with national efforts
to gain competitive advantage．　ln other words′　eVery nation
can’t wai t to get advantage until a favorable chance event
happened．
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7．JAPANESE STRATEGY FOR GAlNING COMPET（TIVE ADVANTAGE
Jn the1970’s and1980ls′　a number of new nations ernerged as
advanced international competitors to achieve leads in a range of
industries．Japan is t：he most striking nation among the new com－
petitors．Why Japan should gain internationaI competitive advan－
tage？Where Japanese have made their effort to　9ain competitive
advantage？　And how Japanese industries have allocated their
resources to　9ain competitive advantage？These question are the
main focus of this chapter．
ln o rde r to answering the fi rst question．　we examined the
Strategic ro．es of Japanese export to nationaJ econornic prosperi－
ty by analyzing Japanese import structure′　eXPOrt StrUCture′
jnternational trade dependence of Japanese economy′　and coeffi－
cients of inducement production induced by different final de－
mands．We found that（1）export is a security for themimproving
capabilities to purchasO insufficient production factors and
Jiving g00ds abroad．and　（2）　export demands can stimuIate domes－
tic production growth more effectively and more efficientIy than
other finaI demands．
For second question′　We eXamined following thingS：（1）Compared
industriaJ struCtUre Of inducement production induced by the
export with the Japanese gIobaf industries－s structure．Wo found
that there exist a potential inherent structuraL weakness in the
Japanese export inclined industries　（those industries their
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proportion ofinducement productioninduced by export are reIa－
tively large）．Jt impIies that it is better for them to pursue
differentiation at the technologica L competitive edgeS Of down
stream indust ries．（2）　Compared the industrial structu re of
inducement production induced by private fixed capital formation
with the Japanese industrial structure．We found that Japanese
industrial system has a speciaI dynamics of pushing and pulling a
sarne industriaI cluster′　the machinery and equipment industriaI
cJuster．in the prjvate fixed capital formation．The industriaJ
SyStern With such a dynamics shouId be export oriented．（3）Con－
pared industrial structure of inducement production induced by
private consumption expenditure with Japanese household expendi－
ture structure．We found that most of Japanese private consump－
tion inclined industries constitutes a seIf－COntained and self－
sufficient system．National conditions and trade poiicy have more
stronger effects than R　＆　D efforts to protect them frominterna－
tionaI competi tion．　く4）Exarnined role of Japanese governrnent
eXPenditure．None of special function of government purchases can
been found in Japanese case．lt：SUggeSt Japanese governments
promote their industrial deveIopment：　mainly through the poIicy
dimension．
For the final question′　We COmPared the industriaL structure
with R　＆　D structure．We found that Japanese industries have
concentrated their R　＆　D efforts on a few of export oriented
indust ries　′　then have acceIe rated these indust ries to gain
internationaI competitive advantage．They have left remaining
indust ries be protected by se t f－COntained and seJ f－SUfficient
dynamics．
7．1．Strategic r°les of Japanese exports t°　nati°nal ec°nOmic
Pr°SPerity
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A nation wants to gaininternational competitive advantages′
mainly because（1）the nation wants to get mOre and more freedom
and capabiLities to buy necessary　900ds abroad through export′
and　く2）　the nation wants to stimulate donestic production by
export．　The Japanese experiencein recent decades can verify
above opinion．
7．1．1Exp°rt i＄　a　＄ecUrjty for Japan improving capabilities to
purchaseinsufficient pr°ducti°n factors and Hving　000ds abroad
Japanis a nation with paucity of natural resources or other
natural production factors such as arabJeland．　The disadvantage
of natural production factor has precluded any significantinter－
nationaI successin areas such as forest　′　mining and agriculture
products which heavily depend on naturaJ factor but canT t be
inproved significantly by innovation．　Jn manufacturing areas′
many Japanese industries have heaviIy depended on imported
materials．
Japaneseimports have concentrated on two　9rOUPS Of goods：
（1）　natural production factors′　eSPecialIy materiaI intensive
goods′　and　（2）livin9　900ds which heavi t y depend on naturaI
production factors．　Table　7－1presented the Japan imports by
cornmodity groupin recent years．　Foodstuffs　′　　a kind ofInSuf－
ficient Iiving gOOds in Japan and heavily depends on naturaI
production factors．accounts for l0．5％　‾15．5％　of the totaJ
imports in recent ten years．　Raw materiaIs and MineraJ fueJs′
the most basic suppliers of manufacturing industries′　aCCOUnt
separateJy for　7．1％‾9．2％　and　20．4％‾　49．8％．MetaIlic materiaIs
and chemical′　aIso the basic suppIiers of manufacturing indus－
tries account separateIy for　3．9％‾6．0％　and　4．4％‾7．9％．Machinery
and equipment accounts for　7．0％‾17．4％．Textiles account for
l．1％‾1．8％．And other goods account forl1．4％‾27．4％．From Japanese
import structure′itis doubtIessness to say that what Japan have
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Table7－1
JapanlmportsbyComm°dityGroup
Comp°Siti°nratio（％）
F∝血 IJrs Tedk s Ra〝m d tr滅SM h乱射b 虫 C予肺 由
F ∝L d s
M 血 y ＆
ec画 融
OthersM d a甑c m 瘢瘢由
rr帽 d F ∝b d s
1970 13 6 5 1 14．3 16．0 28．7 5．3 12．2 12，8
1975 15 2 2 7 7 6 9 g 44．3 3－6 7 4 7 4
1g釦 10 5 1 7 6．0 9 2 49 8 4 4 7 0 11 4
81 日．1 17 乞1 7．2 望〕．6 4 5 7 2 12．6
82 11 0 18 5．1 7．5 49，7 52 6 9 12，8
83 11 8 1．6 5 2 7 6 46 6 5 7 8．2 13 3
84 11 8 1 8 4 8 7．7 44 2 6 1 8 日 14 0
1985 12＿0 1 7 4 8 7 4 43．1 6 2 9 6 15 2
86 15 2 1 5 4 6 7 8 29，2 7 7 11．6 22．4
87 15 0 1．8 4 1 8 8 26．2 7 9 12 8 23．4
88 15．5 1 8 4 5 8 7 20．5 7 9 14 2 26．g
89 14 7 1 6 4 4 8 5 20．4 7 6 15 4 27 4
1期 13 4 1 1 3 9 7 1 24．2 6．8 17 4 26．0
fromstatjsticsonJapanindustries，Mm
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irnportod is　＝feblood of its industries and people－s da＝y
Iife．Therefore the guarantee of import′　Which shouId use the
export as a important tool，is vital to Japanese economic pros－
Perity．
ltis worth to point out that Japanese national production
has bein9　graduaiIy reduced its dependence on import in recent
years．　Table　7胃3　dispIayed the ratio ofimport to GNP．　We can
see a decreasing trend in the data series．Why can Japanese
national production gradually reduce its dependence onimport？
The main reason is that Japanese companies have made their sus－
tained and increasing efforts to create and upgrade other non－
naturaI production factors such as equipment，human resource and
technoIogy′　then has reduced the weight of natural factorsin the
PrOducts．
AIthough Japanese national production has graduaLIy reducedits
dependence onimport　′　the status canT t be changed radicaHy that
Japanese economy heavily depends on import of naturaI produc－
tion factors．　We can see it by using following database　（see
Table　7胃4）．The industries whichimport dependence coefficient（
irnported vaIue to domestic sales）is above lO　％in lg85　are as
foIIows：　agriculture　′　forests and fishing．（17％）；　coal（82％）；
crude oil（99％）；　miscellaneous mining p roduc ts（45％）；
spinning（16％）；Ioather　＆leather products（22％）；　fundamental
chemical products（12％）；Chemical fertilizers（13％）；PetrOChemicaI
products（15％）；non－ferrous metals（24％）；miscelIaneous transport
equipments（16％）；PreCision instruments（11％）；and activities not
adequately described　（17％）．Most of them are cIosely related to
naturaJ production factors．
In Japanese case′　eXPOrt have served as a tooJ to guarantee
theimport of natural production factors．Table　7－2　presented the
JapaneSe eXPOrtS by commodity　9rOuP．lt can be seen that machin－
ery and equipment have accounted for a large and sustained in胃
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Table7・2
JapanExportsbyCommodityGroup
Compositionratio（％）
Td d Fo【臆 し群S T地 C血 由 N α咄 肺 M et由 ＆rr胃まd
F ∝h d s
M 叫 ＆
eqヰm 鵬
Oth yS
rrY．町d F ∝Ld s
1970 1〔X） 3．3 12．5 丘4 1 g 19 7 463 99
1975 1∞ 1．4 良7 7 0 1，3 2之4 幻．8 74
19で氾 1∞ 1．2 4．g 5．2 1．4 16，4 62．8 8 1
81 100 1 1 4．7 4，5 1．4 14．5 55．9 7 6
82 1∞ 1 1 4 5 4．6 1．4 15．2 65．2 8 0
田 100 0．9 4．5 4 7 1．5 12，5 57．8 8 1
84 100 n8 4，0 4．5 1 3 11 3 70、4 7 7
1985 100 n 8 3．6 4 4 1．2 10．5 71．8 7 7
86 1∞ 0 7 3．3 4、5 1．1 8，7 74．1 7 5
87 100 8 7 a O 5 1 1．1 7．9 74 6 7 6
88 100 0 6 2 6 53 1．1 82 74 3 7 8
8g 100 n 6 2 5 54 1．1 7、8 74．7 7，g
1紺 100 0 6 2 5 5 5 1．1 丘8 75 0 8，5
fromstatisticsonJapanindustries，Mm
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Table7・3
Internati°nalTradeDependenCeS
OfJapaneCOnOmy
Exportdependence
（exporttoGNP）
fmportdependence
（lmporttoGNP）
1980 12．2 13．3
81 13．0 12．3
82 12．8 12．1
83 12．4 10．7
84 13．5 10．8
1985 13．2 9．8
86 10．7 6．5
87 9．6 6．3
88 9．2 6．5
89
1990
fromindicatorsoHnternatjonaJstatistics
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TabLe7－4
Jmpo「tDependenceCoefficientoflndust「iesin1985
（lmportedva山etodomesticsaleabove10％）
AgncuIture，†o「estsand†ishing
Coal
C「udeoil
Misce‖aneousmimngp「Oducts
Spinnlng
Leather＆leathe「PrOducts
FundamentalchemicaIproducts
Chemicalproducts
Petrochemicalproducts
Non－†errous metals
Misce＝aneoustransportequlPmentS
Precisioninstruments
SOurCe：JapanInput＆OutputTable，1985
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17％
82％
99％
45％
16％
22％
12％
13％
15％
24％
16％
11％
creasing PrOPOrtion　′　Which haveincreased from　62．8％in1980　to
75．0％in1990．lt means that Japanese exports have rnore and more
concontrated on downstream industries′　Which usually are high
value addedindustries．Exporting high value added products．com－
bined with inporting Jow value added　900ds′　has a great signifi－
cance of guaranteeing import activities．
Another thing needed to be noted is that the Japanese economy
also has reduced its dependence on O×POrt in recent years　（see
TabFe　7－3）．　But the decreasing speed of export dependence is
sIower than that of import dePendence．The reason is that in
Japan case export has an advanta9e Of stimuIatin9　domestic pro－
duction growth．We will expIainitin the fo Howing．
7．1．2　Export demands can etimulate d°rneStic pr°ducti°n　9r°Wth
m°re effectively than other d°me＄tic demande
Tabt e　7－5　presented the coefficients of inducernent production
induced by individual final demand items　（private consumption
expenditure．　90Vernment cOnSumPtion e〉くPenditure′　Private fixed
capita．　formation．　government fixed capital formation．　and ex胃
POrt）．　and Table　7－6　displayed the coefficients of inducement
Vatue－addedinduced byindividuat finat demanditems．
Coefficient of inducement production induced by a finaI demand
indicates that how much production will beinduced by anincrease
°f a final dernand．　For exampJe，if coefficient of inducement
PrOduction induced by private consumption expenditure is l．700．
it rneans that if private consumption expenditure increased by l
bilIion Yen．　production wiJl be induced to increase by1．700
bi Hion Yen．　CIearJy′　larger the coefficient′　StrOnger the
effect of finaI demands on prorT10tion of production．　For coeffi－
cient of inducement vaIue added induced by a fina f demand　′　the
definition is sim＝ar．
From Table　7－5．we can see that the coefficionts of inducement
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Tabte7．5
1nducementProductionbyFina＝）emands
C°efficients
ld d rhd dem 肺 F h由 00叫
expm 短 8
gロゾernnn訝t c叫 b l
experY撤Lr8
P レ舶 触ed
C画 d fα汀成lon
詳Ⅳ胼n¶倒1 触ed
C甲b ＝αm 劇Qn
巳X脚
（αd「l訂y）
expo止
（SPeCbO
巳（PCrt
（血ectpJd18Se）
1975 1．g11 1．7∞ 1427 1．970 2848 2．380 1698 1947
1980 1．m 1．729 1586 2222 2日7 之448 2170 1．897
1985 1．862 15三氾 1．593 之162 2145 之381 1．784 1．80g
fromJapanlnput＆OutTabIe
Table7・6
lnducementVaIueAddedbyFinalDemands
Coefficients
td錮けh d ck 汀由rds Prレ虚e con sLrr賦kyl
ex四m 丑Lre
gOVernnnert C叫 b n
expe川漉しre
甲山如 fk ed
CaP仕d form 鋤
詳Ⅳerrrner 触ed
CaPは form 瘻bn
巳くPOd
（飢 如叩 ）
①（POは
（SP eClaO
巳（PO爪
（血ed p J d18Se）
1975 0 89g 0 874 0．947 0 881 0 891 0 844 0 858 0 885
1980 0 891 0 86Jl 0 938 0 863 0 859 0 844 0 778 0 893
1985 0！X）9 0 888 0 942 0 892 0 883 0 883 0 891 0 924
fromJapanlnput＆OutTabJe
productioninduced by ordinary export have been more larger than
those induced by other final dernands．　The coefficients of
inducement production induced by ordinary export have been
2．380（1975）．　2．448日980）　and　2．381日985）．　By cont rast′　the
COefficients ofinducement productioninduced by private consump－
tion expendi tu re have been　1．700（1975）′　1．729日980）　and
l．650（1985）′　and thoseinduced by private fixed capital formation
have been l．970（1975）′　2．222（1980）and　2．162（1988）．It means that
an increase of export can stimulate domestic production growth
more effectively and efficiently than anincrease of other final
demand it：emS．It also implies that export has an advantage of
stimuIating domestic production growth．
From Table　7－6′　We can See that alI the coeffiCients of in－
ducement value added induced by different final demand items are
nearly kept at a sarneleveI，therefore theseindicators wiIl make
IittIe sense to explain the special position of export in Japa－
neSe eCOnOmy．
Anyhow′　because of Japanese current industria L structure′
export demand（ordinary trade）　can stimulate domestic production
growth more effective［y than other dornestic finat demands．
What about the weight of inducement production induced by
export？　f f the weight was very small．its role of stimuJating
domestic production growth wouId be reduced′　eVenif the coeffi－
cients ofinducement productionis Larger than other demands．Jn
Japanese case．the proportion of inducement production induced
by export is not so smaJJ．TabJe　7－7　presented the proportjon（
distribution ratio）　of inducement production of all industries
induced by different finaJ demanditems．Distribution ratioindi胃
cates that how much percentage of inducement production is in－
duced by a finaJ demand．For example，if a ratio ofinducement
productioninduced by export is equal to14．84′it means that
14．84％　of productjon jsinduced by export．From the Table　7胃7　we
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Table　7－7
＝nduced Dependence ofJapanese　＝ndustries on Export
（in turns of distribution rati0　0finducement production）
motor　vehicle 46．1宅Other　activities18．3亀
iron　＆　steel
material
42．4亀Chemical products14．8亀
iron　＆　steei 41．9亀electricai power14．2等
r011ed productsSupply
artificial fibe 41．5宅 non＋metallic 14．1篭
mater⊥al mineral products
Other　tranSpOrt
equlpment
40．8亀 metal prOducts 14．1も
precision 40．6宅 Chem土cal 13．9も
instrument fert土1土zerS
non－ferrous　metal 39．7亀 Crude　petr0leum　＆
natural gas
12．5宅
ごubber prOduct 38．2宅 Petr01eum refinerY
products
12．0号
bas土c　petro－
Chemicals
37．5篭 pulp　＆　paper 11．5篭
1ight　electricai
machinery
37．0も wh01esale　＆　retail 10．0亀
COal products 34．4亀 prlnt土ng　＆
publishing
7．8亀
generai machinery 33．5亀 transportation 7．1宅
CaSt　＆　forged 32．5宅 W00den　products　＆ 6．7宅
Steel furniture
heavy　electricai 31．0亀 m⊥scellaneous 6．1篭
apparatuS textiie
fabrics 30．1等 gas　＆　wate工ー；Supply 5．9亀
COal mining 27．7亀 finance　＆
1nSuranCe
5．6篭
Splnning． 25．0亀SerVICe 4．5も
basic　industrial 24．2篭 agriculture，forest3．2篭
Chem土cals ry　＆　f土shing
ieather products 23．8篭food 2．1宅
Other mining22．9篭 bu⊥1ding
COnSt工・uCt土on
1．1等
Other
manufacturing
21．2亀 百〇Vernment　SerV⊥ce 0．3号
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can see that：（a）the proportion ofinducernent productioninduced
by export has becorneJarger and Iarger；（b）the export has ranked
the third　′　regarding the vaIue of distribution ratio．accounting
for14．84　％in1985．The first one has been the private consump－
tion expenditure′　accOunting for　44．12％in1985．　and the second
One has been the private fixed capital formation．accounting for
20．52％in1985．Export has been above　90Vernment cOnSumPtion
expenditure and government fixed capitaJ formation in terms of
ranks of the proportion．lt also impIies that export is truly
Veryimportant to stimulate dornestic production growth．
7．2．C°mParis°n Ofindustrial structure of inducernent production
induced by e〉くpOrt With the structure　°f globalindu＄tries
lt should be pointed out here that a proportion ofinducement
PrOduction of an industry induced by export doesn．t mean such
PrOPOrtion of theindustry production being exported directly′
because of existence of intermediate products．ln other words′
Of the inducement production induced by export　．sorne will be
exported directIy　′　SOme WiIl be exported indirectIy through
PrOVidingintermediate PrOducts to the downstream export oriented
industries．
Now we look at theindustrial structure ofinducement produc－
tion induced by export．
7．2．1lndustrial structure of inducernent production induced by
export
Table　7－8　dispIayed the industrial structure of inducement
PrOductioninduced by exportinlg85．Here theindustrial cJassi－
fication is according to the standard　43industrial class日日ca－
tionin Japaneselnput　＆　Output TabIe．
We definedit here thatif the proportion of anindustry．S
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Table　7－8
Zndustriai structure ofinducement production
induced bY Export
motor　veh⊥cle 46．1宅 Other　activities 18．3篭
⊥ron　＆　Steel
material
42．4宅 Chemicai products 14．8亀
⊥ron　＆　Steel 41．9宅 electrical power14．2も
r011ed　products Supply
artificial　fiber41．5も non－metallic14．1篭
material mineral products
Other　transport
equlpment
40．8亀 metal products14．1号
precision 40．6亀Chem土Cal 13．9篭
⊥nstru∫nent fertilizers
non－ferrous　metal 39．7宅 Crude petr01eum　＆
natural gas
12．5等
rubber　product 38．2等 PetrOleu刀lrefinerY
products
12．0篭
basic　petro一
Chemicals
37．5篭pulp　＆　paper 11．5亀
light　electrical
mach土nery
37．0宅 Wh01esale　＆　reta土110．0宅
COai products 34．4亀 pr土ntlng　＆
publ土shing
7．8篭
general mach土nery 33．5宅 tranSpOrtat土on7．1篭
CaSt　＆　forged 32．5亀 WOOden　products　＆6．7篭
Steel furnlture
heavY electricai 31．0亀 m⊥scellaneous6．1篭
apparatus textile
fabrics 30．1亀 gas　＆　wate工．Supply5．9亀
COal mining’27．7亀 finance　＆
1nSu．ranCe
5．6篭
Splnn土ng 25．0もSerVICe 4．5篭
basic　industrial 24．2篭 agricuiture′forest3．2等
Chemicals ry　＆　fishing
leather　products 23．8亀 f00d2．1篭
Other mining 22．9亀 build土ng
COnStruCtion
1．1も
Other
manufacturing
21．2もgovernment　service 0．3篭
Ote：the proportion of　ali industries，inducement production i
14．8亀
Source：JapanInput　＆　output Tabie，1985
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inducement productioninduced by export is Iarger than a divid－
ing Jine′　We ca H it as export inclined industry．The simiIar
definitions are valid for other final demand items．
lt should be pointed out thatit is very difficult to set up a
dividing Jine to cIassify the industries into two categories：’’
export inclined one H and　”no export inclined one”．lf we take
the proportion of a日．industries’inducement production induced
by export．ie．14．8％′　aS the dividingline′　then there wi H be　24
industries on the list of export inclined category．lf we take
20％　as the dividingIine′　then there wilI be　20industries on the
Iist．Hero we took　20　％　as the dividin9　日ne．
The export incJined industries′　regarding the proportion of
inducement production induced by export′　have been　（1）　motor
vehicle　（46．1％）；（2）i ron　＆　steeI material　（42．4％）；（3日ron　＆
steeJ rolled products　（41．9％）；（4）artificial fiber materia f
（41．5％）；miscellaneous transport equipment　（40．8％）；（5）precision
ins t rumen t　（40．6％）；（6）non－fer rous metal　（39．7％）；（了）rubbe r
products　（38．2％）；（8）basic petrochemicals　（37．5％）；（9）light
electricaE appliances　（37．0％）；（10）　coal products　（34．4％）；（1日
generaI machinery（33．5％）；（12）cast　＆　forged steeI（32．5％）；（13）
heavy electricaI apparatus　（31．0％）；（14）fabrics　（30．0％）；（15）
coal mining（27．7％）；（16）spinning（25．0％）；（17）basicindustriaJ
chemicals（24．2％）；（18）leather　＆Jeather products（23．8％）；（19）
other mining（22．9％）；（20）other manufacturing（21．2％）．
We would like to stress here that an industry belongs to
export inclined category does not mean that this industry is a
gJobaJ industry．or in other words this industry has strong com－
petitive advantage in international market．For exampJe′　Of the
20　exportincIined industries mentioned above′　cOal rnining indus－
try has had a disadvantage in international competition．That
coal miningindustry belongs to exportinc＝ned category does not
rnean that aJarge proportion of the coal miningindustry has been
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0×POrted．It onlyimp＝es that coal rniningindustry has pIayed an
irnportant role in Japanese export activities through providing
intermediate products to other export inclinedindustries．
Why we examine theindustriaJ structure ofinducement produc－
＼
tioninduced by export here′　but not the export structure direct一
．y？The reason is we believe that not singJe industry′　but the
indust rial cluster coope rate wi th each other to compete in
internationaJ market．Among the induStrial cJuster　，　SOme are
directly compete in internationa L market′　SOme are indirectIy
compete in international market through suppIying the intermedi－
ate products with cheap price　′　gOOd qua＝ty，and great variety
to the downstrearn industries．　A nationT s successful industries
are usua H y Iinked through verticaI relationships　（buyer　＆　sup－
plier）．Jf up stream industries have strong competitive advan胃
tage′it w日日　support down－Streamindustries to gaininternation－
aJ competitive advantage．Atleast the possibility w＝l exist．By
contrast′　if up stream industries are weak or graduaIly lost
their competitive advantage′　it wilI brin9　SOme negative influ－
ences to thc futu re o f down stream industries i f the nation
can’t soIve the problem by accessing them overseas．
The twenty Japanese industries mentioned above have played an
important roIe in Japanese export activities．Among them．　some
down st ream industries such as motor vehicles′　miscelIaneous
transpor t equipment′　P recision inst rurnent′　＝ght elect rical
appJiance．general machinery．　and heavy electricaI apparatus．
have had a dominant positionininternational market′　SOme are at
the sameleveI as other nations′　SOme gradual1y lost competitive
advantage tO Other nations′　SOrne heavily and directfy depend on
inport　．ln other words′　nOt aH of Japanese export inc＝ned
industries has had an advantage in international competition．
Many of them have a disadvantageininternational cornpetition．We
catJit potentiaJinherent structuraJ weakness．
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t t is potentiaJ because of fo日owing reason．Now．a Jot of de－
VeIoping countries have taken a catching up strategy．They try to
do their every efforts to improve their industrial technofogicaI
bases．They need foreign currency to buy foreign advanced tech－
noIogies and advanced equipments′　eSPeciaJIy those for downstream
industries．Therefore they have tO eXPOrt raW materials to ad－
vanced countries as rnore as possible and have competed fiercely
with each other′　eVen if short supply of the raw materials had
been existed in their horne．Then now there has been no probIem
for Japanese companios getting raw materiaJs from international
market．But if the developing countries get a great development
in their downstrearn industries．　they wiIl reduce exporting tho
raw materiaJs in order to serving domestic demand．Ln such case′
accessing raw materjaJs in internationaJ market wiJJ beCOme a
probIem．AtIeast the price wilI beincreased by a great margin．
ltisinherent because Japanis a nationlacking of natural re－
source and other natural production factors．Therefore it has
inherent disadvantageS in up strearnindustries．
7．2．2Japanese globalindustries
Here gIobalindustries refers to thoseindustries that aIarge
proportion of their production has been exported．ln other words′
they have competitivo advantages ininternationa L market．
Reviewing the TabIe　7－2′　We learned that Japan oxports have
being more and more concentrated on nachinery and equipnOnt
industrial cluster′　Which have been increased frorn　71．8％in1985
to　75．0％in　1990．Table　7－9　　presented more detail information
about this．TabIe　7－9　　日sted the top fifty Japanese industries
or segmentS Of industriesin terms of export vaJuein1985．There
are two distinguished characteristics in the Japanose top fifty
rist　：（1）　The notable industries or segments of industries in
thelist are many eIectronic products′　heavy equipmont′　and steel
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TabIe　7－9
Top Fifty Japanese lndustries Or Segments Of lndustries
In Terms Of Export Value
lndustry
Shre of Shre of
Tot8I Tot31
World J8P8neSe
Exports Exports
Industry
Shere Of Sh3re Of
Tohl Tot81
WorId J8PaneSO
ExportS Exports
P3SSenOerlnOtOr Vehicles
LorrleS．Trucks
mim890．Sound recOrders
Motor vehlcIe bodles．partS
Other c8日0　VeSSels
R3dIotehphone receherS．
TV c軋merもS．MrtS
〟P perlpher8I units
Celor TV rocelvers
EIectrorlic　什Iicrocircuits
lron．steel se8mIess tlJbQS
ADP m8chlne pertS
Motorcycles
30．8　　　14．45
37．5　　　　4．53
80．7　　　　3．77
12．8　　　　2．98
35．7　　　　2．50
28．6
37．9
4g．5
19．9
38．7
10．0
82．0
Photo．thermocopy aPParatUS　　65．9
lron．sImplc rolled thin phte　35．2
Sw日はIl ee8r　　　　　　　　　　　　　　15．5
Dict8tine mOChines　　　　　　　　71．7
StjIl c8mer8S．fhSh　3PP8r8tuS　52．2
Prepared sound recordinl
medi8
Me85urine controIIing
instrunlentS
Nonpile corltir川0US SynthetlC
We8VeS
Iron．steeI tubes．pipes
lron．steel univerSat phtes．
Shects
Othl汀　dolneStic　8pPlhnces
LIne teIe画one　引用日用劇痛
M8Chlnery for spocl8I
jndtJStries
円ston onehO p8rtS
Port8bIe r8dio receivers
Other eIectricel m8Chinory
Het8l cutting m8Chine tooIs
Wもtches
Microphoncs．Ioudspeakers．
8mpIけIers
41．5
??????????????????????????
Truck tire5　　　　　　　　　　　　　39．1　　　　0．49
PieZOeIectric cryst8ls　　　　　14．0　　　　　0．48
Motor vchicle piston engine5　13．5　　　　0．45
日ot rolledlron．
Other steel hrs　　　　　　　　　　24．1　　　　0．45
T3nkers　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　31．7　　　　　0，44
R08d rollers／cいバI enのneer nl
el川ipment　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7．8
はotorcycle pもrtS．necQSSitles　53．4
TV plcture tubes　　　　　　　　　42．2
lnsulat扇巨両rh C3bIe　　　　　　13．3
lron．simple steel c0日j　　　18．5
68S　8ener8tOrS．hrntlCeS
burners　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　16．7
TV．r馴＝o tranSlれIttl＝・S　　　　　　29．8
Pi8nO．muSic8IinstrulncntS．
8nd MrtS　　　　　　　　　　　　51．0
Pumps for eeSeS　　　　　　　　　　24．1
Woven synthetic fiber f8brics．5．O
C8Icuhtin maChincs　　　　　　　69．7
lron．sit叩Ie steeI r0lIed
9．3　　　　0．83　　　　　　　　h88Vy Pl8te
34．7　　　　0．83
30．5　　　　0．82
????????????
?????????????? ???????? ???????? ??????
55．7　　　　0．56
SoH－PrOPelled shoveIs　　　　　　38．4　　　　0．55
Motor vehicle r8dio rcccivcrs　42．5　　　　0．52
???????????????
??????
???????????
25．1　　　　　0．37
62．74
Note：quoted from the t8blc　8－5　0f the book
’The Co打Ipetltive Adv8nt89e Of N8tionSド
Hich白el．E．Porter
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and t ransportation related industries．（2）　Most of them belongs
to down streamindustries．nearly none of thern approach a natural
resource intensive industry．
Cornparing the Table　7－8　with the Tab t e　7－9，it can become more
Clear that among the Japanese export inclined industries．　many
are not so strong in the meaning of direct international competi－
tion．It again implies that there exist a potential inherent
StruCtural weakness in the structure of Japanese export incIined
industries．
7．2．3　LmpIication to strategy
What is the implication of Japanese potential inherent struc－
turaJ weakness to thei r future basic competitive strategies？
There are two basic types of competitive advantage：Jower cost
＆　differentiation，aCcOrding to Mr．M．E．Porter．Lower cost is the
ability to design′　PrOduce and market a comparabJe product more
efflCiently and more effectiveIy than its competitors．Differen－
tiation is the ab日日ty to provide unique and superior value to
the buye r in terms of p roduct quali ty′　SPeCial feature and
Variety．Therefore there are two basJC tyPeS Of strategy：pursu－
ing lower cost：＆　pursuing differentiation．Pursuing aII of them
Simul taneousIy is ve ry di fficul t．　because of thei r inherent
contradictions．
Japanese potential structuraI weakness we rnentioned above im－
Plies that it is better for thern pursuing differentiation at the
techn0logical competitive edges of down streamindustries．
7．3．C°mParison of industrial structure of inducenent production
induced by private fixed capital formation withindu＄trial struc－
tur8
Here wQ remind it again that Japanese economy has being gradu－
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alIy transferred from export inclined type to domestic demand
inclined one（see Tab L e　7－3）．lt in turn means that Japanese
domestic demands wilI play a more and moreimportant role forits
national economic growth than before．
Domestic denand can be classifiedinto two categories：（1）fixed
capital formation．and（2）consumption expenditure．Fixed capitaI
f°rmation is related to future production　′　then reIated to peo－
pJe▼s future Living standards．Consumption expenditureis related
to peoplels current living standards．
Fixed capitaL formation can aIso be dividedinto two cIasses：
Private one　＆　government one．
Here we want to examine that（1）what parts of Japaneseindus－
tries have been mostJy infJuenced by the growth of private fixed
capitaI formation？　and　（2）what is the result of private fixed
capitaJ formation′　in other words how the Japanese industrial
StruCtUre Underwent a change．
7．3．1JndustriaJ structure of inducement production induced by
private fixed capital forrnation
Tab L e　7－10　displayed the industrial struCtUre Of inducement
PrOduction induced by private fixed capital formation in　1985．
The proportion of all industriesl inducement production induced
by private fixed capitaI formation was　20．5％in1985．Here we
take　20％　as the dividing line．Then there are17industries on
the Iist．They are：（1）BuiIding construction（79．3％）；（2）Heavy
electrical apparatus　（47．3％）；（3）　Metal products　（46．0％）；（4）
General machinery　（44．1％）；（5）　Wooden products　＆　furni ture
（43．2％）；（6）　Non－rnetaHic mineral products　（39．7％）；（7）　Cast　＆
forged steel　（37．0％）；（8）Other mining　（34．9％）；（9）　Non－ferrous
rnetal　（33．5％）．（10）　Light eIectricaJ appliances　（33．1％）；　日日
lron　＆　steel rolled products（30．4％）；（12）lron　＆　steeI MateriaI
（29．4％）；（13）　CoaI products　（28．9％）；（14）　Coal mining　（26．4％）；
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Table　7－10
＝ndustrial Structure of　＝nducement production Znduced
by Private Fixed Capitai Formation
bu⊥1d土ng 79．3亀basic industrial15．1等
COnStruCtion Chemicals
heavy electrical
apparatus
47．3宅rubber products15．0篭
metai products 46．0亀Crude petr01eum　＆
natural gas
4．3亀
general machinerY 44．1宅 petr01eum　refinerY
products
14．1宅
W00den　products　＆ 43．2宅bas土c petro胃12．3亀
furn土ture Chemicals
n0－metallic
mineral products
39．7等 pulp　＆　paper 11．0篭
CaSt　＆　forged
Steel
37．0篭 transportation 11．0篭
Othe工．m⊥ning 34．9宅Chemical products9．3も
non－ferrous　metai 33．5篭 print土ng　＆
publ⊥sh⊥ng‘
8．6篭
light　electrical 33．1亀 finance　＆8．1亀
appl⊥ances inSuranCe
iron　＆　Steel
r011ed　products
30．4等 gaS　＆wate工ー：Supply 7．5篭
irOn　＆　Steel
material
29．4宅 fabrics 6．9篭
COal products 28．9宅SerVICe 6．6篭
COal mining 26．4宅 Splnn土ng6．5亀
Other 20．9篭miscellaneous6．4篭
manufactur土ng text土1e
preCislon 20．6も artificial　fiber6．2亀
instrument mater土als
motor　veh土cles 20．1篭 leather products 5．9等
Wholesale　＆ 19．2も agriculture′forest 5．6篭
retail ry　＆　f土shing
Other　transport 18．9篭Chemical 4．6篭
equiPment fertilizers
Other　activities 17．9宅f00d 1．4亀
eiectric　power
Supply
15．4篭 government　service 0．3篭
Note：The　proportion　of　ali industries，inducement　production
is　20．5篭．
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（15）　Other manufactu ring　（20．9％）；（16）　Precision InSt rUment
（20．6％）；（17）　Motor vehicles（20．1％）
AH theindustries on thelist are those concerned with machin－
ery　＆　equipment．their up streamindustries and building related
industries．They are what parts of industries that mostJy infJu－
enced by the private fixed capital formation．We call them as
Private fixed capitaJ formationincJinedindustries．
7．3．2　Structure of Japanese minin9　＆　manufacturingindustries r6－
garding pr°duction value
Table　7－11　displayed the structural change of Japanese mining
and manufacturing industries from1975　to1985　regarding their
PrOduction value．The cIassification of manufacturing industries
is according to the standard classification of science and
technology investigation′　Which can make it easy to compare the
st ructure of R　＆　D expenditure wi th the industrial structure
which we will do later．From tab te　7－11－B to tabfe　7－11－l　　′　We
list the detail information about the segments and sub－industries
of aIl mining and manufacturing industries．
Two thjngS are needed to be noted：（1）the weight（proportion）
Of anindustry in the whole mining and manufacturing industries′
Which refIects its current position in the whole j ndustries．
（2）the change tendency of the weight　（proportion）′　Which re－
flects its future position．
Now we take a Iook at the Table　7－11．We set the production
Value of whoIe mining and manufacturing industries as lO′000．0．
We cIassify the mining and manufacturing industries into four
groups regarding their reIative weight．
（1）Theindustries their weights are abovel′000．0′　Orin other
WOrds their proportion are above lO　％in T985．They are eIectri－
cal rnachinery　（1588．8）；　transPOrtation equipment　（1388．8）；　and
iron　＆　steeI　（1277．6）．
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Table7－11
IndustrialStructurebyValueo†Prodution
Minlng
P叫⊃＆paper
344．1
Chemicalp「Oducts
809．7
Minmg＆Manu†acturirlg
10，000．0
908．0 824．3
Petr01eum＆coaIproducts
723．4 900．7 518．2
Ceramics，glass＆cement
392．8 418．9
Iron＆steel
1804．4 1495．8
356．0
1277．6
Non－ferrousmetaJ＆p「Oducts
289．5 367．3 245．8
Fab「icatedmetalproducts
351．5 350．8
GeneraImachinery
826．1 802．4
EIectricaJmachinery
830．0 1024．4
391．7
949．5
1588．8
TransportationequIPment
1133．4 1143．3
Precisioninstruments
1391．9
119．4
Othermanufacturin
121．6
469．6 478．6
note：Thedatainthefi「stboxa「etheproportionso†industries
（total＝10，000）in1975．theseconda「e1980’S，thethirdare1985’S・
SOurCe：YearB00kso†MinJngandManu†acturinglndustrieslndices
Table7績111sarefromthesamesource
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（2）Theindustries their weights above　5％　but belowlO％．They
are generaI machinery　（949．5）；chemicals（824．3）；food（759・6）；
and petroleum　＆　coal products（518．2）．
（3）Theindustries their weights are abovel％　but below　5％．They
are other manufacturing　（478．6）；　teXtiles　（434．4）；　fabricated
metal products（391．7）；Cerarnics．gIass　＆　cement（356．0）；PUIp　＆
paper（323．6）；nOn－ferrous metaI　＆　products（245．8）；and preci－
sion instruments（121．6）．
（4）The indust ries thei r weights are beIow l％．It is mining
industry（24．9）．
Therefore we can make a judgment that Japanese strategicindus－
tries′　regarding their weightsin the whole mining and manufac－
turing industries′　are eIectrical machinery；　tranSPOrtation
equipment；iron and steeI；general machinery′　Chemicals；food；
and petroIeum　＆　coal products．
Regarding the change tendency of the weights（proportions）of
theseindustries．or the change tendency of theindustrial struc－
ture′　We Can cIassify theminto foIlowing four groups．
（a）The industries which weight has showed a stably increasing
trend．They are eIectrical machinery．　transportation equipment′
precisioninstruments．and other manufacturingindustries．
（b）The industries which weight has showed an increasing trend
but with fluctuation．　They are chernicaIs′　fabricated rnetaI
products′　and generaL rnachinery．
（c）　The industries which weight has showed a stably decreasing
trend．They are rnining．food．text＝es′　andiron　＆　steeI．
（d）Theindustries which weight has showed a decreasing trend but
with fluctuations．They are puIp　＆　paper；　PetrOleum　＆　coal
products；ceramics；glass　＆　cernent；nonferrous metaI products．
Now we are going to check the structural changesin rnore detaiJ
．because it w＝I give us more information about what kind of
opportunities and what kind of threats wilI resuJt frorn the struc－
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tural change．We wiII study the change trend of eVery Sub－indus胃
try of everyindustry as the f0日owing．
（1）lron　＆　steeJ industry（see Table　7－11－B）
As a whole．i ron　＆　steel indust ries has been a dec reasing
industry and accounted for alarge weight of production vaIue．
ln detail′　（a）stabIy increasing one：nOne′　（b）increasing with
fluctuation：COId finished steel（increased by　24．2％　from1975　t0
1985）′（c）stabIy decreasing one：crude steeI　（reduced to　55．6％
from1975　to1985）′　SteeJ pipes　＆　　tubes（reduced to　74．1％）′　hot
rolled steel　（reduced to　81．3％）′　（d）decreasing With fluctuation
：steel casting　＆　forging（reduced to g0．8％）．
（2）Nonferrous metals industry（see Table　7－11－B）
The detail chango trend of sub－industries are as follows．（a）
Stablyincreasing one　′　Orincreasing with fluctuation′　Or StabJy
decreasing one：nOne．（b）Decreasing with fluctuation：nOnferrous
metal（decreased to　60．1％）．and nonferrous metaJ based products．
Nonferrous metal casting has kept nearly at a same Ievel．
（3）Fabricated metaIs（see Table T－11－B）
The detail change trend of sub胃industries are as fot tows．（a）
StabIy increasing one　：other fabricated metals　（by　48．1％）．
（b）Increasing with fluctuation：appliance　＆　equipment for heating
＆　cooking（by13．4％）．（c）Stably deceasing：none．（d）Decreasing
wi th fluctuation：　fabricated st ructuraI metal products　（　de胃
creased to　87．4％）．
（4日ndustrial machinery′　Or generaI machinery（see Table　7－11－C）
The detail change trend of sub－industries are as foHows．（a）
Stably increasing one：speciaI industriaI machinery　（increased
by　65．8％　from1975　tO1985）′　metaJ working machinery（by　81．1％）．
Office machines　（by llO．1％）′　refrigerating machines　＆　appIiances
（by　96．8％）′　and indust riaI robots′　metal moIds′　and machine
tooIs．（b）lncreasing with fluctuation：boilers　＆　power units
（increased by　9％　frorn1985　to1975　）′　COnVeying machinery　（in－
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TabIe7－11B
lndust「iatSt「ucturebyVaLueofProduction
DETAILS
Grudesteel
1022．2697．0568．5
Hotr0．1edsteeJ
l「on＆steel
Steelcasting＆†o「gmg
103．4
Norl－†errous metal
Non一†e「rous
metals
367．3245．8
Fabricated
metals
351．5 350．8391．7
111．8
Norl－†errousmetalbasedp「oducts
158．3 210．3151．6
Non－ferrousmetalcasting
Fabricatedst「ucturalmetalproducts
191．5 141．5167．4
App＝ances＆equlPmentforheating＆C00king
176．0182．8
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Table7－11C
lndustriaJStructurebyVaJueo†Production
COntinue
BoilerS＆powerunits
EngInee「lng＆constructionmachinery
Fans，PumPS，＆oilhydrauticequlPment
Conveylnmachine
tndustriaIRobots
Industrialmachinery
826．1 802．4949．5 MachineryforagrlCuはure
MetaIworkingMachinery
Office machines
116．8
Re†rigiratingmachines＆appIiances
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creased by　3．1％）．（c）StabIy decreasing one：engineering　＆　con－
struction machinery（decreased to　89．2％　from1975　to1985）′
chemical machinery　（decreased to　32．8％）′　machinery for agricu．－
ture　（to　62．0％）．（d）Decreasing with fluctuation：　fans′　PUmPS　＆
oil hydrauIic equipment　（decreased to　91．2％）′　teXtiIe machinery
（to　88．9％）．
（5）Electrical machineryindustry（see Tab Le　7－11－D）
L t has been a quickly and stabIyincreasingindustry regarding
its production weight．Many of them are not onIy important to
domestic industriaI structure′　but also vitaI to international
competition．The detaiI change trend of sub－industries are as
foIIows．（a）StabIyincreasing one：eIectrical motors（increased
by128．9％）　′　Wiring devices　＆lurninaries　（by14．3％）′　COmrnunica－
tion equipment　（by　53．4％）′　household electronic machinery　（by
25．7％）′　cOrnmunication　＆　eIectronic parts　（by149．5％）′　electronic
COmPuterS（by129．2％）′　eJectronic measuring instruments（by　53．7％
）′　and semiconductor devices　′integrated ci rcuits′　and eIectron－
ic equipment for rnedical use．（b）lncreasing with fluctuation：
batteries　（　by　28．6％）．（c）StabJy decreasing One：　j ndustriaJ
electrical machinery　（decreased to　64．6％）．（d）　Decreasing with
fluctuation：generatOrS（decreases to　85．1％）．
（6）Transportation equipment industry（see TabJe　7－11－E）
Jt is an important exported oriented industry with a large
Weight．Its weight has showed a gradually and stabIy increasin9
tendency．Like other industries．　some of its sub－industries has
increased′　SOrne has decreased′　regarding their weight．The
deta＝　change trend of sub－industries are as foIIows．（a）Stably
increasing one：PaSSen9er carS（increased by　45．8　％　from1975　to
1985）′　buses　（increased by l49．3　％）′　trUcks　（by　89．0％）′　mOtOr
Vehicle parts　（by　31．6％）．industrial motor vehicles　（by　84．0％）
and knocked down（K D）　sets．（b）Increasing with f．uctuation：
none．（c）Stably decreasing：motorcycles　（decreased to　59．1％
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Table7－11D
IndustrialStructurebyVaIueo†Production
COntinue
Generators
lndustrialelectricaImachinery
HousehoJdelectricalmachinery
107．2 102．9
Wiringdevices＆luminaires
COmmunication e
Househ01deIectronicmachineTy
EIect「icalmachinery
830．01024．41588．8
184．4214．9231．8
Communication＆eZectronicparts
134．5160．1 335．6
Semiconductordevices
lntegratedcircuits
246．9
Elect「oniccompute「S
108．4217．5
★1＋★2＝87．0
EIectronicequIPmenttOrmedicaIuse
EIectronicmeasurmgmstruments
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Table7－11E
lndustriaJStructurebyVa山eo†Production
COntinue
Passengercars
Boddiesformotorvehicles
Motorvehic］eparts
TrarlSPOrtationequlPment
1133．4 1143．3
Precisioninstruments
119．4 121．6
KDsets（Knockeddown）
BicycIes
IndustriaImotorvehicles
MeasurmglnStrumentS
Opticalapparatus＆parts
from1975　to1985）′　bicycle　（decreased to　53．1％）′　Ships　（de－
creased to　48．1％）′　rOl fing stocks　（decreased to　35．3％）′　and
bodies for motor vehicles（to　87．6％）．（c）Decreasing with fluctua－
tion：none．
（7）　Precisioninstrumentsindustry（see Table　7－11－E）
l t has been a relative smaIl but stabIy increasing indust ry．
The detail change trend of sub－industries are as follows．（a）
Stably increasing one　：meaSU ring inst ruments　（increased by
l73．6％　from1975　to lg85）．　（b＝ncreasing with fluctUation　：
opticaI apparatus　＆　parts and watches　＆　cJocks（merely at sarne
level）．
（8）Chemicalsindustry（see TabIe　7－11胃F）
Jt is aJargeindustry．and has being undergone a fluctuation
with increasing trend．The detaiI change trend of sub－industries
are as follows．（a）　Stabh／increasing one　：Synthetic rubber　（
increased by　26．7％）．（b）lncreasing with fIuctuation：　aromatic
hydrocarbons　＆　coaltar products（increased by19．2％　from1975　to
1985）′　cycIic intermediates　＆　Synthetic dyes（nearly at a sarne
Ieve t　）′　SenSitive materials for photograPhy（nearly at a same
level）′　drugs　（increaSed by　30．3　％）．（c）　Stably decreasing　：
fertilizers　（decreased to　33．7％　from　1975　to　1985）′　industrial
sodium chernica［S（decreased to　75．7％）′　high compressed gas（to　83
％）′　eXPlosives　（to　68．2％）′　Oil　＆　fat products　＆　surface－aCtive
agents　（to　87．4％）．（d）　Decreasing with fJuctuation：industrial
inorganic chemicaJs　＆　pigments　（nearly at a same JeveJ）．indus－
triaJ organic chernicals　（decreased to　83．0％），　teXtiIe materiaIs
（to　86．3％）′　PIastic materials　（to　86．8％）′　Paints　＆　printing
inks　（to　86．1％）．
（9）　Ceramics′　gIass　＆　cementindustries（see Table　7－11胃G）
As a whole′　they are fluctuating industries with a decreasing
trend．Of them．g t ass and ceramics industries increased′　and
cement and others decreasedin the period frorn1980　to1985．
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TabIe7－11F
JndustrialStructu「ebyVa山eo†Production
COnt而ue
Fertilizers
tndustriaZinorganicchemicals＆pigments
Aromatichydroca「bons＆coaはa「producls
CycIicintermediates＆syntheticdyeS
lndustrialorganicchemicaIs
ChemicalsTextilematerials
PIastic materials
Sensitivematerials†or・Photog「aphy
Oil＆†atp「oducts＆sur†ace－aCtiveagents
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Table7－11G
fndust「ialSt「uctu「ebyValueo†P「oduction
COntinue
GIass＆gbssp「oducts
107．1 110．3
Cement＆cementproducts
Ceramics，gIass＆cement
392．8418．9356．0
Petr0leum＆
COaJproducts
723．4900．7518．2
Pu恒，PaPe「＆
PaPerPrOducts
344．1362．0
177．5
Ceramics＆†ineceramics
Petroleum
599．5841．5468．6
roducts
123．9
Paperboard
Converted orrocessed
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（10）PetroIeum　＆　coal productsindustries（see TabIe　7－11－6）
PetroJeum productsindustry has been under fJuctuations with a
decreasing trend（decreased to　78．2％　from　1975　to1985）．Coal
products has been a stably decreasing industry　（decreased to
40．0％　from1975　to1985）．
日日PuIp．paper　＆　paper productsindustry（see TabJe　7－11－G）
lt has been a fluctuationindustry with decreasing trend．　The
detaiI change trend of sub胃industries are as follows．（a）Stably
increasing one：paper（increased by　5．4％　from1975　to1985）．
（b）lncreasing with fluctuation：nOne．（C）Decreasing stabJy：pUIp
（decreasing to　76．5％　from1975　to1985）．（d）Decreasing with fIuc－
tuation：PaPer board　′　and converted or processed paper．
（12）Textiles（see TabIe　7－11－H）
lt has been a stably decreasing industry The detaiI change
trends of its sub－industries are as follows．（a）Stably increas－
ing one：nOne．（b）lncreasing with fluctuation：yarns　（by　67．6
％）．（C）Stably decreasing：man一made fibers（decreased to　61．5％
frorn1975　to1985）′　SPun yarn　（to　51．9％）′　WaVed fabrics　（to
63．6％）′　dyeing　＆　finishing processes　（to　77．1％）′　knit goods　＆
textiIe articIes　（to　78．5％）．
（13）　Food（see TabIe　7－11－H）
This industry has been a stably decreasing industry too．The
detail change trends of its sub－industries are as foIlows．（a）
Stably increasing one：none．（b）lncreasing with fIuctuation：
tobacco（by　3．5％）．（c）StabJy decreasing：food excIuding feeding
stuffs　（decreased to　72．4％　from　1975　to lg85）．processed food
（dec reased to　75．2　％）．　beverages　（　to　76．0％）′　Other food
PrOducts（to　58．1％）′　feeding stuffs（to　64．8％）．
（14）　　Other relativeIy important manufacturing industries（see
Table　7－11－I）
The deta＝　change trends of sub－industries are as follows．（a）
StabJy increasing one：rubber products（by　8．4　％　frorn　1975　to
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Tab！e7－11H
IndustrialStructu「ebyVaIueo†Production
COnlinue
Yarns
Textiles
640．4485．4434．4
Food
995．3864．1759．6
Woven†abrics
189．6 127．1 120．6
Dyeing＆†inishingprocesses
00ds＆textilearticles
222．1 187．2174．3
Food（excl．feedingstuffs）
724．1 643．0524．2
Processedfood
287．5252．1 216．1
Beverages
303．6290．7230．8
Othe「food
133．0 100．2
Feedingstuffs
118．9 114．3
Tobacco
152．3106．8158．3
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Table7－11l
Indust「ialStructurebyValueo†P「oduction
COntinue
Rubberproducts
Leathe「PrOducts
Othe「manufacturing
446．2469．6478．6
Otherproducts
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1985）．（b）lncreasing With fluctuation：furniture　（by　236．4　％
from1975　to1985）．（C）Stably decreasing：leather products　（to
84．2％）and wood and wood products（to　57．9％）．
Japaneseindustria）structure has being really undergone a dra胃
rnatic change′　acCOrding What we described above．　regarding the
Weight of production vaJue．lt has being brought many opportuni－
ties　＆　thrQatS tO the private capital formation inc＝ned indus－
t ries．
7．3．3　Structure of Japanese mining　＆　manufacturing industries
regardin9　Value added
The weights of Japaneseindustries regarding their vaJue added
have been a littJe bit different from the wei9ht regarding the
PrOduction value．Their changes wilJ also put a strong influence
on private capitaI forrnation inclined industries′　because Japa－
nese industries usuaJIy pay a Iot of attention to high value
added industries while investing．Then what is the story about
the industriaJ structure of value added　？We take a I00k of the
Table T－12．日ere we set the value added of whole mining and
manufacturingindustries aslO．000．And we also pay our attention
to：（1）　the weight　（proportion）of an industry in the whoIe
minin9　and manufacturing industries．　which refIects its current
POSition in the whole industries．（2）the change tendency of the
Weight（proportion）′　Which refIectsits future position．
F rom TabIe　7－12　we can lea rn tha t　（a）　The indust ries thei r
weights are above l．000′　Or their proportions are abovelO　％′　are
those：eIectricaJ machinery　（1793．9in1985）′　generar machinery
（1291．7in1985）′　and transportation equipment（1142．6in1985）．
（b）　Above　5％　are those：chemical products　（912．3　in　1985）．　food
（673．4）′　teXt＝e（673．4）′iron　＆　steel　（607．2）．fabricated metal
PrOducts（596．5）．ceramics′　gIass　＆　cement（504．3）．Above indus－
tries of course are the noticeable industries′　because of their
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TabIe7－12
JndustriaJStructurebyValueAdded
Pulp＆pape「
348．5 308．8
Chemicalproducts
953．9
Mining＆Manu†acturing
10，000．0
943．8 912．3
PetroJeum＆coaJproducts
293．9 251．6 135．9
Ceramics，gtaSS＆cement
574．5 585．8
け0∩＆steel
659．9 818．2
504．3
607．2
Non－†errousmetal＆products
194．6 265．3 186．9
Fabricatedmetalproducts
504．6 507．3
Generalmachinery
1284．6 1200．5
Electricalmachinery
1103．8 1380．5
596．5
1291．7
1793．6
TransportationequlPment
1179．3 1056．9
Precisioninstruments
156．3 173．5
Othermanufacturin
584．2 617．0
1142．6
165．0
117．0
note：Thedatainthefirstboxistheproportionoftheindustries
ininthetotal（10，000）in1975，thesecondis1980，thethirdis1985．
SOurCe：YearB00ksofMiningandManufacturingrndustruesrndices
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Jarge contributJOnS tO Wh0leindustries’s value added．
The change tendency are moreimportant than the current weight
in the light of strategical impIication．The industries．　which
weight has been stably increased or has been increased but with
some fIuctuation′　are those：elect rical machinery　（stably in－
creased by　62．5％　from1975　to1985）′　fabricated metal products
（stabIyincreased by18．2％）′　general machinery（fluctuation′in－
creased by O．5％）　′　and precision instrument　（　fIuctuation′　in－
creased by　5．6％）．The industries′　Which weight has been stabJy
decreased　′　are those：mining（decreased to　69．4％　from　1975　to
1985）′　food　（to　74．9％）′　teXt＝e　（　to　75．1％）．　puIp　＆　paper　（to
85．3％）′　chemical products　（　to　95．6％）′　and petroleum　＆　coal
products（to　34．5％）．The industries′　Which weight has been de胃
creased but with fIuctuation．　are those　：　ceramics　′　gIass　＆
cement　（　to　87．8％　）．i ron　＆　steel　（to　92．0％　），　nOn－fer rous
metaIs　＆　products（to　96．0％）．transportation equipment　（to　96．9
％）′　Other manufacturing（to　20．0　％）．
The most important strategicaI implication doesnT t lie in the
change trends ofindustries，but the change trends of sub－indus－
tries or segments of anindustry．because anindustry usuaIly are
segmented and companies usuaH y cornpete with each other at the
sub－industries and segments of an industry．From Table　7－12－B
to Table　7－12－1we　＝st the detail information about the weights
and their change trends of all sub－industries．Here we will con－
centrate on the industries which wei9ht has undergone an in－
CreaSe．
Japanese industries usuaIly take so ca H ed’focusing on high
Value addedindustries’and’competing at the technoIogical edges
of the new segment Of industries．as their deve）opment strate－
gies．Therefore the change trends of the sub－industries and seg－
rnents′　Which weight has undergone an increase．have significant
strategical irnpIications to the private fixed capitaI formation
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TabIe7－12B
lndustrialStructu「ebyVaJueAdded
DETAILS
Grudesteel
210．3101．4
HotrolledsteeL
Steelcasting＆forgmg
116．3128．8
Non－†e「rous
metals
194．6265．3186．9
Fabricated
metals
504．6
Non－ferrousmetalbasedp「Oducts
106．5 159．4102．4
Non－ferrousmetalcasting
Fabricatedstructu「aImetalproducts
268．8 193．7243．2
Appliances＆equIPmentforheating＆C00king
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Table7－12C
JndustriaJStructurebyVafueAdded
COntinue
EngJneermg＆const「uctionmachinery
Chemicalmachinery
116．3
SpeciaHndustriaImachinery
Fans，PumPS，＆oiIhydrauIicequlPment
JngmaChinery
IndustriaIRobots
Officemachines
138．0
Re†rigiratingmachines＆appliances
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TabEe7－12D
IndustrialSt「ucturebyValueAdded
COnt雨ue
Generato「S
lndustrialeIect「icalmachinery
Househ01deIectricaImachinery
125．0139．4
Wiringdevices＆luminaires
COmmunicationequl
Househ01deIect「onicmachinery
ElectricaImachinery
1103．81380．51793．9
193．3225．7218．1
CommunicatiQn＆etectronicparts
184．0200．23727
Semjconductordevices
Jntegratedcircuits
273．8
Electroniccomputers
156．0 250．9
★1＋★2＝133．3
ElectronicequlPmenHormedicaluse
Electronicmeasurlnginstruments
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Table7－12E
JndustriaJStructurebyVatueAdded
COntinue
Passenge「CarS
Boddiesformotorvehicles
MotorvehicIeparts
TransporlationequlPment
1179．31056．9 1142．6
Precisioninst「uments
156．3 173．5165．0
KDsets
BicycIes
lndustrialmotorvehicIes
Measu「lnglnSt「umentS
OpticaIapparatus＆parts
Watches＆clocks
Table7－12F
JndustrialStructurebyVaJueAdded
COntinue
Fertilizers
lndustrialsodiumchemicaJs
lndustria＝¶Organicchemicals＆pigments
白くPJosjves
Aromatichydrocarbons＆coaltarproducts
Cyc‖cintermediates＆syntheticdyeS
Industrialo「ganicchemicaJs
ChemicaIsTextiJematerials
PJasticmate「ials
Sensitivemate「ials†orphotography
Oil＆†atp「oducts＆su「face－aCtiveagents
Cosmetics
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Table7－12G
fndust「ialStructurebyValueAdded
COntinue
GJass＆glassproducts
161．5165．8
Cement＆cementproducts
Ceramics，gIass＆cement
574．5585．8504．3
Petr0leum＆
COalproducts
293．9251．6135．9
P叫〕，PaPe「＆
PaPerPrOducts
348．5308．8297．3
231．7153．9
Ceramics＆†ineceramics
PetroIeum
Paperboard
Convertedo「p「ocessed
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TabJe7－12H
IndustriaIStructurebyVaJueAdded
COntinue
Yarns
TextiIes
897．1747．8673．4
F00d
899．3811．7667．9
Dyeing＆finishingprocesses
115．9
00ds＆tex輔earticJes
384．3316．4295．8
F00d（excI，†eedingstuffs）
751．4700．7575．6
Processedf00d
350．5319．0267．8
Beverages
308．8295．6247．5
Other†00d
Feedingstuffs
Tobacco
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Table7－12I
Indust「iaJSt「ucturebyValueAdded
COntinue
Rubberproducts
Lealherproducts
Othermanu†acturing
584．2617．0612．4
W00d＆W00dproducts
293．5265．8187．3
Otherp「Oducts
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inclined industries．
The sub－industries which weight has been stabJy increased from
1975　to1985　are those：　rniscelianeous fabricated metals　（in－
creased by　60．8％）′　SPecial industrial machinery　（by　42．9％）．
metal working machinery　（by　47．4　％），　refrigerating machines　＆
appliances　（　by　45．8　％）′　e．eCtric motors　（by　99．5％）′　Wiring
devices　＆Juminaries　（by　9．3％）′　cOmmUnication equipTnent　（by
25．3％）′　cOmmUnication　＆　eIectronic parts（by lO2．6％）．eIectronic
compute r　（by　60．8％）．　eJect ronic measuring inst ruments　（　by
33．4％）　′　batteries　（　by　35．6％）　′　PaSSenger carS　（by　42．8％）′
buses（by　86．8　％）′　trUCks（by　41．8％）′industrial motor vehicles
（by　20．7％）．measuringinstrurnontsin precisioninstrumentsindus－
try　（by144％）′　Plastic nateriaJs　（　by　34．6％）′　furniture　（by
278％）．　and industrial robots′　Semiconductor devices．integrated
circuits′　eIectronic equipment for medicaI use．9lass products　′
ce ramI cS．
The sub－industries which weight has showed an increasing trend
but with a fluctuation from1975　to lg85　are those：　hot rolled
Steel　（increased by　27．4％）′　cOId finished steeI　（141．1％）′　nOn－
ferrous metaJ castin9　日4．7％）．appliances　＆　equipment for heating
＆　cooking　（13．6％）．Office machines　（91．4％）′　household electronic
machinery（12．8％）．motor vehicIe parts（9．5％）′　Cyclicintermedi－
ates　＆　synthetic dyeS（15．0％）′　teXti L e materials　（2．7％）′　drugS
（6．0％）′　PaPer（3．9％）′　and yarnsin textileindustry（70．8％）．
We can see that most of the sub－industries′　Which weight has
been increased　′　are beIong to machinery and equipment related
industrial cIuster．
7．3．4lmplication to strategy
Summarizing above discussion′　We can cOnclude three key points
as fo＝ows．（1）Theindustries′　Which have been mostlyinfluenced
by the growth of private fixed capital inclined industries．are
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machiner／＆　equipment industries　′　their up streamindustries and
buiIding related industries．（2）Regarding weight of production
value′mOSt Of the sub－industries′　being the result of private
fixed capital formation which have showed an increasin9　trend．
are in the machinery and equipment industriaI cIuster．（3）Re胃
garding weight of value added′　mOSt Of the sub－industries　′　also
being the result of private fixed capita f formation which have
showed an increasing trend　′　are in the machinery and equipment
industrial cluster．
What is the strategic impIication of above key points？Above
key points irnpIy that Japanese industrial systern has a speciaI
dynamics of pushing and pu Hing a sameindustrial clusterin the
private fixed capitaJ forrnation．ln other words private fixed
capital formation has mainIy pushed and pulled the machinory and
equipment industries cluster getting growth．On the one side′　aS
push side　′　the private fixed capitaJ formation has pushed the
Whole lndustrial structUre Undergoing a reforrn．ln Japanese case
the resu L ting Significant changeS has been the weights of machin－
ery and equipment industrial cIuster undergoing significant
increases．On the other side′　aS PUJI side′　the private fixed
capital forrnation has brought many opportunities to rrlaChinery and
equipment industriaI cIuster getting development．
What is the reIation of abovo impJication wi th competi tive
Strategy？The basic economic aims of a nationis not onlyletting
the indust ries suppor t themselves and become more and more
Iarge．but aJso serve the promotion of peopJe’s living standard．
The export wilJ bu＝t a bridge to connect the special dynarnics．
pushing and puIIing the same industriaJ cluster in private fixed
capitaI formation′　　With nationaI basic economic airns．On the one
hand export can accurnuIate the capabilities to purchase insuffi－
cient　＝ving goods fron abroad．On the other hand export can
SerVeS aS an eXit for the sustained oxpansion of the industriaI
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cluster reSult from the dynamics of pushing and puIling a same
industrial cIuste r．　Therefore the indust rial system wi th a
dynamics of pushing and puIling the same should be export orient－
ed．ltin turnimp＝es that theseindustries shouId gaininterna－
tional competitive advantage．
Considering market factor′　eSPeCiaLly foreign countries’market
factors′　there are two choices for deve toping machinery and
equipment：（a）inclined onindustrial machinery and equipment　′
（b）incJined on non－industrial machinery and equipment such as
household one and office one．The first choice wiII be strongIy
influenced by the indust riaI reform of other countries．The
second choice w＝l be strongIy influenced by the trend of con－
SumPtion expendi ture of other countries．lt is more easier to
Predict the change trend of consumption expenditure than to
foresee the change trend of industriaI reforrn．　Ln other words′
the first choice has more uncertainness than the second choice
for an export oriented company．The structural change of Japanese
industries we described above has reveaIed　′　a．though not so
ObviousIy′　that Japanese machinery　＆　equipment industries have
made the second choice．
7．4．Comparison of industrial structure of inducement pr°duction
induced by private consumpti°n With household consumption struc－
ture
The industrial structure of inducement production induced by
Private consumption expendi tUre can Show the main indust rial
cIuster which deveIopment mainly be directed and affected by the
change Of private expenditure consumption．The private expendi－
ture consumption can be used as an indicator to measure people．S
＝ving standard′　a f though it is not so perfect．In other words′
the private consumption expenditure can reflect the materiaI
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aspect of Iiving standard．The househo】d consumption expenditure
can show the industrial cIuster which living standards rnainIy
concerned wIth．The change trend of household consumption expend－
iture can reveal the opportunities and threats for daily　＝fe
reIated industries．We wilI examine all of them．
7．4．1lndustrial structuro of inducernent production induced by
Privato consurnpti°n
Table　7－13　displayed the industriaJ structure of inducement
PrOduction induced by private expenditure consumption in　1985．
The proportJOn Of all industries－　inducement production induced
by private consumption expenditure was　44．1％in1985．Here we
Set　20％　as the dividing line′　because the private e〉くPenditure
consumption has more strOnger influence on domestic industriaI
development than other final demand items．
There are　29industries on the list of private consurnption
expenditure inclined industries．They are　：（l）　food products
（proportionis　88．9％），（2）rniscellaneous textile products（80．4％）′
（3）agriculture′forestry　＆　fishing（79．8％）′（4）finance　＆insurance
（77．9％）．（5）　chemical fertilizers　（69．3％）　′　（6）leather products
（67．9％）′　（7）service（61．0％）′　（8）printing　＆　pub Lication　（60．9％）′
（g）spinning（60．3％），（10）chemicaI products（58．1％）′（11）whole－
Sale　＆　retaiI（57．6％）′（12）crude petroIeum　＆　naturaI gas（56．7％）′
（13）pet roleum refinery p roducts　（56．6％）′　　（14）gas　＆　wate r
SUPPIy（56．6％）′　（15）puIp　＆　paper　（54．2％）′　（16）transportation
（54．2％）．（17）　electrical power suppIy　（53．7％）′　（18）fabrics
（53．6％）．（19）artificial fiber materiaI（44．1％）′　（20）miscelIaneous
manufacturing　（42．1％）．（2日　misceIIaneous activities　（40．0％）．
（22）basic petrochemicals（38．5％）′（23）basicindustriaI chemical
（37．7％）′　（24）　rubber products　（35．5％）′　（25）wooden products　＆
furniture　（29．4％）′　（26）　motor vehicles　（25．9％）．（27）precision
instrument（24．7％）′　COal mining（23．4％）．metal products　（21．2％）．
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Table　7－13
＝ndustrial Structure of　＝nducement Production　＝nduced
bY Private consumption Expenditure
f00d 88．9も basIc　petro－
Chemicais
38．5篭
misceiianeous80．4篭 basic industrial 37．7宅
textile Chemical
agriculture′forest
ry　＆　fish⊥ng
79．8等 rubber　products 35．5宅
finance　＆ 77．9亀 W00den　products　＆ 29．4宅
1nSuranCe furniture
Chemical
fertilizers
69．3宅 motor　vehicles 25．9篭
1eather products 67．9宅 preCis土On
instrument
24．7篭
SerVICe 61．0も COal m⊥ning23．4宅
pr⊥nt⊥ng　＆
Publication
60．9亀 metal products 21．2篭
Sp⊥nning 60．3宅 non－ferrous　metal 15．9篭
Chemical products 58．1亀 CaSt　＆　forg．ed　steel 15．6篭
Wh01esale　＆　retail 57．6篭 1ight　eiectrical
appl土ances
15．2等
Crude　petr01eum・＆ 56．7等 norl一metallic 14．7篭
natura1 gaS mineral products
Petr0leum refinery56．6亀 miscellaneous 14．2宅
p工．0ducts transport　equiPment
gas　＆　wate工．Supply56．5宅iron　＆　Steel
mater⊥als
13．5亀
pulp　＆　paper 54．2等 COal prOducts 13．5も
transportation 54．2亀 iron　＆　steel r01led
products
12．3亀
eiectrical power
Supply
53．7宅Other mining 12．0宅
fabrics 53．6宅 general machinerY 8．9も
artificial　fiber
materlal
44．1宅 COnStruCtion 6．7も
Other
manufacturing
42．1も government　service 2．7宅
Other　activities40．0等 heavY electrical
apparatus
2．3篭
note：The　proportion　of　a11 industries，inducement　production
is　44．1等
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We caIl them as the private consumptioninclined industries．
There are several points worth to be noted：（1）　private con－
SumPtion expenditure has affected more industries than other
final demand items when we set a same level for dividing　＝ne．
therO are　29industries on the Iist．（2）　Most of industries on
the　＝st does not belong to the category which holdinternational
competitive advantage．Even for those′　Which are on the Jist and
belong to competitive one such as motor vehicles and precision
instrument′　thei r proportion have been reIative small．　beIow
25％．（3）Some important industries closely related to Iiving
Standard and with cornpetitive advantage′　eSPeciaJly the light
eJectricaI appliances　．　have not been on the Jist．lt in tu rn
means that the domestic private consumption expenditure doeSn－t
act as the motive dernand force for such industries gaining com－
Petitive advantage．
7．4．2　Receipt and disbursement structure of Japanese h°USeh°Id
Here we try to understand where the househoLd receipts come
from and how the Japanese household treat them．lt can reveaI the
Japanese consumption attitude．Then we can understand more about
the influence of Japanese consumption expenditure on the Iivjng
Standard related industr j es．
Table　7－14（A）　displayed the distribution of national lncOme．
We can see that the everyincomeitems kept a sustained and quick
increase in recent l5　years．The compensation of employees has
been increased more than doubJe．which in turn means that as a
Whole the potential privato purchase power has been increased
rnore than doubJein recent15　years．
TabJe　7－14（B）displayed the structure of national jncome．which
are calculated based on the database of TabIe　7－14（A）．National
income consists of empIoyees．compensation．property income and
companylncOme．　　From the Table　7－14（B）we can see that the
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Table　7－14（a）
Distribution of National Inco血e
yearNational Co血PenSation Property Co血Pamy
InCO皿e Of　Employees InCOme Income
1975 1，210，259 816，782 132，265 261，211
1976 1，371，196 921，209142，262 307，725
1977 1，513，952 1，028，968 146，180 338，804
1978 1，675，717 1，111，636 140，284 423，797
1979 1，807，073 1，201，203 150，021 455，849
1980 1，950，487 1，303，680 205，795 441，012
1981 2，055，238 1，410，471 223，141 421，626
1982 2，160，386 1，490，137 222，594 447，655
1983 2，244，226 1，568，043 231，246 444，938
1984 2，373，218 1，652，177 234，670 486，372
19852，512，3381，729，086 244，490 538，762
1986 2，620，343 1，813，863 262，431 544，049
19872，704，3151，886，566 257，456 560，293
1988 2，956，634 2，001，919262，494 692，220
1989 3，138，540 2，147，296 296，473 694，772
FroDZ Statistics on Jap8neSe industries，mTI
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Table　7－14（b）
Str ucture of National lnCOme
yearNational Compensation Property Compamy
Income Of　EmployeesInCO皿e income
1975 1．00 0．67 0．11 0．22
1976 1．00 0．67 0．10 0．22
1977 1．00 0．68 0．10 0．22
1978 1．00 0．66 0．08 0．25
1979 1．00 0．66 0．08 0．25
1980 1．00 0．67 0．11 0．23
1981 1．00 0．69 0．11 0．21
1982 1．00 0．69 0．10 0．21
1983 1．00 0．70 0．10 0．20
1984 1．00 0．70 0．10 0．20
1985 1．00 0．69 0．10 0．21
1986 1．00 0．69 0．10 0．21
1987 1．00 0．70 0．10 0．21
1988 1．00 0．68 0．09 0．23
1989 1．00 0．68 0．09 0．22
From St8tistics on Japanese industries，縄lTl
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empJoyeesI compensatjon has accounted for a Jargest proportion′
around　68％；the companyincome has ranked the second′　arOUnd　22％：
the property income has been the srnalJest．around lO％．We also
can see that the structure of the income has nearJy kept a
stable state′　although there are somo smalI fluctuation during
the period．Therefore a concIusion can be made that more than　75
％　of national income go to the househofd′　and around　68％　of the
income g0　tO the workerTs househoId．lt can be transferred into
PurChase power．
Table　7－15（A）dispLayed the yearly average of monthly receipts
and disbursements per worker．s househoId in fiscal years．From
this tabIe′　foHowing thingS are WOrth to be noted：（1）The famiJy
income has been doubled during the period．（2）The expenditure
also has been approached the doubIe．　く3）The propensity to con－
sumption nearly has kept at a samelevel，arOund　77％．（4）The
ratio of surpIus．　one minus the propensity to consumption．　has
nearly kept at a sarne level′arOund　23　％．（5）　The ratio of net
increase of current assets to disposableincome has fluctuatedin
the range fromll％　to16％′　and in recent yearsit has graduaIly
increased．（6）　The ratio of saving to disposable income has
fJuctuated in the range from ll％　to16％′　and also has increased
graduaIly．
TabIe　7－15（B）disp］ayed the receipts structure and the dis－
bu rsement structure based on the database of TabIe　7－15（A）．
Household receipts consists of income′　reCeipts other thanincome
and carry over from previous month．Household disbursements in－
cIudes expenditure′disbursement other than expenditure′　and carry
over to next month．There are several things worth to be noted．
（1）Of the receipts．　the proportion of income has been gradualIy
decreased．　the proportion of receipt other than income has been
graduallyincreased and the proportion of carry over from previ－
ous month has been gradually decreased．（2）Of the disbursements′
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Table7－15（a）
Yealy Average of Monthly Receipts and Disburse血ent
per Householdin Fiscal Year（Worker’s Households）
ye8rReceipts Income ReCeipts
Other　than
lnCOme
Carry－OV r
fro皿
Pr Yious　month
1975 375，201 241，432 59，657 74，112
1976 413，353 284，373 70，791 78，190
1977 455，955 290，23582，471 83，249
1978 489，684 308，488 96，141 85，034
1979 526，918 330，122 108，304 88，492
1980 572，098 354，499 127．710 89，888
1981608，419 372，351 140，936 95，132
1982 644，390 396，013 154，441 93，936
1983 669，903 409，313 166，515 94，074
1984 718，089 427，944 191，730 96，415
1985 759，105448，9t31 214，378 95，786
1986 779，908 453，867232，227 93，814
1987 807，034 463，324 251，230 92，480
1988 846，557 483，064 267，533959 1
1989 884，155 500，286 286，664 97，205
Fron YearlyInYeStig8tion of Household LiYing，MITI
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Table7－15（a）
Continuel
year
DisbursementS Expenditure
LiYing Disbursements CarHrOVer
expenditureOther　than
expenditure
to
next　month
1975 375，201 191，452 170，223105，674 78，075
1976 413，353 210，471184，473 120，782 82，101
1977 455，955 231，750 201，204 137，259 86，946
1978 489，664 246，375211，110 154，058 89，230
1979 526，918 266，426 226，378 168，802 91，690
1980 572，098 287，260241，859 191，358 93，480
1981 608，419 306，293 254，964203，202 98，924
1982 644，390 326，722 2（38，189 219，560 98，108
1983 669，903 337，021274，794 235，148 97，734
1984 716，089 350，485 284，814285，621 99，982
1985 759，105 362，592 290，004 297，409 99，105
1986 979，908 367，642 294，666 315，549 96，718
1987 807，034 372，236 298，356 338，200 96，598
1988 846，557 384，176 309，595364，55 97，426
1989 884，155 396，212 320，466 390，480 97，463
FroD Yearlylnvestigation of Household Living，MITl
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Table7－15（a）
Continue　2
ye8r Propensity Ratio
Ratio　of　net
increase　of
R8tio　of
S8Ving　to
to of CUrrent　aSSetS disposable
COnSumPtion SurPulusto　disposable
lnCOme
lnCO血e
1975 77．3 22．7 14．7 14．1
1976 77．4 22．6 14．8 14．2
1977 77．5 22．5 14．7 14．1
1978 77．3 22．7 13．8 13．4
1979 78．0 22．0 13．4 13．0
1980 78．2 21．8 13．1 12．8
1981 79．4 20．6 12．0 11．6
1982 79．5 20．5 11．9 11．4
1983 79．2 20．8 12．1 11．7
1984 78．6 21．4 12．0 11．6
1985 77．1 22．9 13．9 13．5
1986 77．4 22．6 13．4 13．2
1987 76．8 23．4 14．7 14．2
1988 75．8 24．2 15．8 15．4
1989 75．5 24．5 16．5 lti．0
From YearlyInvestigation of Household Living，MITl
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Table7－15（b）
Yealy Average Of Monthly Receipts and Disbursement
per Householdin FisCal Year（Worker’s Households）
yearReceipts 王ncomeRe eipts
Other　than
lnCOme
Carry－OVer
from
PreYiousmonth
1975 1．00．64 0．16 0．20
1976 1．00 0．64 0．17 0．19
1977 1．00 0．6418 0．18
1978 1．00．63 0．20 0．17
1979 1．00 0．63 0．21 0．17
1980 1．00 0．62 0．22 0．16
1981 1．00 0．61 0．23 0．16
1982 1．00 0．61 0．24 0．15
1983 1．00 0．61 0．25 0．14
1984 1．00 0．60 0．27 0．13
1985 1．00 0．59 0．28 0．13
19861．00 0．58 0．300．12
19871．00 0．57 0．31 0．11
1988 1．00 0．57 0．320．11
1989 1．00 0．57 0．32 0．11
Fron YearlyInvestigation of Househould LiYing，MITI
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Table7－15（b）
Continue
year
DisbursedlentS Expenditure
LivingDisbursements Carry胃OVer
expenditure other　than
expenditure
to
next　month
1975 1．00 0．51 0．45 0．28 0．21
1976 1．00 0．51 0．45 0．29 0．20
1977 1．，00 0．51 0．44 0．30 0．19
1978 1．00 0．50 0．43 0．31 0．18
1979 1．00 0．51 0．43 0．32 0．17
1980 1．00 0．50 0．42 0．33 0．16
1981 1．00 0．50 0．42 0．33 0．16
1982 1．00 0．51 0．42 0．34 0．15
1983 1．00 0．50 0．41 0．35 0．15
1984 1．00 0．49 0．40 0．37 0．14
1985 1．00 0．48 0．38 0．39 0．13
1986 1．00 0．38 0．30 0．32 0．10
1987 1．00 0．46 0．37 0．42 0．12
1988 1．00 0．45 0．37 0．43 0．12
1989 1．00 0．45 0．36 0．44 0．11
From YearlyInvestigation of Househould Living，MITI
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the proportion of expenditure has been gradually decreased．espe－
cialIy the Iiving expenditure has decreased very qulCkIy′　the
proportion of disbursement other than expenditure has been in－
creased′　and the proportion of carry over to next month has been
aIso decreased．（3）Expenditure proportion has been small than
income proportion by l3　percentage point　（remember that the
receiptsis equal to the disbursements）．
Jn order to deepening understanding Of the receipts st，ruCtUre
and disbursement st ructure′　We list thei r detail i tems and thei r
PrOPOrtion in1989　at Table　7－16．Income includes current income
．non胃cUrrent income．Current income incIudes：（a）wages　＆　saJ－
aries′　（b）business　＆　homework′　and　（c）　other current income such
as return from assets′　SOcial securlty benefit′　remittance．Non－
current income includes gi fts and other miscellaneous thIngS．
Receipts other than income incIudes：（a）saving deposits cashed′
（b）insurance proceeds　′　（C）debts for houses　＆Iand．（d）other
debts′　（e）credit purchases′　（f）securities sold′　（g）propertleS
SOld′　（h）miscellaneous thing．ExpenditureincIude lining eXPend－
iture and non－Jiving expenditure．Non－living cxpenditureinc Eudes
（a）earned income tax′　（b）　other taxes，（c）sociaI securlty′　（d）
misce＝aneous thjngs．　Dj sbursements other than expend j ture in－
Cludes　（a）saving′　（b）insurance premium payments　′　（C）　payments
Of debts for house　＆land．（d）other debts payments′　（e）install－
ments payments′　（f）credit purchase payments′　（g）securely pur－
chases′（h）property purchases′　and（i）miscellaneous things．
From the Table　7－16　we Iearn that　（1）Wages　＆　saIaries are the
main part of the income′　aCCOunt for　94．1％．（2）Saving deposits
cashed are the main part of receipts other than income′　aCcOUnt
for g1．6％．（3）　Living expenditure is the main part of expendi－
ture′　aCcOunt for　80．9％．（4）Saving is the main part of disburse一
ments other than expenditure．account for　76．6％．
We summarized the key points about national income structure，
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receipts
Table7－16
StruCtureO†receiptanddisbu「sement
（1989，WOrker’shousehofd）
disbursements
1．income lOO
Currentincome
WageS＆saJaries
business＆homework
Othercurrentincome
non－Currentjncome
g酌s
Others
2．reCeiptsotherthanincome
97．6
100
SaVlngdepositscashed
insuranceproceeds
debts†orhouses＆1and
Othe「debts
Creditpurchases
SeCuritiessoJd
PrOPertiessoId
OtherS
91．8
0．8
0．9
0．5
3．1
0．6
0．3
2．2
＊　return†romassets，SOCialsecuritybenefit，remittance
SOurCe：YearlyJnvestigatinofHouseholdrivmg，Mm
1、eXPenditure lOO
livlngeXPenditure
non－IivlngeXPenditu「e
earnedincometax
Othertaxes
SOCialsecurity
Others
2．disbursementsotherthan
80．9
19．1
expenditure100
SaVIng　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　76．6
insurancepremiumpayments　　　8．6
PaymentSOfdebts
fo「house＆land
Otherdebtspayments
installmentspayments
Creditpu「chasepayments
SeCuritypurchases
PrOPertypurchases
Others
6．1
． ?????．
Figu「e7－1
STRUCTURESOFNAT10NALINCOMEAND
STRUCTURESOFHOUSEHOLDRECEIPTS＆DISBURSEMENT
Taxes
Compesationo†EmpIoyees
Nationa＝ncome
Househ01dreceipts
100％
L：11％
L：25％
S：20％
L：64％
Propeny lncom e
Com pany lncom e
S：57％
L：32％
100％ S：16％
L：20％
S：11％
lncome
S：11％
Receipts other
than incom e
C arry－OVer†「Om
PreVio us m o nth
Disbursem ents other
than expenditu「e
C arry－OVertO
next m o nth
SOurCe：a）statistic？SOnJapaneseindustries，MITI
b）yea「IyInVeStigationo†househok川Vlng
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household receipts structure and disbursement structure on FigUre
7－1．lt make it easy to master the structures at a glance．
7．4．3　ExpOndituro structure of Japanese workOr．S househoJd
Here we try to see what have happened in Japanese househoId
COnSumPtion expenditure structure．
Table　7胃17（A）dispIayed the yearJy average of rnonthJy Jiving
expenditure per worker’s household in fiscal years　．Living eX－
Penditure incIudes following irnportant items：（a）　food′　（b）　hous－
ing′　（c）　fuel，light　＆　water charges′　（d）furniture　＆　househo．d
utensils′　（e）cIothes　＆　footwear′　（f）medicaI care　′　（g）transpor－
tation　＆　communication′　（h）education　′　（i）reading　＆　recreation′
and（j）otherliving expenditures′　aCCOrding the cJassification of
investigation of household Jiving by MITl．AJl of the expenditure
items has undergone a stably increase from1975　to lg8g．Some
items such as fuel．　＝ght　＆　water charges′　t ranSPO rtation　＆
communication′　education′　reading　＆　recreation．　and other Jiving
expenditures has increased re．atively quickJy．They has in－
creased by more than two times．Some items has increased rela－
tively slowIy′　SUch as foodノ　housing　′　furniture　＆　household
UtenS＝S．　clothes　＆　footwea r′　medicaJ care．l t is worth to be
noted that nearIy alJ the items．which has increased relativeIy
SJowJy．are the conventionaJ major househoJd consumption expendi－
ture i tems．
Table　7－17（B）dispJayed the structures of Iiving expenditure．
Which are calcuIated based on the TabJe　7－17（A）．We can see that
the living expenditure structure has undergOnO a Change during
the recent15　years．The proportion of food has decreased from
30％　to　24％．The proportion of furniture　＆　household utensils has
decreased fron　5％　to　4　％．The proportion of clothes　＆　footwear
has decreased from　9％　to　7％．The proportion of housing has kept
at a same L eve L，5　％．The proportion of fue t，　＝ght　＆　water
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Table7－17（a）
Ye8rly Average of Honthly Expenditure
per Householdin Fiscal Year（Workers’HousehoIs）
Year
Living
Food Housing
Fuel，light Furniture＆Clothes
expenditure ＆
WaterCharges
household
utensils
＆
footwear
1975 170，223 50，944 8，642 7，024 8，308 15，260
1978 184，473 55，263 9，096 8，145 8，409 16，321
1977 201，204 58，656 9，796 8，922 9，187 16，747
1978 211，110 60，412 10，221 8，319 9，475 16，936
1979 226，378 63，198 10，778 10，574 10，293 17，612
1980 241，859 66，934 11，508 13，660 10，274 15，152
1981 254，964 68，347 12，028 14，999 10，5451 ，617
1982 268，186 71，362 12，745 15，415 11，158 18，783
1983 274，794 72，869 13，138 16，27011，08 19，217
1984 284，814 73，565 13，480 16，919 11，778 19，328
1985 290，004 74，745 13，693 17，37612，086 20，399
1986 294，666 74，566 14，514 16，136 11，973 20，620
1987 298，356 73，686 15，532 15，643 12，773 20，972
1988 309，59575，188 15，475 15，660 12，317 22，197
1989 320，466 77，441 16，144 16，18112，4222，722
FroJn Yearlylnvestigation of Household LiYing，MITI
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Table7－17（a）
Continue
Year
Medical Transportation
Education
Red ing Other
Care ＆ ＆ 1iving
coBlmuniCation recreation expenditure
1975 4，092 11，318 4，697 14，363 45，575
1976 4，727 12，955 5，858 15，044 48，655
1977 4，862 16，019 6，611 16，42853，977
1978 5，267 17，362 7，138 17，466 57，515
1979 5，759 18，639 8，130 19，029 62，365
1980 5，759 20，484 8，861 20，464 65，736
1981 6，086 22，887 9，361 21，668 69，426
1982 6，302 24，510 9，828 22，952 75，135
1983 6，469 26，176 10，905 23，642 74，800
1984 6，883 27，470 11，921 24，97378，495
1985 6，780 27，805 12，431 25，237 79，453
1986 7，095 29，534 13，303 26，261 80．665
1987 7，436 30，490 13，661 26，549 81，633
1988 7，811 31，134 14，780 28，501 86，531
1989 8，180 32，635 16，171 29，930 88，641
From YearlyInvestigation of Household Living，MITI
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TabIe7－17（b）
StruCture Of FaJnily Expenditure（Workers’HousehoIs）
Year
Living
Food Housing
Fuel，light Furniture＆ Clothes
expenditure ＆
WaterCharges
household
utensils
＆
footwear
1875 1．00 0．3005 0．04 0．05 0．09
1978 1．00 0．30 0．05 0．04 0．05 0．09
1977 1．00 0．2905 0．04 0．05 0．08
1978 1．00 0．29 0．05 0．04 0．04 0．08
19791．00 0．280．05 0．05 0．05 0．08
1980 1．00 0．28 0．05 0．06 0．04 0．06
1981．00 0．27 0．05 0．06 0．04 0．07
1982 1．00 0．27 0．05 0．06 0．047
1983 1．00 0．27 0．05 0．06 0．047
1984 1．00 0．26 0．05 0．06 0．047
1985 1．00 0．26 0．05 0．0日 0．04 0．07
1986 1．00 0．25 0．05 0．05 0．047
1987 1．00．25 0．05 0．05 0．040．7
1988 1．00 0．24 0．050．05 0．04 0．07
1989 1．00 0．24 0．050．05 0．04 0．07
FrodZ YearlyInYeStigation of Household Living，MITI
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Table7胃17（b）
Continue
Year
MediCal TranSPOrt8tion
Education
Reading Other
Care ＆ ＆ living
COmnunication recreation expenditure
1975 0．02 0．07 0．03 0．08 0．27
1976 0．03 0．07 0．03 0．08 0．26
1977 0．02 0．08 0．03 0．08 0．27
1978 0．02 0．08 0．03 0．08 0．27
1978 0．03 0．08 0．04 0．08 0．28
1980 0．02 0．08 0．04 0．08 0．27
1981 0．02 0．09 0．04 0．08 0．27
1982 0．02 0．09 0．04 0．09 0．28
1983 0．02 0．10 0．04 0．09 0．27
1984 0．02 0．10 0．04 0．09 0．28
1985 0．02 0．10 0．04 0．09 0．27
1986 0．02 0．10 0．05 0．09 0．27
1987 0．02 0．10 0．05 0．09 0．27
1988 0．03 0．10 0．05 0．09 0．28
1989 0．03 0．10 0．05 0．09 0．28
From YearlyInvestigation of Household Living，MITl
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charges has increased a li ttIe bi t f rom　4％　to　5％　and wi th
UPWard fIuctuat jons jn the mj ddle perjod．The proportion of medi－
cal care has increased a lI t tle bi t f rom　2％　to　3％　wi th some
fIuctuations in the middle．The proportion of other living ex－
penditures also has increased a　＝ttle bit frorn　27％　to　28％　with
SOrne fluctuations．　The proportions has increased stabIy are
those：　transPOrtation　＆　communication from　7％　to lO％′　education
from　3％　to　5％′　and reading　＆　recrQation frorn　8％　to　9％．
Zn order to deepenin9　0ur understanding Of the reJation between
the Japanese expenditure and Japanese industriaI internationaI
competitive advantage，We List the detail structure of Japanese
household fiving expenditurein1989　0n the Table　7－18’S．
We marked some items with the T＊T toindicate that the corre－
SPOnding Jndustries have international competitive advantage．Here
the corresponding industries rneans those indust：ries which supply
their products to the fami Z y directly and those which supply
their products to the serviceindustries then to serve the family
indirectly．The items with’＊’mark are those：househoId durable
（with proportion1．53％　of the total living expendItUreS）′　domes－
tic utensils　（0．77％）′　medical supp Hes　＆　appliances　（0．61％）′
transportation and conmunication　（10％）′　recreationaI durabIe
goods（1．29％）．lt means that about14．20％　of the total household
living expenditure　（sum of above star marked items）is related
directIy orindirectly to their globalindustries．
We marked sorne items with the，＃r to indicate that the corre－
SPOnding industrleS are reaIly domestic industrleS．　L n other
WOrds the rivals from other nations are very difficult to access
those markets because of the speciaJ demand features′　the cuJture
and language difference′　the t ransportation cost．　and　900ds
mobility．etc．Theiterns with the mark．♯l are those：eating out
（3．96％　of the totaI Iivin9　eXPenditure）′　housin9　（5％）′　Water
chargeS　（1．02％）′　domestic service　（0．27％）．Japanese clothes
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TabZe7－18
DETA「LSOFLIVING EXPENDITURE1989
VVHOLE WORKER’S
HOUSEHOLD HOUSEHOLD
P「OPOr1ion p「opor1ion
F00D 100　　　　　　　　100
Cereals
†ish＆sheIfish
meat
dairyproduct＆eggs
Vegetables＆seaweeds
f「uits
Cakes＆candies
beverages
alcohoIicbeverages
＃　eatingout
Others
HOUSING
＃　house＆land「ent
＃「ePalrS＆maintenance
FUELLIGHT＆WATERCHARGES100 100
elect「icity
gaS
Other†uel＆‖ght
＃　Wate「Charges
FURNITURE＆HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS
42．8
31．0
6．6
19．6
100
40．4
32．5
6．7
20．4
100
＊　househoId durabJe
interior†u「nis輔ng
bedding
＊　domesticutensils
domesticnon－durabIeg00ds
＃　domensticservice
37．2
9．8
10．1
19．2
16．5
7．2
Source：YearB00ksonInvestigationofHouseh01dExpenditure，Mm
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38．2
9．2
9．5
19．7
16．7
6．7
Table7－18
DETAILSOFuVING EXPENDlTURE1989
COntinue（1）
WHOLE WORKER’S
HOUSEHOLD HOUSEHOLD
P「OPOrtion propo輔on
CLOTHES＆F00－TWEAR 100　　　　　　　　　100
＃　jaPaneSeClothes
Clothing
Shirts＆sweaters
underwear
CIoth＆thead
Othe「clothing
＃　SerVicesrelatedtocJothing
†00tWea「
MEDICALCARE
medicines
＊　medicalsupplies＆appliances
＃　medicaIservices
TRANSPORTATl0N＆COMMUNICATl0N　　100
＊　pubJictransportation
＊　PrNatetranSPOrtation
＊　COmmunication
EDUCATK）N
＃　SCh00lfees
＃　teXtb00ks＆re†e「encesb00ks
＃　tutOrial†ees
READING＆RECREATl0N
＊reCreationaIdurableg00ds
rec「eationaIg00ds
＃b00ks＆otherreadingmaterials
＃rec「eationalservices
100
12．7
21．2
14．3
51．8
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］遡L＿
14．3
21．0
14．4
50．3
Table7胃18
DETAILS OF LIVING EXPENDLTURE1989
COntinue（2）
WHOLE WORKER’S
HOUSEHOLD HOUSEHOLD
PrOPO止ion p「opor1ion
OTHER LIVfNG EXPENDITURE100　　　　　　　　100
misce”aneas
＃　Pe「SOnaJca「eservices
toiIelarticles
PerSOnaleffects
tobacco
＃　POCketmoney
＃　SOCialexpenses
＃　remmittance
20．7
3．4
3．9
2．9
1．6
35．2
34．8
9．3
17．9
3．0
3．7
2．6
1．3
41．8
31．0
9．3
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（0．44％）′　SerVice reIated to cJothing　（0．55％）．　medicaI services
（1．7％）′　education　（5％）′　reCreation books and other reading mate－
riaIs　（1．30％）′　recreational services　（4．54％）．　personaI care
service　（0．84％）′　POCket money（11．7％）′　SOciaI expenses　（8．68％）′
remittance　（2．6％）．lt means that about　47．6％　of the total　＝ving
e〉くPenditure are c tosely related to the real L y domestic indus－
t ri es．
The remaining　38．2％　of the H vin9　eXPenditures open a potentiaJ
market to other nations．lt is worth to point out that the exist－
ence of thoseindustries does not imply that the simiIar products
from other nations can enter the market easily′because those
PrOducts usuaIly can．t be massively produced′　Or they heavily
depend on the distributiona L channeIs includin9　WholesaIes and
retaiIs′　Or they are the life and death goods for the househoId
then wH＝　be protected by the government．
7．4．4lnpIication to strategy
As a summary of above discussion．fo H owing key points can be
rQachQd：（1）　The scope of industries affected by the private
COnSumPtion expenditure are more wide than that of export in－
cJ j ned industries．There are　29industries on the H st of private
consumption inc Lined industries．　By contrast there are only　20
industries on thelist of exportinc Hnedindustries．when we set
a sarne percentage as the dividingIine．（2）The scope of the pri－
Vate cOnSumPtioninclinedindustries doesn－t overlap the scope of
global industries　（not the export incIined industries）　so much．
Most of the private consumption inclined industries have no
international competitive advantage．（3）Most of the Japanese
national incorne goes to househoId in the form of worker Ts salary
and wageS Which made rnost of Japanese household become middle
cIass famIIy．ltin turn means that the potentiaI purchase power
Of the Japanese a＼／erage househo td is very Iarge．（4）The average
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Japanese househoJd has tend to rnake a high saving．Jt impJies
that there are many potential market chances for both Japanese
COmPanies and foreign companies．（5）Generally speaking′　Japanese
living expenditure have had a great growth，and the living ex－
Penditure structure have undergone a Change．lt seems to bring a
Iot of chance to the new comers to enter into the market．But
about15％　of livlng eXPenditure is related to Japanese gIobal
industries′　about　48％　related to the reaJ domestic industries．
and about　38％　related to the industries which showed an attrac－
tive potential market for foreign rivals．Such chances actuaJIy
are very difficuJt to become a reaIity′　because most of them such
as food are theJife and death g00ds for Japanese dailyIife．
What is theirnp＝cation of above key points？Above key points
imply that rnost of Japanese private consumption inclined indus－
tries will constitute a self－COntained and self－SUfficlency SyS－
tem．Perhaps they have some internationaJ competltive disadvan胃
tage，but foreign rivaIs sti H can compete wlth themin Japanese
market．NationaI conditions such as speciat demand features′　cUl－
tu re and language diffe rence′　t ranSPOrtation cost and g00ds
mobiIity will protect some of them from the foreign competitive
threats′　foreign trade poIicy wiIl also act as a major measure to
PrOtect SOme Of them from competition．ln other words the nation胃
al special conditions and the foreign trade policy have more
StrOng effects on self－cOntained and self－SUfficient industries
than R　＆　D efforts．Therefore the seIf－cOntained　＆　self－Suffi胃
cientindustries wiII have such features：high price′　Weakinter－
nationaI cornpetit L On′　and less R　＆　Dinvestment．
7．5　R°Je　°f Japanese governrnent expenditure
Government expenditureincludes government fixed capitaJ forma－
tion and government consumption expenditure．We set the propor－
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tion of alI industries－inducement productioninduced by　90Vern－
ment expenditures as the dividing Hne′　because the government
expenditures have had reIatively srnaJI influence on industriaI
grOWth．
TabIe　7－19　dispIayed the industrial structure of inducement
productioninduced by governrnent fixed capitaL forrnation．There
are15industries on the list　′　Where　90Vernment fixed capital
formation has had reIative stronginfluence on′　When we set　7．4％
as tho dividingline．They are（1）other mining（27．8％）′　（2）no一
metallic mineral products（26．1％）′（3）coaJ products（19．1％）′（4）
coal mLning（16．6％）　′　（5）heavy electricaJ apparatus（15．3％）J
（6）metal products　（13．2％）′　（7）iron　＆　steeI roIled products
（11．4％）′　　（8）iron　＆　steel materiaIs　（ll．3％）′　（9）　building con－
struction　（11．1％）　′　（10）　non ferrous metal　（11．1％）′　（11）　cast　＆
forged steeI　（10．7％）′　（12）　wooden products　＆　furniture　（9．8％）′
（13）light eIectricaI appliances（9．8％）．（14）precisioninstrument
（8．0％）．（15）　general machinery　（7．7％）．We can see that above
industrial cIusters are Very SimiJar with the industriaJ cJuster
which reIatively heavily depend on private fixed capitaI forrna－
tion′aIthough the ranks have some difference．ltimplies that the
Japanese government fixed capitaI formations have no special
effect of stimulating sorne special industries getting growth．
Japanese government fixed capital formation plays a very similar
roIe as the private fixed capitaI formation．
TabIo　7－20　disp．ayed tho industrial structure of inducement
PrOduction induced by government consumption expenditure．There
are T industries on the list　′　Where government consumption ex胃
Penditure has had a relative strong influence on′　When we set
7．5％　as the dividing line．　They a re　（1）　government service
（96．2％）′（2）gas　＆　water suppIy（23．5％）．（3）service（15．2％）′（4）
rnisce H aneous transport equipment　（12．8％）′　（5）　printing　＆　publi－
cation　（11．9％）′　（6）　puIp　＆　paper　（10．5％）′　（7）　chemical products
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Table　7－19
Industrial Structure of Inducement Production　＝nduced
by Government fixed capital formation
Other mining27．8宅 motor　vehicles 5．6宅
no一metallic 26．1篭bas土C　土ndustrial5．1等
m土neral products Chemicals
COal products 19．1篭Wh01esale　＆　reta土14．8等
COal min⊥ng 16．6亀basic petro－
Chem⊥cal
4．3篭
heavy eiectrical
apparatus
15．3等 t工．anSpOrtat⊥on 4．1宅
metai products 13．2亀 pulp　＆　paper3．3号
iron　＆　Steel
r01led　products
11．4宅 Chemical products 3．1亀
iron　＆　Steel 11．3亀 miscellaneous 3．0篭
mater⊥als transport　equlpment
bu⊥1dlng 11．1亀 prlntlng　＆ 3．0も
COnStruCt⊥on publishing
non　ferrous　metal 11．1亀 gas　＆water　Supply 3．0亀
CaSt　＆　forged
Steel
10．7篭 fiance　＆　insurance 2．8亀
W00den　products　＆
furniture
9．8宅 SerVICe 2．4篭
light　eiectriCal
appliances
9．8亀 fabr土cs 2．0篭
precis土on 8．0亀 1eather　＆1eather 1．9亀
instrument PrOducts
general machinery 7．7も Splnning1．8篭
Other　activities 6．8亀 artificiai　fiber
mater土al
1．8も
petr01eum refinerY 6．5亀 miscelianeous 1．6篭
products textile　materials
Crude　petr0leum　＆ 6．3亀 agricuiture′forestr 1．5等
natural gas y ＆fishing
Other 6．1篭 Chemical 1．3宅
manufacturlng fertilizers
eiectric　power
Supply
5．9等 f00d 0．4宅
rubber　products5．6亀 government　service 0．1篭
note；The proportion of aliindustries′inducement production
ls　7．4亀
Source：Japan Znput and Output Tabie
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Table　7胃20
rndustriai Structure of Znducement Production　＝nduced
by Government Consumption Expenditure
government　service96．2篭 finance　＆
1nSuranCe
2．3篭
gas　＆　Water　Supply 23．5亀f00d 2．2亀
SerVICe 15．2篭 miscellaneous
text土1e
2．2篭
m⊥scellaneous 12．8も artificial fiber 2．1も
transport　equiPmentmaterials
print⊥ng　＆ 11．9篭CaSt　＆　forged 2．0亀
publ土cation Steel
pulp　＆　paper 10．5篭 generai machinery 1．7宅
Chemical products 8．6篭 Splnn土ng1．7亀
Crude　petr01eu∬し　＆ 6．4亀 iron　＆　Steel 1．7宅
natural gas materials
electrical power
Supply
6．0も fab工・ics 1．7宅
Petr01eum refinery 5．6等 iron　＆　steel 1．5篭
products r01led products
transportation 5．1等 metal products 1．5宅
Other　activities 4．4宅 non一metallic
mineral products
1．5篭
W00den　products　＆ 4．2宅 non－ferrous　metal 1．4篭
furn⊥ture products
bas土c　petr〇一 3．9篭 PreCision 1．4も
Chem⊥cals inst工・ument
basic　industrial
Chem⊥cals
3．6亀 motor　vehicles 1．4も
Other　manufacturing 3．0等 Other mining 1．3宅
rubber　products 2．9亀 COnStruCtion 1．1も
COal min⊥ng 2．9宅 leather　products 1．1宅
Chemical　fertilizers 2．8宅 1ight　electrical
appliances
1．0篭
agriculture，forestry
＆　flsh⊥ng
2．7宅 COai products 0．5亀
Wh01esale　＆　retail2．6宅 heavy elect工．ical
apparatus
0 4篭
note：The proportion　of　all industries，inducement production
土S　7．5も
SOurCe：Japan Znput　＆　Output Table1985
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（8．6％）．Here the distingUished one is the government service．
Other items are relatively small and has no obvious difference
with the private one．ltimp＝es that the special roIe of govern一
ment consurnption expenditure is to promote the grOWth of govern－
ment service．
What is the implication of above discussion to strategy？Japa－
nese governmonts have not acted and perhaps can’t act as a spe－
cial demanders to promote and stimuIate some special industries
to gain international competltive advantage．Its role of promot－
ing industrial growth mainly Jies ln the policy dimension′　SUCh
as tax policy．　t rade poJicy and science　＆　technology poJicy
etc．
7．6．Comparison ofindustriaJ structuro with R　＆　D structure
Japan have made a speciaJ alJocation of theirindustriaI R　＆　D
efforts among the industries．General speaking′　Japanese indus－
trial R　＆　D ef forts have concentrated on some specia）　g）oba）
industries．
TabIe　7胃21（A）dispIayed the R　＆　D expenditures by different
Japanese industries．　TabIe　7－21（B）　dlSPlayed the distribution
ratio of lndustrial R　＆　D e〉くPenditures　′　Which are calcuIated
based on the Table　7胃21（A）．Here we can find that　（1）Japanese
industria f R　＆　D efforts concentrated on the manufacturing indus胃
tries′accOunting for　91％　‾93％．（2）　Of the manufacturing indus－
tries′eJectrical machinery（account for　32．6％in1985）′　tranSPOrta－
tion equipment　（15．8％）．chemica r products（15．8％）　and general
machinery（6．4％）are the major R＆Dinvestment fieIds．（3）The R　＆
D expenditure proportion of eIectricaI machinery have undergone a
noticeable growth　′increased from　23．8％in1975　to　32．6％in1985．
The proportion of transportation equipment and chemicaI products
have gradually decreased，SeParately from17．2％in1975　to15．8％
in1985　and from19，1％　to15．8％．　　The proportion of generaI
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Table7－21（a）
R＆D Expenditures bylndustrieS
yearAll
Agricul－
ture，
forestry Mining Const－ HanufaC－Food Textiles
Pulp
＆
industries ＆
fishery
ructiong turing PaPer
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1，684，847
1，882，231
2，109，500
2，291，002
2，664，913
3，142，256
3，629，793
4，039，018
4，560，127
5，136，634
，939，947
，120，163
6，494，268
7，219，318
8，223，820
3，672
2，883
4，959
9，040
6，453
3，854
4，829
4，684
5，652
4，775
，485
4，343
5，776
8，229
4，419
10，898
12，203
7，886
7，605
9，002
14，283
12，889
15，587
15，622
18，776
21，734
21，657
19，543
28，089
24，570
53，041
50，998
61，531
51，212
57，881
75，690
72，891
80，629
101，342
116，128
110，794
121，303
128，303
148，462
185，147
，536，514
1，727，415
，923，105
，098，741
2，447，099
2，895，571
3，374，224
3，755，536
4，257，191
4，776，501
5，543，618
5，739，603
6，101，202
6，754，620
，706，193
46，133
50，925
57，925
6 ，515
67，803
90，237
92，207
104，944
1 ，176
123，696
133，468
147，175
179，052
179，312
20 ，596
22，599
20，917
18，869
24，277
32，860
34，209
64，453
51，869
51，017
59，464
62，588
62，735
66，471
72，787
81，263
13，591
12，030
12，464
13，572
14，235
15，924
15，826
19，636
25，700
29，112
32，380
33，897
33，460
42，777
45，487
Fromlnvestigation of SCience and Technology
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Table7－21（a）
Continuel
year
Printing
ChemiCal
Petroleum
Rubber CeramiCS
Iron Non－
＆ ＆ ＆ ferrous
PUblishing products COal
PrOducts
PrOducts steel metal＆
PrOducts
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
5，612
5，660
7，361
6，086
4，995
5，735
4，826
8，063
11，493
13，859
18，449
16，437
21，688
25，352
33，721
322，099
351，886
385，047
404，208
489，829
558，252
617，354
687，493
774，532
852，793
936，360
983，585
1，095，887
1．190，226
，313，882
17，095
18，069
2 ，047
24，886
26，024
64，906
40，564
4 ，582
49，840
55，982
8，253
68，588
70，178
74，953
4，199
28，557
30，994
40，367
42，991
45，629
50，880
52，415
55，782
57，762
68，403
79，812
80，189
85，156
101，500
111，784
41，745
52，137
52，828
58，415
72，895
83，222
84，100
93，608
113，303
131，271
174，224
187，615
177，882
198，626
221，424
89，211
99，835
103，681
107，921
119，992
147，064
168，653
182，772
186，088
92，091
240，409
255，290
45，176
249，734
268，131
25，995
28，631
30，896
鋸，415
39，571
54，959
67，663
72，055
73，952
87，657
100，536
110，228
104，449
120，273
27，043
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Table7肩21（a）
Continue2
year
F8briCated
General Electrical
TranSPOr－ Precision Other
Transport，
COm皿unl‾
metal tation instru－ manufaC－ Cation＆
PrOduCtS DaChinery maChineyry equi囲ent血entS tu ing PUblic
utilities
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
29，428
40，470
38，577
39，948
54，568
52，027
64，623
64，834
82，825
83，490
102，700
94，671
94，835
9，586
109，324
115，524
138，624
171，252
160，535
185，749
218，877
242，096
218，024
311，678
337，492
382，698
379，095
418，769
450，979
558，974
400，495
491，667
501，291
580，521
694，212
817，224
1，006，225
1，176，356
1，416，231
1，634，539
1，938，183
1，979，973
2，163，544
2，451，594
2，808，123
289，465
286，635
357，724
404，155
445，814
510，454
627，453
671，923
7 4，511
808，177
9 5，661
989，796
969，615
1，086，442
，244，625
3 ，908
43，224
57，218
69，195
77，231
99，338
126，762
1 4，239
58，817
167，431
201，717
199，185
204，228
238，423
266，110
53，055
55，712
59，653
66，100
75，829
92，263
98，025
107，356
118，266
67，022
0，609
81，158
4，881
90，780
107，750
80，722
88，731
112，019
124，403
144，388
152，858
164，961
182，582
180，321
20，454
259，316
233，457
239，445
279，919
313，492
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Table7－21（b）
Distribution Ratio ofindustrial R＆D Expenditures
yearAll
Agricuト
ture，
forestry Hining Const－ Manufac－Food Textiles
Pulp
＆
industries ＆
fishery
ruCtiongtuping PaPer
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
1．0000
0．0022
0．0015
0．0024
0．0039
0．0024
0．0012
0．0013
0．0012
0．0012
0．0009
0．0008
0．0007
0．0009
0．0011
0．0005
0．0085
0．0065
0．0037
0．0033
0．0034
0．0045
0．0036
0．0039
0．0034
0．0037
0．0037
0．0035
0．0030
0．0039
0．0030
0．0315
0．0271
0．0292
0．0224
0．0217
0．0241
0．0201
0．0200
0．0222
0．0226
0．0187
0．0198
0．0198
0．0206
0．0225
0．9120
0．9177
0．9116
0．9161
0．9183
0．9215
0．9296
0．9298
0．9336
0．9299
0．9333
0．9378
0．9395
0．9356
0．9371
0．0274
0．0271
0．0275
0．0269
0．0254
0．0287
0．0254
0．0260
0．0244
0．0241
0．0225
0．0240
0．0276
0．0248
0．0248
0．0134
0．0111
0．0089
0．0106
0．0123
0．0109
0．0178
0．0128
0．0112
0．0116
0．0105
0．0103
0．0102
0．0101
0，0099
0．0881
0．0064
0．0059
0．0059
0．0053
0．0051
0．0044
0．0049
0．0056
0．0057
0．0055
0．0055
0．0052
0．0059
0．0055
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Table7－21（b）
Continuel
year
Printing
Che腰ical
Petroleum
Rubber Cel・8血iCS
iron Non－
＆ ＆ ＆ fel、rOuS
Publishing PrOducts coal
PrOducts
PrOduCtS Steel metal＆
PrOducts
1975
1976
1977
1878
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1988
1987
1988
1989
0．0033
0．0030
0．0035
0．0027
0．0019
0．0018
0．0013
0．0020
0．0025
0．0027
0．0031
0．0027
0．0033
0．0035
0．0041
0．1912
0．1870
0．1825
0．1764
0．1838
0．1777
0．1701
0．1702
0．1698
0．1660
0．1576
0．1607
0．1687
0．1649
0．1598
0．0101
0．0096
0．0128
0．0109
0．0098
0．0207
0．0112
0．0108
0．0109
0．0109
0．0115
0．0112
0．0108
0．0104
0．0102
0．0169
0．0165
0．0191
0．0188
0．0171
0．0162
0．0144
0．0138
0．0127
0．0133
0．0134
0．0131
0．0131
10．0141
10．0136
0．0248
0．0277
0．0250
0．0255
0．0274
0．0265
0．0232
0．0232
0．0248
0．0256
0．0293
0．0307
0．0274
0．0275
0．0269
0．0529
0．0530
0．0491
0．0471
0．0450
0．0468
0．0465
0．0453
0．0408
0．0374
0．0405
0．0417
0．0378
0．0346
0．0328
0．0154
0．0152
0．0148
0．0150
0．0148
0．0175
0．0186
0．0178
0．0162
0．0171
0．0169
0．0180
0．0161
0．0167
0．0154
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Table7－21（b）
Continue2
year
F8briC8ted
General Electrical
Transpor－ Precision Other
Transport，
COm皿unl‾
metal tation instru一 manufaC－ Cation　＆
PrOducts machinery maChineyry equipment 血entS turingPublic
utilities
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
0．0175
0．0215
0．0183
0．0174
0．0205
0．0166
0．0178
0．0161
0．0182
0．0163
0．0173
0．0155
0．0146
0．0124
0．0133
0．0686
0．0736
0．0812
0．0701
0．0697
0．0697
0．0667
0．0540
0．0683
0．0657
0．0644
0．0619
0．0645
0．0625
0．0680
0．2377
0．2612
0．2376
0．2534
0．2605
0．2601
0．2772
0．2912
0．3106
0．3182
0．3263
0．3235
－0．3331
0．3396
0．3415
0．1718
0．1523
0．1696
0．1764
0．1672
0．1624
0．1729
0．1664
0．1567
0．1573
0．1575
0．1617
0．1493
．缶1505
0．1513
0，0213
0．0230
0．0271
0．0302
0．0290
0．0316
0．0349
0．0332
0．0348
0．0326
0．0340
0．0325
0．0314
0．0330
0．0324
0．0315
0．0296
0．0283
0．0289
0．0285
0．0294
0．0270
0．0266
0．0259
0．0130
0．0119
0．8133
0．0131
0．0126
0．0131
0．0479
0．0471
0．0531
0．0543
0．0542
0．0486
0．0454
0．0452
0．0395
0．0429
0．0437
0．0381
0．0369
0．0388
0．0381
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nachinery has nearly kept at a sameleveL wlth some fIuctuation．
ln order to mast8ring strategic imp＝cation of industria L R　＆　D
distribution．we cornpared the R　＆　D expenditure structure　（see
TabJe　7胃21（B））with the industria L structure（see Tab te　7－11）in
1985．Here we just analyze the nlanufacturing industries．　there－
fore we should transfer the proportion in whole industries into
the proportion in the manufacturing industries．We put R＆D ex－
Penditure proportions and production vaIue proportions together
into Table　7－22．We can cIassify the industries into fo＝owlng
noticeable groups．
（A）The industries their proportion of R＆D e〉くPenditure have been
more Ia rge than that o f p roduc tion vaIue．They are chemicaI
industry′　electricaI machinery lndustry　′　tranSPOrtation equip－
ment indust ry and preCision instruments．
（B）　The industries their proportions of R　＆　D expenditure have
been kept nearIy at a sarne LeveL as that of production vaIue．
They are ceramics．glass　＆　cement industry′　and general machlnery
industry．
（C）The industries their proportion of R　＆　D expenditure have
been more smaJJ than that of product j on vaJue．They are food
industry′　teXtile industry′　PUIp　＆　paper industry，　PetrOleum　＆
coal products industry′　iron　＆　Steel industry．　non－rneta F indus－
try′fabricated metal productsindustry．
lf we forget the chemical lndustry．　following concJusion per－
haps can be made：Japanese industries have COncentrated their R　＆
D efforts on some export：Orientedindustries′　Withlarge PrOduc－
tion vaIue proportion′　then have accelerated theseindustries to
gain internationaJ competitive advantage．Other nations Can COm－
Pete With Japan in such fieIds only when they made same R　＆　D
efforts as Japan．
About the future of Japanese chemical industry．it is stiIl
unpredictabIe．On the one side′　Japanese industries have made
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Table　7－22
Comparison of　＝ndustrial Structure with R＆D Structure
1975 1980 1985
P R＆D P R＆DP R＆D
f00d 9．95宅 3．0宅 8．64篭 3．1宅 7．60亀 2．4篭
text⊥1e 6．40亀 1．5篭 4．85宅1．2等4．34亀1．1も
pulp　＆　paper 3．44宅 0．9亀 3．62亀0．6篭 24号0．6号
Chemicais8．10宅 21．0亀 9．08篭 19．3宅 8．24等 16．9等
Petr01eum　＆　COai
products
7．23宅 1．1亀9．01篭 2．2篭 5．18亀 1．2も
Ceramics，glass　＆
Cement
3．93亀 2．7篭4．19宅 2．9宅 3．56篭 3．1篭
iron　＆　steel 18．04亀5．8篭 14．96亀5．1宅 12．77篭4．3亀
non－ferrous
metals
2．90亀 1．7篭 3．67篭 1．9宅 2．46等1．8篭
fabricated　metai
products
3．52亀 1．9篭 3．51も1．8亀 3．92亀 1．9篭
general machinery 8．26も 7．5篭 8．02篭 7．6宅 9．50篭 6．9篭
electrical
mach⊥nery
8．30号 26．1号 10．24号28．2亀 15．89等35．0篭
transpo工tat土on
equlpment
11．33亀18．8亀 11．43宅17．6毛 13．92篭16．9篭
PreCision
instru＿mentS
0．98篭 2．3亀 1．19も 3，4亀 1．22等3．6篭
Note：P　means　the　production value　proportion　of　an industrY
R＆D means the R＆D expenditure proportion of anindustrY
Source：Year b00ks onindicators of science and techn010gY
Year b00ks on mining and manufacturingindustries
indices
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verylarge R＆D efforts on chemical industry′　therefore the gain－
in9　0f cornpetitive advantages can be expected．On the other side′
the proportion of R　＆　D expenditure have been graduaJIy decreased
while the proportion of production va．ue kept at a same leve L．t t
in turn means that Japanese industries gradua t t y shift their
effortS from Chemical industries to other industries′　therefore
thelost of competitive advantage can be expected．
Remainingindustries seems toleave many chances for other na－
tions to compete′　eSPeciaJJy for deveJop j ng countries．But if
Other nations want to enter into Japanese market′　there w＝l be
StilI rnany difficulties．because rnany of the remainingindustries
are the Japanese seIf－cOntained　＆　seL f－SUfficientindustries．
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Conclusion
ln the fi rst chapter we discussed the connotation of technoI0－
gy．We defined the connotation of technoJogy as’a set Of
special knowledge by which people can add a new non－material
vaIue on a product．Non－material value incIudes　：（l）　value of
scientific discovery′　（2）　value of ways reducing the time a
person complete a work or doing a thing′　（3）value of ways reduc胃
ing the physicaJ or mentaJ consumption which a person consumedin
his working process′　（4）　value of ways increasing the good feel－
ing of human receptors such as eyes′　nOSe′　earS′　tOngue and skin′
（5）　va．ue of ways creatin9　neW functions by a new arrangement
and cornbination of a set of oId things′（6）vaJue of ways expLoit胃
ing new resource and saving Iimited resource．（7）value of ways
irnproving human－s health condition．The first aspect of non－
rnaterial value is concerned with the technology generated from
basic research．　The rernaining aspects of non－material are con－
cerned with the technology generated frorn market．The technolo9y
generated f rom market is as same inportant as the technology
generated from basic research for competitions．
In the second chapter we discussed the roles of Japanese
industriaJ research institution′　independent research institute
and university in the science production system and technology
PrOduction system．We found that Japanese industries have been
the main force of technoJogy production system．Universities have
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been the majn force of science production system．　lndependent
institutes have pIayed a supplernent roIe bothin science produc胃
tion and technoJogy production．As comparison′　We eXamined the
behaviors of Chinese industries．We found that universi ty and
institute have made very JittIe contribution to techno）ogy pro－
duction．because they have been disjointed with econornic activi胃
ties．Therefore industries have been paid more attention to its
OWn R　＆　D efforts and foreign technologies．Furthermore．because
engineers in industries are reiatively poor in new technoiogy．
the manufacturing companies tend to promote their technoJogical
level by importing foreign technoJogy and introducing advanced
equipment to replace oId equiprnent．We believe that to strengthen
technology production system is very important for deve．oping
count ries to improve thei r indust riaJ technoIogicaI bases and
technoIogical import．Therefore we proposed a set of indicators
to describe the technolo9y PrOduction system′in order to makeit
SimpIe to understand what the technoIogy production systemis．
ln the third chapter we discussed the determinants of industr j－
al technological bases by checking the key factors which have
made contributions to Japanese commercial success．We thought
that irnported foreign technology′　irnported foreign equipment．
investment on mew equipment．the quality of．abor force′　Strength
Of the local technolo9y PrOduction systern constitute the determi－
nants ofindustrial technoIogical bases．We built up a conceptua L
modeI to describe determinants ofindustrial technologiCaI bases
and their relations．
ln the fourth chapter we reviewed the discussion about Japanese
import substitution virtuous cycle and export expansion virtuous
cycle．According such discussion′　Japanese economic miracIe can
be ascribed Largely to the contribution made by imported technoト
0gy．But a fundamentaJ question can be raised up．WhiJe Japan j s
Jackin9　0f technologicaI originality′it can st＝l compete effec－
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tively as second to market entrants bylmPOrting and assirniIating
foreign technologies．Why the nations rich of technological
Originality couldn’t compete more effectiveIy as the first en－
trants by commercialization of the original technologies？　ln
Order to revealing the essence′　We eXamined the Japanese exper卜
ence of allocating resources among the determlnantS Of technoLog－
icaL bases．We found that Japaneseindustries have made sustained
and rapid growinginvestment on equipment．The ratio ofimporting
technoJogy toinvestment on equipment and the ratio ofimporting
industrial machinery to investment on equipment have been kept
nearly at a samelevel from1956　to most recent．ltimplies that
Japanese industries have treated imported technoLogies and im－
POrted machinery as seeds or supplementary thingS．The ratio of
industr Lal R　＆　D toinvestment on equipment has showed an acceト
erative increasing trend Jn the period．L t impIies t：hat Japanese
industries have regarded the R　＆　D efforts as the main driving
force forimprovingIndustrial technology bases．Japanese formal
education also have undergone a high一grade structuring PrOCeSS．
Japanese formal education Change and Japanese speciaI on－the　－job
training system have form a base for lmPrOVing the qua＝ty of
iabor force．
Ln the fifth chapter we discussed the strategy for developing
nation to improve industria L technoIogical bases based on the
PreVious discussion．　We c L assIfied the measures available to
improv Lng industrial technologlcal bases into four groups：（1）
technoIogyimport oriented grOUP′（2）foreign technolo9y aSSim卜
Iation oriented group′　（3）．oca．R　＆　D oriented group′　and（4）
PrOduction factors oriented group．We discussed the concrete
measures in each group．We also divided the deveIoping period
into three stages：（1）initation stage′（2）earJy stage Of catch－
ing UP and（3）Iate stage of catching up．We discussed the eco－
nomic and technoIogical features of each stage′　and proposed the
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avaiIabJe policy goaIs and principle of aIlocating teChnoIogy
related resources for each stage．
Jn the sixth chapter we discussed the foundation for competi－
tive strategies．A nation vJant tO gain competitive advanta9eS′
mainly because it can accumulate capab日日ties to buy necessary
goods abroad through export．　and e〉くPOrt can PrOmOte donestic
PrOduction more effectively than domestic demands．A nation can
onJy deveJop competitive advantage in so called global indus－
tries．The products of globaI industries have following charac－
ters：（1）MuJtinationaI buyer needs′　（2）with competitive advan－
tage created at home base．（3）rnobility．（4）easy to standardize′
（5）Iess to threat the Iife－and　－death industries of other na－
tions．The sources that a nations can gain competitive advantages
lie in the change of factors which are vitaJ to industrial
Performance．The most typical changes are（1）Changes of demand′
（2）Changes of production factors′　（3）　ChangeS Of industriaI
StruCtUre′　（4）R　＆　D，（5）Chance events such as war and surge of
regionaI demand．
Ln the final chapter we examined Japanese strategy for gaining
COmPetitive advantage．
Jn order to deepenin9　0ur Understanding that why Japan shouId
gaininternational cornpetitive advantage，We eXarnined the strate一
gic roIes of Japanese export to national economic prosperity by
analyzing Japanese import structure′　eXPOrt StructUre′　interna－
tional dependence of Japanese economy′　and coefficients of in－
ducement productioninduced by different final demands．We found
that　（1）　Export is a securlty for thern improving capab日日ty to
Purchaseinsufficient production factors andliving　900ds abroad′
and（2）　export demands can stimulate domestic production growth
more effectively than other fina t demands．
ln order to deepening our understanding that where Japanese
industrial have made theE r efforts to　9ain competitive advantage′
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we comparedindustriaI structure ofinducement productioninduced
by export with the Japanese global industries’　structure．We
found that there exist a potential inherent structure weaknessin
Japanese export inclined indust ries．lt implies that it is
better for them to pursue differentiation at the technological
competitive edges of drown stream industries．We also compared
the industrial structure of inducement production induced by
private fixed capitaI forrTIation with the Japanese industriaJ
structure．We found that Japanese industrial system has a special
dynamics of pushing and pul＝ng a Same industrial cluster，　the
rnachinery and equiprnent industriaJ cluster′in the private fixed
capitat formation．The industriaI systern with such a dynamics
should bc export oriented．Then we compared industria．structure
of inducernent production induced by private consumption with
Japanese household expenditure structure．We found that most of
Japanese private consumption incJined industries constitutes a
seIf－COntained and self－Sufficient system．　Nationai conditions
and trade poJicy have more effect：S t：O PrOteCt thern frominterna－
tionaJ competition than R　＆　D．
ln order to deepenin9　0Ur Understanding that how Japanese
industries have allocated their resource to gaining competitive
advantage．we cornpared theindustrial structure wit：h R　＆　D strUC－
ture．We found that Japanese industries have concentrated their R
＆　D efforts on a few of export orientedindustries′　then acceJer－
ated theseindustries to　9aining internationat competitive advan胃
tage．They have Jeft remainin9　industries to be protected by
self■　cOntained and self－SUfficient dynarnics．
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